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ABSTRACT
This report provides a set of guidelines to help probabilistic risk assessment
(PRA) analysts in modeling common cause failure (CCF) events in commercial
nuclear power plants. The aim is to enable the analyst to identify important
common cause vulnerabilities, incorporate their impact into system reliability
models, perform data analysis, and quantify system unavailability in the presence
of CCFs. Much of the material in this report has been presented in previous reports
issued by United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). The present
document brings together the key aspects of these procedural guidelines
supplemented by additional insights gained from their application, and enhanced
by the capabilities of the CCF software and its data analysis capabilities, recently
developed by the NRC.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission's (NRC's) Office for Analysis and Evaluation of
Operational Data (ABOD) and the Idaho National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory (INEEL) staff
have developed and maintain a common cause failure (CCF) database for the U. S. commercial nuclear
power industry. Previous studies documented methods for identifying and quantifying CCFs. This project
extends previous methods by introducing a method for identifying CCF events, a collection of CCF events
from industry failure data, and a computerized system for quantifying probabilistic risk assessment (PRA)
parameters and uncertainties. This report provides guidance on how to apply the CCF database information
to PRA studies.
A CCF event consists of component failures that meet four criteria: (1) two or more individual
components fail or are degraded, including failures during demand, in-service testing, or deficiencies that
would have resulted in a failure if a demand signal had been received; (2) components fail within a selected
period of time such that success of the PRA mission would be uncertain; (3) component failures result from
a single shared cause and coupling mechanism; and (4) a component failure occurs within the established
component boundary.
Two data sources are used to select equipment failures to be reviewed for CCF events: The Nuclear
Plant Reliability Data System (NPRDS) and the Sequence Coding and Search System (SCSS). These sources
served as the developmental basis for the CCF data collection and analysis system. CCF event coding
guidance permits the analysts to consistently code CCF,events. Sufficient information is recorded to ensure
accuracy and consistency. Additionally, the CCF events are stored in a format that allows PRA analysts to
review the events and develop an understanding on how the events occurred.
A software system stores CCF and independent failure data and automates the PRA parameter
estimation process. The system employs two quantification models: alpha factor and multiple Greek letter.
These models are used throughout the nuclear industry. Parameter estimations can be used in PRA studies
throughout the industry in place of the current CCF parameter estimates, giving a more accurate treatment
of common cause failures.
This report discusses the steps a PRA analyst must take to appropriately address common cause
failures in PRA studies. Specifically, it is intended to be used in conjunction with the NRC CCF methods
developed as part of the CCF database software, along with the data contained in the CCF database.
Provided herein is direction on how to perform the qualitative and quantitative analyses to achieve the
desired PRA study objective.
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ACRONYMS
ABOD
AFW
BFR
BP
cc
CCBE
CCCG
CCDAT
CCF
CCP
CCW
CS
CST
DP
EHC
EOP
EPRI
ESW
GL
HPCI
HPSI
INEEL
IRRAS
IS!
LCO
LER
MDAFWP
MFP
MGL
MLE
MOV
NPRDS
NRC
PRA
PT
PWR
RBE
RCIC
RHR
RTP
SCSS
SG
TS

Nuclear Regulatory Commission's Office for Analysis and Evaluation of Operational Data
auxiliary feedwater
binomial failure rate
basic parameter
component cooling
common cause basic event
common cause component group
common cause data analysis tool (developed by EPRI)
common cause failure
centrifugal charging pump
component cooling water
containment spray
condensate storage tank
differential pressure
electro-hydraulic control
emergency operating procedure
Electric Power Research Institute
emergency service water
generic letter
high pressure coolant injection
high pressure safety injection
Idaho National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory
Integrated Reliability and Risk Analysis System
inservice inspection
limiting condition for operation
Licensee Event Report
motor driven auxiliary feedwater pump
main feedwater pump
multiple Greek letter
maximum likelihood estimators
motor operated valve
Nuclear Plant Reliability Data System
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
probabilistic risk assessment
periodic test
pressurized water reactor
reliability benchmark exercise
reactor core isolation cooling
residual heat removal
rated thermal power
Sequence Coding and Search System
steam generator
technical specifications
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Modeling Common Cause Failures
In Probabilistic Risk Assessments
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 General Purpose and Background
This report provides a set of guidelines to help probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) analysts in
modeling common cause failure (COF) events in commercial nuclear power plants. The aim is to enable the
analyst to identify important common cause vulnerabilities, incorporate their impact into system reliability
models, perform data analysis, and quantify system unavailability in the presence of CCFs. Some of the
material in this volume has been presented in previous reports, NUREG/CR-4780 1.2 and NUREG/CR-580 1.1
The purpose of this document is to bring together the key aspects of these procedural guidelines
supplemented by additional insights gained from their application, enhanced by the capabilities of the CCF
software and its data analysis capabilities, recently developed by the United States Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NC).4 The term common cause events refers to a specific class of dependent events encountered by the system
analyst in the performance of a plant-level PRA or a system-level reliability analysis. Dependent failures
are those failures that defeat the redundancy or diversity that is employed to improve the availability of some
plant function such as coolant injection. In the absence of dependent failures, separate trains of a redundant
system, or diverse methods of providing the same function, are regarded as independent so that the
unavailability of the furnction is essentially the product of the unavailabilities of the separate trains or diverse
systems. However, a dependent failure arises from some cause that fails more than one system, or more than
one train of a system, simultaneously. Thus, the effect of dependent failures is to increase the unavailability
of the system function compared to cases where failures are independent. In terms of system reliability
modeling, incorporation of the effects of dependent failures into the model provides more realistic estimates
of system unavailability.
Reactor operating experience has shown that dependent events are major elements of reactor incidents
and accidents. This result, in one respect, is due to the success achieved in minimizing the frequency of
potential accidents caused by the coincidence of independent events. It is also indicative of the high degree
of reliability that has been achieved through the use of the design principle of redundancy, which has been
particularly effective in reducing the impact of single independent equipment failures. The operating
1experience also indicates that enhanced defenses against dependent events may sometimes be needed.
Hence, it is appropriate that current priorities in risk management be aimed toward controlling the risk
contribution of dependent events.
The results of many risk studies have shown a consistent pattern that reinforces the importance of
dependent events that is apparent in reactor operating experience reports. These results consistently include
a finding that various types of dependent events dominate plant risk and system unavailability.
Methods for the analysis of common cause failures have evolved over the past twenty years from
simple quantitative models to elaborate systematic methods for data gathering, qualitative engineering
analysis, and quantification of the probabilities of CCF events and their impact on risk and reliability
measures. In 1988, as the result of collaborative effort between the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI)
and the US NRC, the two volume guidebook NUREG/CR-4780'1 2 was published. NUREG/CR-4780 was
a major step forward in bringing the results of earlier research and development in treatment of CCF into a
coherent and comprehensive fr-amework with extensive methodological and practical guidelines to support
I
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risk analyses. It also introduced new ideas and techniques needed to overcome problems in the areas of data
analysis, reliability logic modeling, and parametric modeling of CCF probabilities. Some of these problems
were identified during the international "Reliability Benchmark Exercise in Common Cause Failures," (RBECCF) sponsored by the Euratom Joint Research Center in Ispra, Italy." Insights gained from the RBE-CCF
influenced the preparation of NLJREG/CR-4780.2
The success of NUREG/CR-4780 is evident in the impact it has had on the quality of treatment of CCF
in PRA studies conducted since its publication in 1988. The guidebook, however, had its own shortcomings.
Some were due to a mismatch between sophistication of the methodological requirements of the report and
real application constraints in terms of resources required, and also the availability of information needed
(i.e., suitable databases to support the analysis). Also the elaborate method for event analysis proposed in
the guidebook did not provide adequate practical guidance for qualitative and quantitative analysis of CCF
events.
Several efforts were initiated to overcome these shortcomings. To improve techniques for qualitative
analysis of plant-specific vulnerabilities to CCF events and quantitative analysis of data for estimation of
their probabilities, NRC-sponsored projects produced new methods and procedural guidelines for analysts.'~
10 The International Atomic Energy Agency also published a simplified common cause analysis guidebook
which included some methodological improvements."
In the area of data collection, EPRI issued an updated version of the CCF database'" covering operating
experience in the US commercial nuclear power plants through 1990."~ The data were classified and
analyzed using the approach in NUREG/CR-4780. In 1992 the NRC launched a major effort to collect and
systematically analyze CCF events. The EPRI and NRC databases were converted into electronic format
in the computer codes common cause data analysis tool (CCDAIT)" and CCF System," respectively. A new
international effort known as the International Common Cause Data Exchange project, initiated in 1994, is
also underway to develop a database through sharing the CCF experience of many countries and many
different types of plants and operating practices.
Application of the procedures outlined in NUREG/CR-4780 and NUREG/CR-5801 usually require
considerable effort and resources. To reduce this effort, it was desirable to computerize the procedure as
much as practicable. CCDAT was the first step in this direction, but it was limited in ftimctionality and
Iscope. The CCF System is a comprehensive software system that automates many of the data analysis steps
and CCF parameter estimation. The CCF System provides guidance on the screening and interpretation of
data, and contains a database of relevant event data in an effort to provide a more uniform and cost-effective
way of performing CCF analyses. The database contains CCF-related events that have occurred in U.S.
commercial nuclear power plants from 1980 through 1995. The events were identified from failure reports
in the Nuclear Plant Reliability Data System (NPRDS), which is a proprietary database maintained by the
Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO), and Licensee Event Reports (LERs), obtained from the
Sequence Coding and Search System (SCSS) database maintained by the Oak Ridge National Laboratory
for the NRC. The current data collection effort has separated the data by system as well as by component
type.
The principal products of CCF System development are the method and guidelines for identifying,
classifying, and coding CCF events, the CCF database containing both CCF events and an estimate of
independent failure counts, and the CCF parameter estimation software.
The CCF event identification process includes reviewing failure data to identify CCF events and
counting independent failure events. The process allows the analyst to consistently screen failures and
identify CCF events. The CCF event coding process provides guidance for the analyst to consistently code
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CCF events. Additionally, the CCF events are stored in a format that allows PR.A analysts to review the
events and develop an understanding of how they occurred.
The CCF analysis software uses the impact vector method demonstrated in NUREG/CR-4780. The
basic information needed for understanding and coding a CCF event is based on the physical characteristics
of the event, and is recorded in fields in the database. The database software allows an analyst to tailor the
assessment of these parameters for plant-specific analyses.
The interpretation of the degree of impact of the CCF events on affected components is necessarily a
subjective process. Impact interpretations contained in the database are clearly documented for each event.
In addition, the analysis software provides the opportunity for analysts to review and modify these
evaluations when performing plant-specific CCF analyses. The CCF parameters estimated by the database
software are conditional on these particular interpretations. Therefore, the NRC will continue to review CCF
analyses used in regulatory applications on a case-by-case basis. The use of the CCF Database should help
to make the analyses easier to properly perform and more scrutable during the review process.
These advancements and improvements introduced since the publication of NUREG/CR-4780 together
with lessons learned from CCF analysis applications motivated the development of the present guidebook.
This guidebook incorporates the results of previous developments into an updated analysis framework and
procedural guidelines which, together with tools such as the CCF system, should enable analysts to perform
a more credible CCF analysis in much less time than was possible in the past. The framework integrates
qualitative and quantitative aspects of operating experience and design characteristics into a multi-step
procedure that can be followed by systems analysts with a moderate level of experience. While it is not the
purpose of this report to advance or promote a particular method or technique, the procedures presented here
are more prescriptive than those in previous guidebooks, reflecting the lessons learned from field
applications based on earlier guidance. At the same time, significant flexibility has been built into the
framework and procedural steps so that the analysis can be performed to support general and specific studies.
The updated procedural framework presented in this report is designed to help the analyst make
intelligent choices, while providing the structure necessary to ensure that all the issues involved are
considered, to help the analyst understand the consequences of his decisions, and the need to document the
process very carefully. Although the choice of particular techniques and models is left to the discretion of
the analyst, the framework will provide the structured approach needed to make future common cause
analyses (1) more tractable for the analyst, (2) more consistent and scrutable to peer and regulatory
reviewers, (3) more realistic from a licensee perspective, and (4) more defensible by study sponsors. The
framework goes further than providing procedural guidance; together with the technical appendices that
explain the relationship between the various models and the associated data analysis processes, the procedure
presents a conceptual, as well as practical, framework for analyzing common cause failures.
The overall objectives of this report are to
I1.

Provide a procedural framework for common cause analysis for use in applied risk and
reliability evaluations.

2.

Provide a comprehensive and integrated systems analysis framework for common cause
analysis that includes a proper balance between qualitative and quantitative aspects.

3.

Provide guidance and analysis techniques to circumvent some of the practical problems
facing the common cause analyst.

3
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4.

Account for advances that have been made in the state of the art in common causes and
thereby serve to update previously published PRA and CCF analysis procedures guides.

5.

identify important interfaces between the various tasks, including qualitative analysis,
systems modeling, event classification, parameter estimation, and quantitative analysis
tasks.

6.

Provide the flexibility to use alternative systems modeling approaches and techniques for
CCF parameter estimation and data handling when alternatives exist.

1.2 PRA Treatment of Dependent Failures and Role of CCFs
The definition of CCF is closely related to the general definition of dependent failure. Therefore, a
definition of dependent events is provided in a simplified presentation of the case of two events A and B.
Two events, A and B, are said to be dependent if
P(AB) * P(A)P(B3)
In the presence of dependencies, often, but not always, P(AB) > P(A)P(B). Therefore, if A and B
represent failure of a safety function, the actual probability of failure of both will be higher thani the expected
probability calculated based on the assumption of independence. In cases where a system provides multiple
layers of defense against total system or functional failure, presence of dependence translates into a reduced
safety margin and can result in overestimation of the level of reliability, if the dependence is ignored.
Dependencies can be classified in many different ways. A classification which is useful in relating
operational data to reliability characteristics of systems is presented in the following paragraphs. In this
classification dependencies are first categorized based on whether they stem from intended intrinsic
functional and physical characteristics of the system, or are due to external factors and unintended
characteristics. Therefore dependence is either Intrinsic or extrinsic to the system. The definitions and
subclassifications follow.
Intrinsic. This refers to dependencies where the fuinctional status of one component is affected by the
functional status of another. These dependencies normally stem from the way the system is designed to
perform its intended function. There are several subclasses of intrinsic dependencies based on the type of
influence that components have on each other. These are:
"Functional Requirement Dependency. This refers to the case where the functional status of
component A determines the functional requirements of component B. Possible cases include
-

B is not needed when A works,
B is not needed when A fails,
B is needed when A works,
B is needed when A fails.

Functional requirement dependency also includes cases where the load on B is increased upon
failure of A.
" Functional Input Dependency (or Functional Unavailability). This is the case where the
functional status of B depends on the functional status of A. An example is the case where A must
work for B to work. In other words B is functionally unavailable as long as A is not working. An
NUREG/CR-54854
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example is the dependence of a pump on electric power. Loss of electric power makes the pump
functionally unavailable. Once electric power becomes available, the pump will also be operable.
Cascade Failure. This refers to the cases where failure of A leads to failure of B. For example,
failure of a valve on a pump suction line to open, may cause the pump to fail if it is started. In this
case even if the valve is made operable, the pump would still remain inoperable. A cascading effect
is within the design envelope and is often known to designers and operators.
Combinations of the above dependencies identifies other types of intrinsic dependencies. An example
is the Shared Equipment Dependency, when several components are functionally dependent on the same
component. For example if both B and C are functionally dependent on A, then B and C have a shared
equipment dependency.
Extrinsic. This refers to dependencies where the couplings are not inherent and intended in the
designed functional characteristics of the system. Such dependencies are often physically external to the
system. Examples of extrinsic dependencies are:
* PhysicallEnvironmentai. This category includes dependencies due to common environmnental
factors, including harsh or abnormal environment created by a component. For example, high
vibration induced by A causes failure of B.
" Human Interactions. Dependency due to man-machine interaction. An example is failure of
multiple components due to the same maintenance error.
In risk and reliability modeling, known intrinsic dependencies should be modeled explicitly in the logic
model (e.g., fault tree) of the system. In nuclear power plant risk and reliability studies, a large number of
extrinsic dependencies are treated through modeling of the phenomena and the physical processes involved.
Examples are fire. and seismic in the category of Physical/Environmental dependencies.
System analysts generally try to include most explicit dependencies in the basic system or plant logic
model. So, for example, functional dependencies arising from the dependence of frontline systems on
support systems, such as power or service water, are included in the logic model by including basic events,
which represent component failure modes associated with failures of these support systems. Failures
resulting from the'"failure of another component (cascading or propagating failures) are also modeled
explicitly. Operator failures to respond in the manner called for by the operating procedures are included
as branches on the event trees or as basic events on fault trees. Some errors made during maintenance are
usually modeled explicitly on fault trees, or they may be included as contributors to overall component
failure probabilities or rates.
The logic model constructed initially has basic events that for a first approximation are considered
independent. This step is necessary to enable the analyst to construct manageable models. However, many
intrinsic dependencies among component failures are not accounted for explicitly in the logic model,
meaning that the basic events are not actually independent. This is accounted for by introducing the concept
of common cause basic events, which represent the class of residual dependent failures whose root causes
are not explicitly modeled. In a PRA model, a common cause event is defined as the failure or unavailable
state of more than one component during the mission time and due to the same shared cause. Consistent with
current practice in systems modeling,' the reliability analysis methods presented here exclude functional
dependency failures because they are assumed to modeled explicitly in the logic models. Common cause
events require the existence of some cause-effect relationship that links the failures of a set of components
to a single shared root cause. Viewed in this fashion, CCFs are inseparable from the class of dependent
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failures and the distinction is mainly based on the level of treatment and choice of modeling approach in
reliability analysis.
CCFs result from the coexistence of two main factors: a susceptibility for components to fail or
become unavailable due to a particular root cause of failure, and a coupling factor (or coupling mechanism)
that creates the condition for multiple components to be affected by the same cause. An example is the case
where two relief valves fail to open at the required pressure due to set points being set too high, as a result
of an incorrect procedure. Each of these two valves fail to fulfill their safety function due to an incorrect
setpoint. What makes the two valves fail together, however, is a common calibration procedure, and perhaps
a contributor is common maintenance personnel. These commonalities are the coupling factors of the failure
event in this case. It is obvious that each component fails because of its susceptibility to the conditions
created by the root cause, and the role of the coupling factor is to make those conditions common to several
components. Defenses against root causes result in improving the overall reliability of each component but
do not necessarily reduce the fraction of failures that occur due to common cause. The susceptibility of a
,system containing redundant components to dependent failures, as opposed to independent failures, is
determined by the presence of coupling factors.
Characterization of CCF events in terms of these key elements provides an effective means of assessing
the CCF phenomenon by identifying plant vulnerabilities to CCFs and evaluation of the need for, and
effectiveness of, defenses against them. This characterization is equally effective in evaluation and
classification of operational data and quantitative analysis of CCF probabilities.
Defining CCFs in terms of root cause and coupling factor, as well as the timing of failures, expresses
(explicitly or implicitly) the main features of CCFs for most applications. The concept of a shared cause
resulting in malfunction, or -change in component state, is the key aspect of a CCF event. The use of the
word "shared" implicitly includes the concept of coupling factor or mechanism. Also, the reference to a time
interval between failures acknowledges the reliability significance of these events. For some applications,
however, the time characteristic may not be the critical discrimination. Multiple component failures due to
a shared cause that do not affect the mission requirements are of little or no significance from a reliability
point of view. It is the correlation between component failure times and their simultaneity in reference to
the specified mission time that is significant in terms of reliability. Of course, when the same cause is acting
on multiple components, times of failure are often closely correlated.
Components that fail due to a shared cause normally fail in the same functional mode. The term
"common mode failure," which was used in the early literature and is still used by some practitioners, is
more indicative of the most common symptom of the CCF, i.e., failure of multiple components in the same
mode, but it is not a precise term for communicating the important characteristics that describe a CCF event.

1.3 Structure of the Report
Section 2 of this report provides an overview of the guidelines, dividing the entire process into three
phases: Screening Analysis, Detailed Qualitative Analysis, and Detailed Quantitative Analysis. These are
discussed respectively in Sections 3, 4, and 5. An example application of the procedure is provided in
Section 6. A series of appendices provide important technical details on the models, application of models,
uncertainty of parameter estimates, and treatment of CCFs in event assessment.
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2. OVERVIEW OF ANALYSIS PROCEDURE
As summarized in Figure 2-1, the procedure for CCF analysis is organized into three phases:
Phase I:

Screening Analysis,

Phase HI

Detailed Qualitative Analysis, and

Phase III:

Detailed Quantitative Analysis.

'Each phase has several steps as shown in the Figure 2-1.
The objectives of the screening analysis, Phase 1,are to: 1) identify in a preliminary and conservative
manner all the potential vulnerabilities of the system being analyzed to CCFs, and 2) identify those groups
of components within the system whose CCFs contribute significantly to the system unavailability. Phase
I develops the scope and justification for the detailed analyses of Phases II and III. In addition, Phase I
provides conservative, bounding system unavailabilities due to CCFs. Depending on the objectives of the
study and the availability of resources, the analysis may be stopped at the end of this phase recognizing that
the qualitative results may not accurately represent the actual plant vulnerabilities, and that the quantitative
estimates may be very conservative.
Phase II aims at developing an understanding of the plant-specific vulnerabilities to CCFs by
evaluating the susceptibility of the systems and components at a specific plant to causes and coupling factors
of CCFs found throughout the industry. This involves the identification of plant-specific defenses in place
and qualitative evaluation of their effectiveness. The results of the qualitative analysis form the basis to
improve the defenses against CCFs and reduce the likelihood of their occurrence.
The key technique used in Phase 11 is the so-called Cause-Defense Matrix." The procedures of this
phase are summaries of the concepts and procedures provided in References 9 and 11. The steps of this
phase require intensive effort in collecting and analyzing detailed information regarding the specific
characteristics of the plant and systems being analyzed. As such, it is important that this phase is preceded
by the preliminary screening analyses of Phase I in order to limit the scope of the detailed analysis.
Phase III uses the results of Phases I and II, and through several steps involving the detailed logic
modeling, parametric representation, and data analysis, develops numerical values for system unavailabilities
due to CCF events. These steps are suggested in References I and 3, with minor modifications to fit the
scope and objectives of the present document. Given the results of the Phase I analyses, a detailed
quantitative analysis can be performed even if a detailed qualitative analysis has not been performed.
However, as will beseen later, some of the steps in the detailed quantification can benefit significantly from
the insights and information obtained as a result of the Phase II analysis.
Depending on the overall objectives of specific studies, the analysis can stop at the end of any of these
three phases. However, each successive phase builds on the results of the preceding phase(s) and should not
be completed independently.
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SCREENING ANALYSIS
* Problem Definition and System Modeling
- Plant familiarization
- Identification of system and
analysis boundary conditions
- Development of component level system fault tree
" Preliminary Analysis of CCF Vulnerabilities
- Qualitative screening
- Quantitative screening

DETAILED QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS
* Review of Plant Design and Operating Practices
" Review of Operating Experience
0 Development of Cause-Defense Matrices

DETAILED QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS
* Common Cause Modeling
- Identification of common cause basic events (CCBE)
- Incorporation of CCBEs into fault trees
- Parametric representation of CCBEs
* Data Analysis and Parameter Estimation
- Parameter estimation
- Basic event probability development
" System Quantification and Results Interpretation
- System unavailability quantification
- Results evaluation/sensitivity analysis
-

Reporting

Figure 2-1. Procedural framework for common cause failure analysis.
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3. PHASE 1: SCREENING ANALYSIS
The primary objective of this phase is to perform a preliminary analysis of the CCF vulnerabilities that
would identify in a conservative way, and without significant effort, all important groups of components
susceptible to common cause failure. Phase I is a screening process to develop the scope of the more
detailed analysis in the subsequent phases. This is done in two steps:
1. Qualitative Screening
2. Quantitative Screening
Prior to performing the CCF screening analysis the analyst should take several key steps needed in any
systems analysis including
* Plant familiarization
* Identification of system and analysis boundaries
" Development of a component level system logic model (e.g., fault tree)
Since these steps are fairly standard and the related methods, procedures, and tools are widely known
no further discussion will be provided on these topics. The two CCF screening steps are described next.

3.1 Qualitative Screening
At this stage, an initial qualitative analysis of the system is performed to identify the potential
vulnerabilities of the system and its components to CCFs. This analysis is aimed at providing a list of
components which are believed to be susceptible to CCF. At a later stage, this initial list will be modified
on quantitative grounds. In this early stage, conservatism is justified and encouraged. In fact it is important
not to discount any potential CCF vulnerability unless there are immediate and obvious reasons to discard
it.
The most efficient approach to identifying common cause system vulnerabilities is to focus on
identifying coupling factors, regardless of defenses that might be in place against some or all categories of
CCFs. The result will be a conservative assessment of the system vulnerabilities to CCFs. This, however,
is consistent with the objective of this stage of the analysis which is a preliminary, high level screening.
As described earlier, a coupling mechanism is what distinguishes CCFs from multiple independent
failures. Coupling mechanisms are suspected to exist when two or more components failures exhibit similar
characteristics, both in the cause and in the actual failure mechanism. The analyst, therefore, should focus
on identifying those components of the system which share one or more of the following:
* Same design
*Same hardware
" Same function
" Same installation, maintenance, or operations staff
* Same procedures
*Same system/component interface
* Same location
* Same environment
This process can be enhanced by developing a checklist of key attributes, such as design, location,
operation, etc., for the components of the system. An example of such a list is the following:
9
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* Component type (e.g., motor operated valve): including any special design or construction
characteristics, such as component size and material.
" Component use: system isolation, flow modulation, parameter sensing, motive force, etc.
" Component manufacturer.
" Component Internal conditions: absolute or differential pressure range, temperature range, normal
flow rate, chemistry parameter range, power requirements, etc.
" Component boundaries and system Interfaces: common discharge header, interlocks, etc.
" Component location name and/or location code: located in the same building, or have control
panels that look identical in separate rooms.
" Component external environmental conditions: temperature range, humidity range, barometric
pressure range, atmospheric particulate content and concentration, etc.
" Component Initial conditions: normally closed, normally open, energized, etc.; and operating
characteristics: normally running, standby, etc.
" Component testing procedures and characteristics: test interval, test configuration or lineup,
effect of test on system operation, etc.
* Component maintenance procedures and characteristics: planned, preventive maintenance
frequency, maintenance configuration or lineup, effect of maintenance on system operation, etc.
The above list or a similar one is a tool to help identify' the presence of identical components in the
system and most commonly observed coupling factors. It may be supplemented by a plant walk-down, and
review of operating experience (e.g., failure event reports). Any group of components which share
similarities in one or more of these characteristics is a potential point of vulnerability to CCF. However,
depending on the system design, functional requirements, and operating characteristics, a combination of
comnmonalities may be required in order to create a realistic condition for CCF susceptibility. Such situations
should be evaluated on a case by case basis before deciding on wether or not there is a vulnerability. A
group of components identified in this process is called a common cause component group (CCCG).
In practice the following guidelines are generally adopted for the selection of CCCGs:
I1.

When identical, funmctionally non-diverse, and active components are used to provide
redundancy, these components should always be assigned to a CCCG, one for each group
of identical redundant components.

2.

In general, as long as CCCGs in the above category are identified, the assumption of
independence among diverse components is a good one and is supported by operating
experience data. However, when diverse redundant components have piece parts that are
identically redundant, the components should not be assumed fully independent. One
approach in this case is to break down the component boundaries and identify' the common
piece parts as a CCCG. For example, pumps can be identical except for their drivers..

3.

In system reliability analysis, it is frequently assumed that certain passive components can
be omitted, based on the argument that active components dominate. In applying this
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screening criteria to common cause analysis, it is important to not exclude events such as
debris blockage of redundant or even diverse pump strainers.
Finally, in addition to following the above guidelines, it is important for the analyst to review the
operating experience as reported in, for example, the LERS, to ensure that past failure mechanisms are
included with the components selected in the screening process. Later in the detailed qualitative and
quantitative analysis phases this task is performed in more detail to include the operating experience of the
plant being analyzed. In the screening phase, knowledge of industry experience is sufficient.

3.2 Quantitative Screening
The qualitative screening step identifies potential vulnerabilities of the system to CCFs. By focusing
on failure mechanisms and ignoring plant-specific defenses, the results of the screening are conservative.
This ensures that if the analysis is stopped at this level, no major common cause vulnerabilities are neglected,
and that the results of any detailed analysis are bounded by the screening results.
By using conservative qualitative analysis, the size of the problem is significantly reduced. However,
detailed modeling and analysis of all potential common cause vulnerabilities identified in the qualitative
screening may still be impractical and beyond the capabilities and resources available to the analyst.
Consequently, it is desirable to reduce the size of the problem even further to enable detailed analysis of the
most important common cause system vulnerabilities. Reduction is achieved by performing a quantitative
screening analysis. This step is useful for systems reliability analysis and may be essential for accident-level
analysis in which exceedingly large numbers of cutsets may be generated in solving the fault tree logic
model.
In performing quantitative screening for CCF candidates, one is actually performing a complete
quantitative analysis except that a conservative and simple quantitative model is used. The procedure is as
follows:
I1.

The component-level fault trees are modified to explicitly include a "global" or "maximal"
common cause failure event for each component in every common cause component group.
A global common cause event in a group of components is one in which all members of the
group fail. A maximal common cause event is one that represents two or more common
cause basic events. As an example of this step of the procedure, consider a CCCG
composed of three components A, B, and C. According to the procedure, the basic events
of the fault tree involving these components, i.e.,

are expanded to include the basic event CABC, which is defined as the concurrent failure A,
B, and C due to a common cause, as shown below:

II
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Here A1, B,, and C,denote the independent failure of components A, B, and C, respectively.
This substitution is made at every point on the fault trees where the events "A FAILS," 11B
FAILS," or "C FAILS" occur.
2.

The fault trees are now solved, either by hand for simple systems, or more commonly by
using a fault tree reduction computer code [e.g., SETS"5 and Integrated Reliability and Risk
Analysis System (IRRS)'6 ] to obtain the minimal cutsets for the system or accident
sequence. Any resulting cutset involving the intersection A 1B IC , will have an associated
cutset involving C~w. The significance of this process is that, in large systems or accident
sequences, some truncation of the cutsets on failure probability must usually be performed
to obtain any solution at all, and the product of independent failures A 1B ICIis often lost
in the truncation process due to its small value, while the (numerically larger) common

cause term Cisc will survive.
3.

Numerical values for the CCF basic event can be estimated using a simple global parametric
model:
MAW~) =

g P(A)

(3.1)

P(A) is the total failure probability of the component. Table 3-1 lists values of the global
common cause factor, g, for dependent k-out-of-n system configurations for success. The
basis for these screening values is described in Section 5. Note that different g values apply
depending on whether the components of the system are tested simultaneously (nonstaggered) or one at a time at fixed time intervals (staggered). More details on the reasons
for the difference is provided in Section 5.
The simple global or maximal parameter model (similar in form to the single parameter models
discussed in Section 5). provides a conservative approximation to the CCF frequency regardless of the
number of redundant components in the CCCG being considered.
Those CCCGs that are found to contribute little to system unavailability or accident sequence
frequency (or which do not survive the probability-based truncation process) can be dropped from further
consideration. Those that are found to contribute significantly to the system unavailability or accident
sequence frequency are retained and fur-ther analyzed using the guidelines for more detailed qualitative and
quantitative analysis.
The objective of the initial screening analysis is to identify potential common cause vulnerabilities and
to determine those that are insignificant contributors to system unavailability and to the overall risk, to
eliminate the need to analyze them in detail. The analysis can stop at this level if a conservative assessment
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is acceptable and meets the objectives of the study. Otherwise the component groups which survive the
screening process should be analyzed in more detail, according to the Phase II and Phase III guidelines.
A complete detailed analysis should be both qualitative and quantitative. A detailed quantitative
analysis, is always required to provide the most realistic estimates with minimal uncertainty. In general,
a realistic quantitative analysis requires a thoroughly conducted qualitative analysis. A detailed qualitative
analysis provides many valuable insights that can be of direct use in improving the reliability of the systems
and safety of the plant. The next section of the report provides guidelines for performing a detailed
qualitative analysis. It is then followed by guidelines for detailed quantitative analysis.
Table 3-1. Screening values of global comnmon cause factor, g, for different system configurations.
Values of g
Success Configuration
_

_

__

Staggered Testing Scheme

INon-staggered Testing Scheme

0.05

0.10

Ilof 3

0.03

0.08

2 of 3

0.07

0.14

1 of 4

0.02

0.07

2of4

0.04

0.11

3of4

0.08

0.19

I of 2
2of2

3 of 3

4of4

I___________
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4. PHASE II: DETAILED QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS
The objective of the detailed qualitative analysis is to identify' the potential vulnerabilities of the system
being analyzed to the diverse CCFs that can occur. The difference between this and the qualitative screening
analysis of Phase I is the level of detail and the number of CCF events being considered. This detailed
analysis focuses on obtaining considerably more plant-specific information, and can provide the basis and
justification for engineering decisions regarding system reliability improvements. In addition, the detailed
evaluation of system CCF vulnerabilities provides essential information for a realistic evaluation of operating
experience and plant-specific data analysis as part of the detailed quantitative analysis. It is assumed that
the analyst has already conducted the screening analysis of Phase 1,is armed with the basic understanding
of the analysis boundary conditions, and has a preliminary list of the important CCCGs.
An effective detailed qualitative analysis involves the following activities:
" Review of operating experience (generic and plant-specific)
" Review of plant design and operating practices
* Development of root cause-defense and coupling factor-defense matrices.
The key products of this phase of analysis include a final list of common cause component groups
supported by documented engineering evaluation. This evaluation may be summarized in the form of a set
of Cause-Defense and Coupling Factor-Defense matrices developed for each of the CCCGs identified in
Phase 1. These detailed matrices explicitly account for plant-specific defenses, including design features and
operational and maintenance policies, in place to reduce the likelihood of failure occurrences. The results
of the detailed qualititative analysis provide insights about safety improvements that can be pursued to
improve the effectiveness of these defenses and reduce the likelihood of CCF events.

4.1 Review of Operating Experience
An important step toward developing a good understanding of plant CCF vulnerabilities is a
comprehensive review of operating experience at the subject plant as well as other nuclear power plants.
This review enables the analyst to develop insights regarding the failure causes and mechanisms, and how
they relate to the physical and operational characteristics of components, systems, and plants. For this type
of detailed data review the analyst needs to consult databases that provide detailed event descriptions.
Unfortunately most databases are incomplete and inconsistent, particularly with respect to the type of
information required in a detailed common cause analysis. In practice, one has to consult several sources
of information, including documents describing physical and functional characteristics of the systems and
the plant, as well as the governing operating procedures.
3
For generic insights, generic compilations of CCF events such as various EPRI documents" " and the
CCF System computerized database developed by the US NRC' 7 provide a comprehensive source of
information. For information on plant-specific experience related to common cause failures plant, records
such as Maintenance Work Orders, Operator Logs, Work Request Forms, and Significant Event Reports,
may be consulted.

The objective of this review is to gain qualitative insights, and not necessarily to collect statistics or
perform data classification. Such data classification and statistical a'nalyses are of course, needed as part of
the subsequent detailed quantitative analysis phase. The key concepts needed for the qualitative event data
review are identification of failure cause and coupling mechanism. Each of these are discussed in further
detail below. (See also References 3 and 9.)

15
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4.1.1 Failure Causes
It is recognized that the description of a failure in terms of the most obvious "cause" is often too
simplistic. For example, it may be quite adequate to identify that a pump failed because of high humidity.
But to understand, in a detailed way, the potential for multiple failures, it is necessary to identify further why
the humidity was high and why it affected the pump (i.e., it is necessary to identify the ultimate reason for
the failure). There are many different paths by which this ultimate reason for failure could be reached. Also,
the sequence of events that constitute a particular failure path, or failure mechanism, is not necessarily
simple. As an aid to thinking about failure mechanisms, the following concepts are useful.
A proximate cause of a failure event is the condition that is readily identifiable as leading to the
failure. In the above example, humidity could be identified as the proximate cause. The proximate cause
can be regarded as a symptom of the failure cause, and it does not in itself necessarily provide a full
understanding of what led to that condition. As such, it may not be the most usefuil characterization of failure
events for the purposes of identifying appropriate corrective actions.
To expand the description of the causal chain of events resulting in the failure, it is useful to introduce
the concepts of conditioning events and trigger events. Tbhee concepts are particularly useful in analyzing
component failures from environmental causes.
A conditioning event increases component susceptibility to failure, but does not of itself cause failure.
In the previous example (a pump failed because of high humidity), the conditioning event could have been
failure of maintenance personnel to properly seal the pump control cabinet following maintenance. The
effect of the conditioning event is latent, but the conditioning event is frequently a necessary contributor to
the failure mechanism. Understanding the conditioning event can provide insights into the failure
mechanism and its possible defenses. A trigger event activates a failure, or initiates the transition to the
failed state, whether or not the failure is revealed at the time the trigger event occurs. The event which led
to high humidity in a room, and subsequent equipment failure, would be such a trigger event. A trigger event
therefore is a dynamic feature of the failure mechanism. A trigger event, particularly in the case of CCF
events, is usually an event external to the components in question.
It is not always necessary, or even possible, to uniquely define a conditioning event and a trigger event
for every type of failure. However, the concepts are useful in that they focus on the ideas of an immediate
cause, and subsidiary causes, whose function is to increase susceptibility to failure, given the appropriate
ensuing conditions. Some examples of the use of these concepts are given in Table 4-1.
The next concept of interest is that of the root cause. The root cause is the most basic reason or reasons
for the component failure, which if corrected, would prevent recurrence. The identification of a root cause
is tied to the implementation of defenses.
As shown in Table 4-1, the root cause may be determined to be a trigger event (second event in the
table) or a conditioning event (third event). It is clear from events I and 4 in Table 4-1 that many proximate
causes (moisture and vibration) are indeed only symptoms of the root cause, and that identifying the
proximate causes neither provides a full understanding of what led to that condition nor identifies how to
prevent subsequent similar failure. All too often, investigations of failure occurrences (and thus the event
descriptions in failure reports and in databases) do not determine the root causes of failures, even though this
determination is crucial for judging the adequacy of defenses against these failures.
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Table 4-1. Examples illustrating concepts useful in analyzing common cause failure.
Conditioning Event
Trigger Event
Proximate Cause
Failure Event
L A pump fails to run because
of moisture in the pump
control cabinet

Corrosion from moisture
or high humidity

Event leading to the occurrence Failure to properly seal the
control cabinet following
of high humidity (e.g., steam
maintenance
leak in pump room)

.

Root Cause

Lack of attention during
maintenanc,; and/or
deficiency in the written

________________________procedure

2.

Equipment failure
A design error is such that
under real demand conditions
a component fails to perform
its function (Component had
successfully performed its
function during testing)

None

Error in design realization
and failure to realize that
proof testing was not
adequately simulating real
demand conditions
Error or ambiguity in
maintenance procedure and
inadequate training

________________________

3a.

Following a maintenance act, Maintenance error
a component fails. The
failure is eventually
attributed to an error in the
maintenance crew

Maintenance act

Error or ambiguity in
maintenance procedure

3b.

Following a maintenance act, Maintenance error
a component fails. The
failure is eventually
attributed to a slip on the part
of the maintenance crew

Maintenance act

Inadequate training and lack of Inadequate training and lack
of motivation
attention during maintenance

4.

A pump shaft fails because of Vibration
the cumulative effect of high
vibration, resulting from an
installation err______________________

Cumulative exposure of the
pump to the excessive
vibration

Installation error

:i

00
tA

__________

Design error

_____________procedures

Inadequate training of
installation crew and
deficiency in installation

4.1.2 Coupling Factors and Mechanisms
For failures to become multiple failures from a shared cause, the conditions have to be conducive for
the trigger event and/or the conditioning events to affect all components within the group simultaneously.
The meaning of simultaneity in this context is that failures lead to inability of redundant components to
perform their safety function within the appropriate mission time. A coupling factor is a characteristic of
a group of components or piece parts that identifies them as susceptible to the same causal mechanisms of
failure. Such factors include similarity in design, location, environment, mission and operational,
maintenance, and test procedures. These factors, in some references, have been referred to as examples of
coupling mechanisms, but because they really identify' a potential for common susceptibility, it is preferable
to think of these factors as characteristics of a common cause component group.
The coupling factor classification format consists of three major classes:
*

Hardware Based,

"

Operation Based, and

"

Environment Based.

These three classes are divided into subcategories to provide more detail for important parameters and
attributes. The multi-layered coding approach acknowledges that during classification it is likely that only
major categories can be identified because failure event descriptions are often not detailed enough to allow
fine distinction down to the subcategories. When determining the coupling factors of an event with limited
data, more thani one coupling factor can be assigned to a CCF event. This is not a negative point since this
approach allows the analyst to evaluate a broader set of defenses when determining the applicability of the
coupling factors to the plant under consideration.
4.1.2.1 Hardware Based. Hardware based coupling factors are factors that propagate a failure
mechanism among several components due to identical physical characteristics. An example of hardware
based coupling factors is failure of several residual heat removal (RHR) pumps because of the failure of
identical pump air deflectors. There are two subcategories of hardware based coupling factors: (1) hardware
design, and (2) hardware quality (manufacturing and installation).
Hardware design coupling factors result fr-om common characteristics among components determined
at the design level. There are two groups of design-related hardware couplings: system level and component
level. System-level coupling factors include features of the system or groups of components external to the
components that can cause propagation of failures to multiple components. Component-level coupling
factors are caused by features within the boundary of each component.
The following are coupling factors in the hardware design category.
* Same Physical Appearance. The same physical appearance refers to cases where several components
have the same identifiers (e.g., same color, distinguishing number! letter coding, and/or same
size/shape). These conditions could lead to misidentification by the operating or maintenance staff.
-

An operator removed Unit 2 RHR pumps B and D for maintenance instead of Unit 3 pumps B and
D. The pumps were isolated for two hours before the error was discovered. The error was due to
lack of distinguishable identificat' in codes.
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* System Layout/Configuration The system layout and configuration coupling factors refer to the
arrangement of components to form a system.

"

*

-

Two motor-driven auxiliary feed water pumps lost suction because of air trapped in the supply
header that provides condensate flow between the condensate storage tank (CST) and the hot wells.
The two failed pumps took suction from the top of the header, while the turbine-driven pump (which
took suction from the side of the header) was unaffected. A vent was installed on the condensate
rejection line.

-

Two containment spray pumps failed to meet differential pressure requirements due to air binding
at the pump suction. These failures resulted from a system piping design error.

Same Component Internal Parts. The same component internal parts coupling factor refers to
characteristics that could lead to several components failing because of the failure of similar internal
parts or subcomponents. This coupling factor category is useful when investigating the root cause of
component failures. This coupling factor is used when the investigation is limited to identifying the
subcomponents or piece-part at fault, rather than the root cause of failure of the piece-part.
-

On two occasions, both the high pressure coolant injection (HPCI) and reactor core isolation cooling
(RCIC) pumps tripped during tests. The cause was failed teflon rupture discs. The discs were
inadequate for their intended purpose.

-

During normal operations, it was found that two auxiliary feedwater pump turbines experienced
speed oscillations; in one case the turbine tripped. Both oscillation problems were researched and
it was determined that the buffer springs on the governor were the wrong size. The springs were
removed and replaced with the correct springs.

Same Maintenance/Test/Calibration Characteristics. The same maintenance/test/calibration characteristics refer to the similarity in maintenance/test/calibration requirements, including frequency,
type, tools, techniques, and personnel-required level of expertise.
diesel generators failed to load due to shutdown sequencer problems. During one diesel
generator failure, the diesel could not be loaded manually or automatically due to dirty contacts on
the sequencer. In the second diesel generator failure, the sequencer clutch stuck due to being dirty
and needing lubrication. The cause was determined to be the lack of preventative maintenance and
unsuitable maintenance and test equipment. To resolve the lack of preventative maintenance
problems, a preventative maintenance procedure was developed and implemented that required
cleaning and lubricating the load sequencer. The unsuitable maintenance and test equipment was
resolved by selecting suitable equipment and revising test methods.

-Two

Hardware quality coupling factors refer to characteristics introduced as common elements for the
quality of the hardware. These include the following:
*

Manufacturing Attributes. The manufacturing attribute coupling factor refers to the same
manufacturing staff, quality control procedure, manufacturing method, and material.
-

*

Two diesel generators failed due to failed roll pins on the exhaust damper linkage. The roll pins
failed due to temper-embrittlement that resulted from the roll pin manufacturing process.

Construction/Installation Attributes (both initial and later modifications). The construction and
installation attributes coupling factor refers to the same Construction/Installation Staff, Construc19
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tion/Installation Procedure, Construction/Installation Testing/ Verification Procedure, and Construction/ Installation Schedule.
-

An RCIC turbine tripped, on high exhaust pressure, immediately after starting. A commaon reference
jumper between the speed ramp generator and the electronic governor module was missing. It was
also missing from the HPCI turbine.

4.1.2.2 Operatdonal Based. The operational based coupling factors are coupling factors that propagate
a failure mechanism on account of identical operational characteristics among several components. For
example, failure of three redundant high pressure safety injection (HPSI) pumps to start because the circuit
breakers for all three pumps were racked out due to operator error. The categories of operation based
coupling factors are:
" Same Operating Staff. This coupling factor refers to the events that result if the same operator (team
of operators) is assigned to operate all trains of a system, increasing the probability that operator errors
will affect multiple components simultaneously.
-

*

All of the emergency service water pumps were found in the tripped condition. The trips were the
result of an emergency engine shutdown device being tripped. The operations personnel did not
recognize that the trip devices had to be reset following testing. The procedures were enhanced to
include more detailed information and the operator training was enhanced to include more detailed
instructions on operations of the trip devices.

Same Operating Procedura The same operating procedure coupling factor refers to the cases when
operation of all (functionally or physically) identical components is governed by the same operating
procedures. Consequently, any deficiency in the procedures could affect these components.
auxiliary feedwater pumps failed to develop the proper flow output. It was determined that the
manual governor speed control knobs had been placed in the wrong position due to an error in the
procedure.

-Two

Sometimes, a set of procedures or a combination of procedure and human action act as the proximate
cause and coupling factor, as seen in the following example.
-

The RCIC turbine tripped on high exhaust pressure during a test. The RCIC turbine exhaust stop
check valve was found closed and locked. The stop check valve on the exhaust of the HPCI turbine
was also found closed, but not locked. One other RCIC valve was found locked closed that should
have been locked open, but this valve had no effect on RCIC operability. Mispositioning the valves
was due to operator error and an incomplete procedure.

In some cases, a common procedure results in failure, or multiple failures of multiple trains, if it is
applied to multiple trains at the same time.
-

Due to procedure and personnel errors, the nitrogen for the air operated valves on two trains of the
auxiliary feedwater system was incorrectly aligned causing a loss of the nitrogen supply. The
procedures were revised to increase surveillance and clearly delineate the nitrogen bottle valve
alignment requirements.

Same Maintenance/Test/Calibration Schedule. This coupling factor refers to the maintenance/
test/calibration activities on multiple components being performed simultaneously or sequentially
during the same maintenance/test/calibration event.
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-

A number of breakers in the AC power system failed to close due to dirt and foreign material
accumulation in breaker relays. Existing maintenance and testing requirements allowed the relays
to be inoperable and not detected as inoperable until the time that the breakers were called on to
operate. The maintenance requirements or cleaning schedules had not been established or identified
as being necessary.

Same Maintenance/TestlCalibration Staff. This coupling factor refers to the same maintenance/
test/calibration team being in charge of maintaining multiple systems/components.
-

The C component cooling water (COW) pump high bearing temperature alarm sounded. The pump
bearing had rotated, blocking oil flow to the bearing. The apparent cause was pump/motor
misalignment. During repairs, pumps A and B maintained COW flow. Eleven days later, pump B
sounded a high bearing temperature alarm. Again, bearing failure was due to pump/motor
misalignment.

* Same MaiitenancelTest/CalibrafionProcedures. Common procedures could also be responsible for
propagation of errors through procedural errors and operator interpretation of procedural steps. It is
recognized that for non-diverse equipment, it is impractical to develop and implement diverse
procedures.
surveillance testing, 2 of 5 electromagnetic relief valves in the automatic depressurization
system failed to operate per design. A leak path around a threaded retainer prevented the valves
from venting the lower chamber and subsequently opening. The maintenance procedures were
revised to seal weld the retainers. Additionally the valves were bench tested to ensure operability
prior to installation.

-During

4.1.2.3 Environmental Based. The environment based coupling factors are the coupling factors that
propagate a failure mechanism via identical external or internal environmental characteristics. These
coupling factors are:
"

Same Plant Location

The same plant location coupling factor refers to all redundant
exposed to the same environmental stresses because of the same plant
being
systems/components
humidity, earthquake). The impact of a number of these environmental
high
location (e.g., flood, fire,
stresses is normally modeled explicitly (by analyzing the phenomena involved and incorporating their
impact into the plant/systemn models) in current PRAs. Other environmental causes such as high
humidity and temperature fluctuations are typically considered in COF analysis and treated
parametrically.
-

"

A service water system leak on an inlet pipe caused the auxiliary feedwater pump motors to be
sprayed with water. The pumps were subsequently declared inoperable until the motors could be
repaired.

Same Component Location. The same component location coupling mechanism refers to multiple
systems exposed to similar environmental stresses because of location of systems/components (e.g.,
vibration, failure of ,entilation systems, heat generated by other components, and accidental human
actions).
-

Circuit breakers for the boron injection tank inlet and outlet valves B and D were found open during
a routine surveillance. The breakers were in the same area, where a ladder was found leaning against
the motor control center. Presumably workmen accidentally opened the breakers.
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-

One inboard containment spray valve was found with a broken motor housing. An outboard
containment spray valve was found with its motor housing misaligned and when an attempt was
made to operate the valve, the motor burned out: It appeared that someone stepped on the motor
housings and caused the damage.

Internal EnvironmenulWorking M~edium. The internal environment/working medium refers to
commonality of multiple components in terms of the medium of their operation such as internal fluids
(water, lube oil, gas, etc.). Operating with the same dirty water, for example, could cause multiple
failures due to corrosion.
-

Three of four service water pumps failed due to wear causing a high pump vibration. The pumps
take a suction on ocean water, and the failures were caused by excessive quantities of abrasive
particles in the ocean water. The pumps were replaced.

For ease of representation and to facilitate communication of events classified as CCFs, a coding
system for coupling factors has been developed and is discussed in detail in References 5 and 6. The
hierarchical structure of the coding system is particularly useful in event classification since the level of
detail in available information can vary from event to event. In some cases, it may be possible to identify
the coupling factor of the event at a high level of hardware-based, operational-based, or environmental-based
,information. In other situations a more detailed classification may be possible based on the specific
information provided in the event description. In either case, the flexibility has been provided in the coding
system to represent the event as closely as possible.

4.1.3 Defense Mechanisms
To understand a defense strategy against a CCF event, it is necessary to understand that defending
against a CCF event is no different than defending against an independent failure that has a single root cause,
except that more thani one failure has occurred, and they are related through a coupling mechanism.
There are three methods of defense against a CCF: (1) defend against the failure proximate cause;
(2) defend against the common cause failure coupling factor; or (3) defend against both items I and 2. When
a defense strategy is developed using protection against a proximate cause as a basis, the number of
individual failures may decrease. During a CCF analysis, defense based on the proximate cause may be
difficult to assess particularly when a root cause analysis is not performed on each failure and those that are
performed are not complete. However, given that a defense strategy is established based on reducing the
number of failures by addressing proximate causes, it is reasonable to postulate that if fewer component
failures occur, fewer CCF events would occur.
The above approach does not address the way that failures are coupled. Therefore, CCF events can
occur, but at a lower frequency. If a defense strategy is developed using protection against a coupling factor
as a basis, the relationship between the failures is eliminated. During a CCF analysis, defense based on the
coupling factor is easier to assess because the coupling mechanism between failures is more readily apparent
and therefore easier to interrupt. Given that a defense strategy is developed with protection against the
coupling factor as the basis, component failures may occur that may not be related to any other failures. A
defense strategy based on addressing both the proximate cause and coupling factor would be the most
comprehensive.
A defense strategy against proximate causes typically includes design control, use of qualified
equipment, testing and preventive maintenance programs, procedure review, personnel training, quality
control, redundancy, diversity, and barriers. For coupling factors, a defense strategy typically includes
diversity (functional, staff, and equipment), barriers, and staggered testing and maintenance. The defense
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mechanisms used in the Office for Analysis and Evaluation of Operational Data (AFOD) CCF database are
functional and physical barriers, monitoring and awareness, maintenance staffing and scheduling, component
identification, diversity, no practical defense, and unknown. These defenses are constructed primarily based
on coupling factors.

4.2 Review of Plant Design and Operating Practices
A comprehensive review should include identification of the root causes, coupling factors, and defenses
in place against them. However, as discussed in Reference 9, given the rarity of common cause events,
current weaknesses of event reporting and other practical limitations, approaching the problem from the point
of view of defenses is, perhaps, the most effective and practical. A good defense can prevent a whole class
of CCFs for many types of components, and in this way the application of a procedure based on this
philosophy can provide a systematic approach to screening for potential CCF mechanisms.
The following defenses are oriented toward eliminating or reducing the coupling among failures:
"Diversity
Functional
Equipment
Staff
" Physical or Functional Barriers
Spatial separation
Physical protection
Interlocks
Removal of, or administrative control on, cross-ties
" Testing and Maintenance Policy
Staggered testing
Staggered maintenance
" Additional Redundancy.
Review guidelines for each of the above categories are provided in the following:
Diversity. Diversity means the use of a totally different approach to achieve roughly the same
results (functional diversity) or the use of different types of equipment to perform the same function
(equipment diversity). Equipment diversity can be considered in terms of construction, physical
charadteristics, manufacturing or operating principle. Diversity in staff (i.e., using different teams to
install, maintain, and/or test redundant trains) is another form of applying this concept.
Diversity is perhaps the ultimate defense against CCFs, in that components of different design,
operated in different ways, will be subject to different failure mechanisms, with the exception of major
external environmental factors such as seismic events. However, diversity has only been used to a very
limited extent in the nuclear power plants. Even in cases where the concept has been used, there are
often sources of dependence that may make the components susceptible to coupling mechanisms, often
in the form of similar piece-parts and common location. A good example is the auxiliary feedwater
system in which the diversity of pumps (motor-driven vs. turbine-driven) is diversity of pump driving
mechanisms, leaving the system vulnerable to a variety of coupling factors such as steam binding, and
many environmental influences. A thorough plant CCF review, therefore, must determine the degree
of diversity, and identify possible similarities and common characteristics among diverse equipment.
23
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Physical or Functional Barriers. A barrier is any physical impediment that tends to confine
and/or restrict a potentially damaging condition. Separation and physical protection are often used to
reduce the coupling associated with having redundant equipment in the same location. The causes of
component failures associated with these coupling factors include harsh environments such as fires,
floods, moisture, high or low temperatures, and so forth.
The most complete implementation of this defense is to have redundant equipment in separate
locations that are not connected in any way (e.g., the locations should not have a common heating and
ventilating system). This spatial separation may also enhance defenses against human errors in
realignment of redundant trains of equipment because the operator could rely on the lineup of one train,
which could be incorrect, to line up the other train. A simpler implementation of this defense is to
provide barriers that protect against selected harsh environments (e.g., a missile barrier between
redundant pumps). The missile barrier would not, however, offer protection against other harsh
environments such as a high temperature in the common location of the pumps.
Interlocks are often used as defenses in instrumentation and actuation logic of safety-related
systems. This type of defense consists of providing interlocks between redundant components or
channels so that only one at a time can be taken out of service for testing or maintenance. This defense
reduces the coupling associated with errors such as mistakenly performing a test on one component
while the redundant component is undergoing preventive maintenance.
Removal of cross-ties between redundant trains will eliminate some postulated CCFs. At one
nuclear power plant, for example, the cross-ties between the air tanks in the air-start systems for diesel
generators were left open, resulting in multiple unavailability of diesel generators when check valves
leaked. This CCF event would not have occurred if there had been no cross-ties for the air tanks.
Removal of cross-ties, however, could have a detrimental impact regarding other causes of failure. For
example, if one diesel generator fails to start on demand because of a leak in the air tank and the other
diesel generator is already unavailable due to a major overhaul, then not having the cross-ties precludes
starting one diesel generator using the air tank of the one that is unavailable due to overhaul. Strong
administrative controls on cross-ties may reduce the susceptibility to CCF events.
Barriers are effective as defenses against CCFs resulting from environmental, or external agents,
if they provide one of the following:
*

Separate environments for redundant components and therefore reduce the susceptibility of
components to trigger events which affect the quality of the environment.

*

A shield for some or all the components from potential trigger events.

Review of the barrier effectiveness should include: 1) identification of the type, location, and
purpose of barriers, 2) the type of disturbance to which a barrier is impermeable, 3) the quality of its
installation, and 4) the quality of administrative controls that maintain its integrity, coupled with an
identification of potential sources for trigger events for the various environmental disturbances, in
terms of their location and severity.
A review process for identifying potential locations of concern has been developed for dealing
with internal fires and floods. It can be adopted to cover other types of environmental disturbances by
following the steps below through identification of:
1. The location of the components of interest.
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2. The piece parts of the components that are susceptible to each disturbance.
3. The locations of the barriers against the disturbance that divide the plant into nominally
independent zones.
4. Potential sources of significant environmental disturbances.
5. Those zones which contain more than one component, or vulnerable piece parts of more than
one component, and a source of hazard.
6. Potential pathways between zones containing components or vulnerable piece parts, and/or
sources via penetrations/connections, or under designed barriers.
This process identifies the zones on a qualitative basis without consideration of the details of
the failure mechanisms. This constitutes a coarse screening analysis. It may be refined fuirther,
following again the examples of internal fire and flood analysis.
The adequacy of a design with barriers which has allowed a zone identified in Step 5 to contain
vulnerable piece parts of more than one redundant component and is a potential source of trigger
events, has to be assessed against the likelihood of the occurrence of the trigger event affecting the
component group. This type of analysis is done routinely in fire and flood risk analyses. The factors
taken into account include the relative locations of the source(s) and the vulnerable component piece
parts, the magnitude of the disturbance (as a function of frequency), the potential for propagation of
the disturbance, and the possibility of early detecti'on and mitigation of the disturbance. This analysis
requires a much more detailed look at specific failure mechanisms. However, it still is not necessary
to evaluate why a trigger event may occur, only if it can occur and at what location it would occur.
For the groups of zones identified in Step 6, the primary review should be directed toward
establishing the adequacy of the barrier, as its existence implies that it is believed to be necessary. The
barrier has to be investigated for its design adequacy, its installation, and the adequacy of, and
adherence to, the administrative: controls designed to maintain the integrity of the barrier.
Testing and Maintenance Policy. Staggering test and maintenance activities offers some
advantages over performing these activities simultaneously or sequentially. First, it reduces the
coupling associated with human-related failures that are introduced during test and maintenance
activities. The probability that an operator or technician repeats an incorrect action is lower when test
or maintenance activities are performed months, weeks, or even days apart, than when they are
performed a few minutes or a few hours apart.
A second potential advantage of staggering test and maintenance activities relates to the
exposure time for CCF events. If multiple components are indeed failed because of a CCF event and
if this type of failure is detectable by testing and inspecting, then evenly staggering these activities
iminiizes the time that multiple components would be failed because of that CCF event, by reducing
the exposure time. Staggered testing and maintenance activities is unlikely to affect errors associated
with programmatic or procedural deficiencies.
Additional Redundancy. In general, redundancy cannot be regarded as a defense against CCF
events in the same way as other defenses, since the definition of CCFs is that they override redundancy.
In the present context, therefore, redundancy is a boundary condition which defines the size of the
CCCG. However, increasing the degree of redundancy may have beneficial effects; defenses that act
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to create operational diversity, such as staggering of preventive maintenance and testing, may result
in a reduction of the overall failure rate.
A systematic and automated method for identifying plant vulnerabilities to dependent failures is known
as the generic cause approach."7 According to this approach the generic causes are divided into two groups:
shared environment such as humidity and temperature, and common links such as maintenance and
manufacturer. Tables 4-2, 4-3, and 4-4 provide a list of generic environments, and Table 4-5 contains
possible common links. These tables or the computerized version of the approach may be used to identify
sources of dependency when reviewing the plant design and operating practices.
Another set of tables (Tables 4-6 through 4-8) are provided as an aid for documenting plant design and
procedures walk-through to identify plant-specific CCF vulnerabilities. The tables are organized in a such
a way to encourage the analyst to look for specific categories of causes and/or coupling mechanisms and
identify possible defenses against them. Table 4-6 focuses on the environmental factors and medium of
influence (air , liquid, solid). Within each category the "mechanisms" that could lead to failure are
identified. The analyst then needs to identify which set of components (if any) are vulnerable, and what the
possible coupling factors are. The defenses are identified in terms of alarms (local or in the control room)
and physical barriers. The analyst can then evaluate the barrier effectiveness to be used in estimation of
common cause failure probabilities in,the quantitative phase of the analysis. Additional defenses to consider
are detection systems, mitigation systems, and administrative controls.
Table 4-7 looks at vulnerabilities related to maintenance procedures. The view is limited to
identification of difficulties in executing the procedures (increasing the chance of human error) and ways
of detecting errors after they are made. Review of the procedures to identify possible errors in the
procedures is resource intensive and may not be practical and cost-effective from a common cause analysis
point of view.
The analyst will document system-level vulnerabilities in Table 4-8. System-level CCF vulnerabilities
are potential system failure mechanisms that can not be attributed to individual components but rather are
due to the nature of the system as it is designed and operated. The table has two parts, one dealing with
existence of coupling factors due to common working medium for the system (e.g., water), and one dealing
with system configuration (component interconnections, physical layout, etc.). These have been observed
to be the most frequent types of system-level CCF problem. The analyst is, however, encouraged to look
for other coupling mechanisms that might be unique to the plant/system being reviewed.
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Table 4-2. Mechanical or thermal generic environments.
Temperature

Example Sources
Fire, lightning, welding equipment, cooling system faults, electrical
short circuits

Grit

Airborne dust, metal fragments generated by moving parts with
inadequate tolerances, crystallized boric acid from chemical control
system, organic material from raw water sources, particulate in raw
systems

Impact

Pipe whip, water hammer, missiles, earthquakes, structural failure

Vibration

Machinery motion, earthquake

Pressure

Explosion, out-of-tolerance system changes (pump overspeed, flow
blockage)

Humidity

Steam pipe breaks

Moisture

Condensation, pipe rupture, rainwater

Stress

Thermal stress at welds. of dissimilar metals, thermal stresses and
bending moments caused by high conductivity and density of liquid
sodium

Freezing

Liquid sodium solidify'ing, water freezing

Table 4-3. Electrical or radiation generic environments.
GenericCausrElectromagnetic
interference

Example Sources
Welding equipment, rotating electrical machinery,
lightning, power supplies, transmission lines

Radiation Damage

Neutron sources, charged particle radiation, gamma radiation

Conducting Medium

Moisture, conductive gases

Out-of-tolerance

Power surge voltage, short circuit, power surge current
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Table 4-4. Chemical or miscellaneous generic causes.
Genrcd Cause
Corrosion (acid)

Exariile Sourcesq
Boric acid from neutron control system, acid used in maintenance
for removing rust and cleaning

Corrosion
(oxidation)

A water medium or around high
temperature metals (for example, filaments)

Other chemical
reactions

Galvanic corrosion; complex interactions
of fuel cladding, water, oxide fuel, and fission products; leaching of
carbon from stainless steel by sodium

Carbonization

Hydrocarbon (hydraulic fluid, lubricating oils, diesel fuel) in liquid
sodium

Biological

Poisonous gases, explosions, missile hazards, organic material from
raw water sources

Table 4-5. Common links resulting in dependencies among components.
CQmmQnhink
Example 'Sourceg
Energy Source
Common drive shaft, same power supply
Calibration

Misprinted calibration instructions

Installation

Same subcontractor or crew contractor

Maintenance

Incorrect procedure, inadequately trained personnel

Operations

Over stressed or disabled operator, faulty operating procedures

Proximity

Location of all components of a cut set in one cabinet (common location
exposes all of the components to same failure causes)

Test procedure

Faulty test procedures which may affect all components normally tested
together

Energy flow paths

Location in same hydraulic loop, location in same electrical circuit
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Table 4-6. Documentation guide for plant walk-through to identify environmental common cause
vulnerabilities.
SYSTEM:
COMPONENT:
SUB COMP:

LOCATION:______
LOCATION:______
COUPLING FACTOR

_____CAUSE

Source

Medium

Shared
Medium

Same
Susceptibility to

____DEFENSE

Alarm

Barrier

Barrier
Quality

Source__________

Air

-High Temp.
-Low Temp.
-Dust
-Humidity
-Smoke
-Radiation
-Other Contaminant
-Electromagnetism

Liquid

-Moisture
-High Temp.
-Low Temp.
-Corrosion
-Other Chemicals
Reactions
-Bio.Organism
-Radioactivity

Solid

-High Temp.
-Low Temp.
-Vibration
-Impact
-Stress
-Electrical

Source of Information:
Notes:
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Table 4-7. Documentation guide for plant walk-through to identify procedural CCF vulnerabilities.
PROCEDURE NO.

_______

TYPE: _PM
TEST__CALIB3.
SYSTtM:_______
COMPONENT:______
FUNCTIONAL STATE DURING PROCEDURE:

Available

Unavailable

EXECUTION DIFFICULTY
CAUSE

COUPLING
FACTOR

SOURCE

QUALITY

DEFENSE
(Practical only against root cause)

(Similarity in:)___________

Access

___________________

Lighting

________________

Visibility_____________________________
Work Space

_____________________

Habitability

_____________________

Time Pressure
DEFENSE AGAINST EXECUTION ERRORS
DEFENSE AGAINST CAUSE

DEFENSE AGAINST COUPLING__

Full Functional Test

Staggered Testing

Check for Normal Alignment

Crew Diversity

Auto. Alignent on Demand

Test Equipment Diversity

____ ___

___ ____

___

Clarity

___Labeling

.1~I

lm

Source of information:
Notes:
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Table 4-8. Documentation guide for plant walk-through to identify system design CCF vulnerabilities.
SYSTEM:_________

WOR1CNfl MPDII TM Vi TI IJPR ARTT iTW~

MEDIUM

POTENTIAL
FAILURE
CAUSE

COUPLING MECHANISM

DEFENSE

-Air
-Gas
-Water
-Oil

COMPONENT INTERCONNECTIONS VULNERABILITIES
CAUSE AND COUPLING FACTOR

DESCRIPTION

7

IMPACT

.DEFENSE

I________

a

Source of Information:
Notes:
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4.3 Development of Cause-Defense and Coupling
Factor-Defense Matrices
An effective way to present the results of a detailed qualitative analysis is the so-called cause-defense
matrix. Table 4-9 presents a hypothetical cause-defense matrix for a hypothetical component. The matrix
in this table explicitly considers the influence of the various defenses on both the root causes and the
coupling factors. Being a tool for qualitative analysis, the levels of influence are indicated only qualitatively.
A solid square represents a strong impact; an open circle represents a weak impact; and a blank (-) means
no impact. Some defenses (e.g., Defense A ) tend to affect the occurrence of the root cause, while others
(e.g., Defense B) tend to affect the coupling. Also some defenses may influence both the root cause and the
coupling factor (e.g., Defenses C and D).
The matrix in Table 4-9 also illustrates that the matrices can be applied at different levels of detail.
This flexibility is important for screening purposes. For example, the impact of specific defense alternatives
(D.1 through DA4) on specific root causes (3.1 through 3.5 ) are shown in the matrix for a selected
combination of root cause and defense tactic. This two-level approach permits concentrating analysis
resources on dominant contributors to CCFs whenever it is necessary.
As discussed earlier, defenses that are typically employed to protect against the root causes of failure
include design control, using environmentally qualified equipment, testing and preventive maintenance
programs, review of procedures, training of personnel, quality control, and several others. Defenses that are
oriented toward reducing the coupling among component failures include diversity, barriers, staggering of
testing and maintenance, and additional redundancy.
In a plant-specific analysis, table entries can reflect the level of the impact or effectiveness of the
specific defenses in place at the plant as determined by the analyst based on his assessment of the quality
of such defenses and in reference to the effectiveness of similar defenses in other plants.
It is clear that in developing a plant-specific cause-defense matrix the analyst must be very familiar
with the specific characteristics of the plant, knowledgeable about a large number of causes of failure, and
familiar with the defenses which have been used to defend against them. This is why a plant walk-through
and comprehensive review of failure event reports are essential first steps in this detailed qualitative analysis
phase.
Tables 4-10 and 4-11 are examples of cause-defense matrices developed for selected failure
mechanisms of diesel generators.' The entries in these tables are based on the impact of generic defenses.
Such generic tables could be constructed prior to specialization of the matrices for the plant in question. The
specialization can be achieved by 1) expanding or reducing the cause or defense categories to reflect plant
specific features and operating history, and 2) adjusting the impact intensities to reflect the relative
weaknesses or strength of the plant defenses.
I Obviously one set of matrices needs to be developed for each of the component groups identified as
the result of the Screening Phase, and those that may have been added to the list as the result of the plant
walk-through and data review in this phase.
A comparison between the generic and plant specific matrices will help prioritize the list of CCF
vulnerabilities. Armed with the detailed information gathered in the process of developing the plant specific
matrices, the analyst can provide suggestions for improvements in hardware and/or operational aspects of
the plant to reduce those vulnerabilities.
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Table 4-9. Example of cause-defense matrix showing the impact of defensive tactics on root causes of failure and coupling factors.
Defense Tactic
a

A

C

D

D,
Type of Specific
failure Failure
Mech. Mech.

Root
Cause

Coupling
Factors
*

-

Root
Cause

Coupling
Factors

Root
Cause

Coupling
Factors

-

0

0

0

N

0

Root
Cause

D,

Coupling
Factors

Root
Cause

,

Coupling
Factors

D

Root
Cause

Coupling
Factors

Root
Cause

0

-

M

0

0

M

Coupling
Factors

U

2
0

3
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4

a

IjJ

3.5

00
LA

0

U

4

0

5

0

6
7-

0

8
9
10

a

-

0

0

-

0

-

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

U

0

STable 4-10. Assumed impact of selected defenses against root causes of diesel failures.
Selected Defenses Against Root Causes
General Administrative/Procedural Controls
00
9-^

Selected Failure
Mechanisms for
Diesel Generators

Test
Configuration Maintenance Operating
Procedures Procedures Procedures
Control

Design Features
Specific Maintenance/Operation Practices
Drain Water Corrosion Service
Air Dryers Dust Covers
Fuel
Water
or Air Start with Seals
and Sediment Inhibitor
Tank
in
Chemistry Compressors on Relay
Governor
from Fuel
Drains
Cabinets
Control
Coolant
Overhaul
Fanks

Corrosion products in

-0

-

Dust on relay controls

-0

-0

Governor out of

-0

-

0

0U

-0

-

N

-

0

-

air start system

-

-

--

-

-

adjustment
Water/sediment in fuel

Corrosion in jacket

0

0

0

-

-

-

-

-

cooling system

Improper lineup of

0

0

U0

cooing water valves
Aquatic organisms in

0

0

--

-

-

service water

Wj

High

room

temperature

Improper lube oil

-

-0

-

-0

-

-----

0

pressure trip setpoint
Air start system valved

N

0

0

0

-

-

-------

-0

out
Fuel supply valves left

0

closed
Fuel line blockage

Air start receiver

-

leakage
Corrective

maintenance on wrong
diesel generator

-0-

0

---------

-----

-u

Room
Coolers

Table 4-11. Assumed impact of selected defenses against coupling associated with diesel generator failures.
Selected Defenses Against Coupling
Selected Failure
Mechanisms for Diesel
Generators

Functional

Testing and Maintenance Policy

Barrier

Diversity

Equipment

Staff

Spatial
Separation

Removal of Cross-ties
(or implementation of
administrative controls)

Staggered
Testing

Staggered
Maintenance
0

Corrosion products in

air start system
Dust on relaycontrols

-

--

Governor out of

0

0

adjustment
Water/sediment in fuel

N

Corrosion in jacket

a

0

-0

-

-

0
-0

0

-

-

-

--

U0

-

N

0

0

cooling system
Improper lineup of

N

-

cooling water valves
Aquatic organisms in

S

00
tA

0

0

-

service water

Wj

High room temperature

-

Improper lube oil

N

pressure trip setpoint
Air start system valved
out
Fuel supply valves left
closed
Fuel line blockage
Air start receiver
leakage
Corrective maintenance
on wrong diesel
generator

0

-

U

0-

0

a
N

0

a

0

0
-

0
-

N
N

0

N

0

-0

-

8

5. PHASE III: DETAILED QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS
Given the results of the analyses in Phase 1,a detailed quantitative analysis can be performed even if
a detailed qualitative analysis has not been performed. However, as will be seen later, some of the steps in
the detailed quantitative phase can benefit significantly from the insights and information obtained as a result
of a detailed qualitative analysis.
A detailed quantitative analysis can be achieved through the following steps:
I1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Identification of CCBEs
Incorporation of CCBEs into the system fault tree
Development of parametric representation of CCBEs
Parameter estimation
System unavailability quantification
Documentation and results evaluation

Each step is discussed in more detail in the following sections. The reader may find it necessary,
however, to consult References 1, 2, and 3 for further details and examples.

5.1 Identification of CCBEs
This step provides the means for accounting for the entire spectrum of CCF impacts in an explicit
manner in the logic model. It will also facilitate the fault tree quantification to obtain top event (system
failure) probability.
A CCBE is an event involving failure of a specific set of components due to a common cause. For

instance in a system of three redundant components A,B, and C,the CCBEs are CAB,

CAc~, CBC,

and CA~.

The first event is the common cause event involving components A and B, and the fourth is CCF event
involving all three components. Note that the CCBEs are only identified by the impact they have on specific
sets of components within the CCCGs. Impact in this context is limited to "failed" or "not failed."
The complete set of basic events, including CCBEs, involving component A in the three component
system is
A,

=

Single independent failure of component A. (A basic event.)

CB=

Failure of components A and B (and not C) from common causes.

=

Failure of components A and C (and not B) from common causes.

CAc

CAc=

Failure of com ponents A, B, and C from common causes.

Component A fails if any of the above events occur. The equivalent Boolean representation of total failure
of component A is
AT = A1 +

CAB + CAC +
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5.2 Incorporation of CCBEs Into the Component-Level Fault Tree
In this step the component-level fault tree is expanded in terms of the CCBEs. As an example of this
expansion, consider a system of three identical components, A, B, and C, with a two-out-of-three success
logic. Also assume that, based on the qualitative and quantitative screening, these three components form
a single CCCG. The component-level fault tree of this system is
SYSTEM
FAILS

A

C

13

Note that the minimal cutsets of this fault tree are
{A,B) ; {A,C} ; {B,C}.
The expansion of this fault tree down to the common cause impact level can be achieved by replacing
each of the three component basic events by the corresponding CCBE fault tree. For instance for component
A, the basic event A is replaced by
COMPONENT
A FAILS

When all the components of the system are expanded similarly, the following cutsets are obtained:
(A1,Bl} ; A1,C1} ; B1,Cl}
(CAB)

; CAC}

{CBC

{CABC}.

If the success criterion for this example had been only one out of three instead of two out of three, the
expanded fault tree would produce cutsets of the type, CAB*C~c These cutsets imply failure of the same
piece of equipment due to several causes each of which is sufficient to fail the component. For example, in
CAB*CAc, component A is failing due to CCF that fails AB, and also due to CCF that fails AC. These cutscts
have questionable validity unless the events CAB and CAc are defined more precisely. Reference I discusses
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the conditions under which these cutsets are valid. However, experience shows that in general the
contribution of cutsets of this type is considerably smaller than that of cutsets like CABC. These cutsets will
be eliminated here.
The reduced Boolean representation of the system failure in terms of these COBE cutsets is

S =A*B1 + AI*Cj + B1'*C 1 + CAB + CAC + C

+ CABC

(5.2)

It can be seen immediately that this expansion results in proliferation of the cutsets, which may create
practical difficulties when dealing with complex systems. The potential difficulty involving the
implementation of this procedure is one of the motivations for a thorough and systematic screening in earlier
steps in order to minimize the size of the expanded fault tree. Despite the potential difficulty in
implementation, this procedure provides the analyst with a systematic and disciplined framework for
inclusion and exclusion of common cause events with adequate assurance that the resulting model of the
system is complete with respect to all possible ways that common cause events could impact the system.
Another advantage of this procedure is that once the CCBEs are included in the fault tree, standard fault
tree techniques for cutset determination and probabilistic quantification can be applied without concern about
dependencies due to CCFs.
If, after careful screening, the number of cutsets is still unmanageable, a practical solution is to delay
the common cause impact expansion until after the component-level fault tree is solved, at which time those
terms in the component-level Boolean expression that had not been expanded would be expanded through
a process similar to that in Equation 5.1 and the new Boolean expression would be reduced again. Other
techniques include reducing the level of detail of the original component-level tree by introducing
"supercomponents," and assuming that the common cause events always have a global effect. Care,
however, must be exercised so that no terms in the expansion of the reduced Boolean expressions would be
missed or ignored.

5.3 Parametric Representation of CCBE Probabilities
Quantification of fault trees requires transformation of system Boolean representation to an algebraic
one involving probabilities of the basic events. This step is transparent to the user of most fault tree codes
since such codes have built-in quantification capabilities. It is important, however, to recognize that the
algorithms used for quantification of the fault tree in these codes may involve assumptions and
approximations such as the rare event approximation.
Using the rare event approximation system failure probability of the two-out-of-three system is given
by
P(S)

1)

=P(A

P(B,) + P(A1) P(C,) + P(B,) P(C,) +

P(CAB) + P(CAC) + P(CBC) +

(5.3)

P(CABC)

where
P(x)

=probability

of event x.

It is common practice in risk and reliability analysis to assume that the probabilities of similar events
involving similar components are the same. This approach takes advantage of the physical symmetries
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associated with identically redundant components in reducing the number of parameters that need to be
quantified. For example, in the above equation it is assumed that
P(A1 ) = P(B,)
P(C.)

=

P(CAC)

P(CASC)

P(C)

=

=P(CDC)

=Q

Q
=

Q2(5.4)

3.

In other words, the probability of occurrence of any basic event within a given CCCG is assumed to depend
only on the number and not on the specific components in that basic event.
With the symmetry assumption and using the notation just introduced, the system failure probability
can be written as

Qs =3(Q,) 2+3Q2+Q3

(5.5)

For quantification of the expanded fault tree,
Q(l)k =

probability of a CCBE involving k specific components in a common cause component
group of size m, (I--sk in
m).

The model that uses Q(Ok's~ to calculate system failure probability is called the Basic Parameter (BP)
model.'
For several practical reasons, it is often more convenient to rewrite QO')'s in terms ofother more easily
quantifiable parameters. For this purpose a parametric model known as the Alpha Factor model"s is
recommended. Reasons for this choice are that the alpha factor model, 1) is a multi-parameter model which
can handle any redundancy level, 2) is based on ratios of failure rates which makes the assessment of its
parameters easier when no statistical data are available, and 3) has a simpler statistical model, and produces
more accurate point estimates as well as uncertainty distributions compared to other parametric models
which have the above two properties.
The alpha-factor model develops CCF frequencies from a set of failure ratios and the total component
failure rate. The parameters of the model are
Qt

=

total failure frequency of each component due to all independent and common cause events.

a

=

fraction of the total frequency of failure events that occur in the system and involve the
failure of k components due to a common cause.

Using these parameters, depending on the assumption regarding the way systems in the database are tested,
the frequency of a CCBE involving failure of k components in a system of mn components is given by
For a staggered testing scheme:
(X
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k9

(5.6)

- For a non-staggered testing scheme:

where the binomial coefficient is given by
Mr-)
k

(5.8)

~ (k

-

)1 (mn-

l

and
M

(5.9)

As an example, the probabilities of the basic events of the three component system of Equation 5.5 are
written as (assuming staggered testing)

Q(3)3

-12

Y/2 ( 2 Q,

=

3 a3 Q1

Therefore, the system unavailability of Equation 5.5 can now be written as
(5.10)

Qs =3(a Q) 2 + 3/2a2Q + 33 QI

9
Another popular multi-parameter model is kniown as the Multiple Greek Letter (MGL) model."
The MGL parameters consist of the total component failure frequency (which includes the effects of all
independent and common cause contributions to the component failure), and a set of failure fractions which
are used to quantify the conditional probabilities of the possible ways a CCF of a component can be shared
with other components in the same group given a component failure has occurred.

For a system of mi redundant components and for each given failure mode, m different parameters are
defined. For example, the first four parameters of the MGL model areI

Qt

=

total failure fr-equency of the component on account of all independent and common cause
events,

=

conditional probability that the common cause of a component failure will be shared by one
or more additional components.

=

conditional probability that the common cause of a component failure that is shared by one
or more components will be shared by two or more components in addition to the first.

plus,

y
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6=conditional
probability that the common cause of a component failure that is shared by two
or more components will be shared by three or more components in addition to the first.
To see how these parameters can be used in developing the probabilities of common cause basic events,
consider the system of three redundant components. The total failure frequencies for this system are
Q31=

Q(3)2

=

W3=

(1 -j)Q,
'/2

1(I-Y)Q,

5.1

fPyQI

Therefore, the system unavailability of Equation 5.5 is written as
Q,= 3(1 _pf)2Q r

+

2_

2

13(l Y)Q,

p3YQ,

(5.12)

Note that the beta factor model is a special case of the MGL model.
The general equation that expresses the frequency of multiple component failures due to common
cause, Q~m),, in terms of the MGL parameter is
()

=__IkP11

M-1
P1 =i, p2 = P, P3= Y- P4 =6 PS= E.

(5.13)
pM+ 1 =O

The number of parameters is always one less than system size. For example, in a system of three
components (m = 3), those parameters which contribute are P3
and y. Other parameters, i.e., 6, e, ... will be
zero. Appendix A provides a more detailed presentation of several parametric models for probability of CCF
events. The appendix also includes a set of formulas for calculating parameters of the alpha factor model
in terms of the MGL parameters and vice versa.

5.4 Practical Issues for Incorporating CCBEs Into Fault Trees
The CCF analysis procedure framework described in previous sections may be applied at various levels
of detail. It may not always be necessary or practical to model CCF events to the level of detail discussed
in Sections 5.2 and 5.3. The screening analysis, Phase I of the process, is included as an essential element
in achieving a practical methodology in that it restricts the number of CCF events that have to be analyzed
in detail. The purpose of this section is to discuss the practical aspects of applying the procedure presented
in Sections 5.2 and 5.3, to identify' where simplifying assumptions are made, and where they can be made
without significant loss of accuracy.
To understand the necessity of performing simplifying assumptions on the grounds of practicality,
consider the following. In system-level analyses (i.e., the analysis of common cause events within a given
system), fault trees size can increase substantially as a result of identification of large CCCGs, or many
CCCGs. In plant-level analyses (e.g., applied risk studies), especially those that employ the fault-tree-linking
technique, the fault trees are typically large even before the inclusion of common cause events.
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For example, consider the case of I1-out-of-rn (for success) systems that are comprised of N
components so that system failure requires failure of all m components. Suppose that all N components are
assigned to the same common cause group. The systematic process described in Section 5.2 suggest the
incorporation of a number of basic events into the logic model, equal to all the combinations of components
that can be affected by a particular cause. This number, n~, is defined as
110=.

1

=

20

-

(5.14)

1

Values of n. are listed in Table 5-1 for selected values of m, together with the number of minimal
cutsets of the resulting fault trees. The highly nonlinear proliferation of cutsets with system size is evident
in this table. It is necessary to either simplify the model or apply algebraic formulae to component-level
logic models, as more fully described below.
In addition to the system size issue there are also cases where some of the assumptions made in
developing the models presented in this document are not valid and the corresponding steps of the procedure
do not apply. These cases are also discussed in this section. Further practical guidelines are provided during
the example application in Section 6 of this report.
Table 5-1. Size parameters for fault tree of I-out-of-n system including all CCF combinations.
n

n

rim

Number of
Components
in System

Number of Basic
Events in the
Expanded Fault

Number of Unique
Basic Events in
Expanded Fault

Number of Minimal
Cutsets in Expanded
Fault Tree"')

Tree"'1

Tree I"I

2
3
4
5
6
11

4
12
32
80
192
11,264

3
7
15
31.63
2,047()
1.lxlO"1

2
.5
15
42
278

M

50
100

2.8x 1016

1.3xl030

6.3x10 31

M*

N*

Determined from

(a)

=M
U1 (MJ

1)

M

I

(b)

Determined from Equation 5-14

(c)

As determined by fault tree solution with SETS.
*

Unknown. It is believed that these fault trees are well beyond existing computer
software and hardware capability.
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The first method discussed in this section is that of simplifying the common cause model. The second
technique, truncation, is applicable to any systems analysis but is mentioned here for completeness. The
third section addresses the introduction of the common cause events into the plant model. The fourth is a
useful table of results that can be used to check that an analysis has been done correctly. It is called here "the
pattern recognition approach." The fifth topic concerns the merits of using the global common causes terms
only in the detailed modeling, and the sixth is that of refinement of common cause grouping when
components are potentially a common cause group but some feature, perhaps operating characteristics,
introduces some asymmetry.

5.4.1 CCF Model Simplification
In the most rigorous application of the process recommended in this procedures guide, a certain number
of common cause events are added to the logic model, one for each different combination of components
that could be affected by a common cause. As shown above, there are rm - i such combinations in a group
of mn components. By selectively eliminating some combinations, the number of minimal cutsets in the
extended fault tree can be reduced and the determination of the algebraic system model can thereby be
simplified. The beta factor model,"0 for example, incorporated this technique by modeling only the purely
independent events and the global common cause events; i.e., the event that fails all mn components in a
common cause group.
There are natur-al variations on this basic idea in which additional common cause events can be added
to progressively allow a greater degree of detail within the model but less than the full detail provided by
the more rigorous approach of Section 5.2. One such variation, for groups having five or more components,
is to include the independent events, the global common cause event, and all the common cause events that
fail two and three components. In this model, the global event accounts for any common cause event that
fails four or more components.
The example in Section 6 of this report illustrates that neglect of all terms other than the global
common cause term results in an underestimation of the system unavailability that is negligible, particularly
when taking into account the uncertainties in the parameter estimates. While this is not necessarily a general
rule, under a certain set of conditions the approximation is valid. The conditions are basically that the
independent event unavailability is low (10.2 or less), and that the conditional probability of three or more
components failing, given two have failed, is fairly high (on the order of 0.5), and somewhat higher than the
conditional probability that two have failed, given that one has failed.
The judgment of the adequacy of the global common cause term to represent CCF effects is, therefore,
a function of the probability estimates.
When the model is simplified by limiting the number of CCBEs , it is very important to analyze the
data in a consistent manmer. The analyst needs to ensure that any errors introduced by event deletion are
controlled in a conservative manner. For example, using the above model in a system of 12 components,
any event that involved failure of 4 or more components would be counted in the data analysis as failing all
12 components. As an example consider the case where the following data are obtained:
100

n,

n.
n3

4
=2

nt 4 =

1

where n,~ is the number of events involving failure of I components (out of 12). Since the model has been
truncated nnt to distinguish among any differences in impact for four or more components, to be consistent,
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the parameter estimators should not make the distinction. T'herefore, for estimation of the at-factor, the
following approach should be used to develop a point estimate:
al-

__

k4_L__=_0.01

I 1+N 2 + n. +n! 4

107

5.4.2 Truncation
When all common cause events are included in the logic model, or when some are omitted and others
are conservatively quantified as described above, the models can be further simplified by truncating higher
order cutsets. This technique is normally used in ordinary fault tree analysis and is incorporated into much
of the fault tree analysis software. This technique is more powerful and more defendable if common cause
events are included in the logic model. The assumption of lower probability of higher order cutsets is the
basis of truncation, but is only valid if the events in a cutset are independent statistically. Explicit inclusion
of common cause events preserves the validity of the assumption and the method.
In the auxiliary feedwater system example of Section 6, the numerical error associated with truncating
all but first-order terms was found to be about 4%, while truncating the third-order terms yielded an error
of less than 1%.
These results are rather typical and reflect an important contribution of the global common cause
events. Seldom do terms of fourth order and higher make significant contributions, even collectively. It is
also normally safe to truncate cutsets of an order higher than the lowest order of purely independent event
cutsets of events within a common cause group. For example, if a system has minimal cutsets of order two,
with single failures of components in a given component group, any cutsets of events within the same group
of order three or higher can be safely truncated, provided the probabilities of the events contributing to the
higher order cutsets are comparable with those of the lower order cutsets and are small.
An alternative approach is one in which cutsets or parametric model terms are truncated, based on their
probability estimates. This approach is generally superior to cutset order truncation because it is not
necessary to assume a direct correlation exists between cutset order and cutset probability. This comment
also applies to the cutset order transaction technique.

5.4.3 Independent Subtree Simplification
In yet another approach, subtrees whose underlying basic events do not appear any other place in the
system fault tree can be combined into a single "superevent" or "supercomponent." This approach is well
known in fault tree analysis and is incorporated into fault tree computer programs such as IR.RAS" and
SETS."5 This approach was used in the U. S. contribution to the Common Cause Reliability Benchmark
Exercise.! The system analyzed consisted of four identical trains, and the success criterion was one or more
trains. Each train consisted of 17 components which were grouped into 12 component groups. An ordinary
fault tree of only independent events would have 20,736 minimal cutsets in a component-level fault tree.
After expansion of the system fault tree to include common cause events according to the procedure of
Section 5.2 the number of cutsets increased to 45,295. After making the fullest possible use of the
independent subtree technique, the number of minimal cutsets was reduced to 5,739. Hence, an eight-fold.
reduction in the number of terms was achieved in this example. Unlike the above techniques to simplify the
model, this one does not introduce any numerical errors. A minor drawback is that when independent
subtrees are identified as significant contributors, they must be separately broken down so they can be used
to examine causes at a level of detail consistent with the parts of the unsimplified fault tree.
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5.4.4 Incorporation of Common Cause Events Into the Plant Model (Basic Event
Substitution)
There are basically two different approaches to plant modeling: fault tree linking and event tree
linking. There is essentially no difference in the way that common cause events are introduced into these
models. Perhaps the simplest approach is to introduce the common cause events directly into the support
systems and frontline systems fault trees before solving for the cutsets. However, the inclusion of many
additional events into fault trees can make their solution cumbersome. An alternative is to solve for the
cutsets without the common cause events but substitute them into the resulting minimal cutset expressions.
This approach is subject to the criticism that truncation may eliminate cutsets, based on order or probability,
that might have significant common cause potential. In practice, at the system level, this is seldom a
problem for an experienced analyst since he or she has identified the appropriate common cause groups and
would perform a check to see why they did not appear. This may be more difficult when systems are
combined together to form accident sequences. However, it is a powerful approach to providing a practical
solution when used with care. It is detailed below.
As an example, consider a system of four components, X, Y, Z, and W. The first three are identical
and belong to a common cause group, and the fourth, component W, is independent of the first three. All
the basic events defined according to the procedure of Section 5.2 are listed as follows:
Independent Cause Events: Cx, Cy CzC
Common Cause Events: Cxy CZ, CYZ CX
Assume that the component-level minimal cutsets for the system are
{X, Y) and (Z, W)
Therefore, the system failure Boolean equation with component level basic events is
T =X*Y +Z*W

(5.15)

Incorporation of the CCBEs into the fault tree is equivalent to the Boolean substitution
X

= X

X

XZ+C

Y

= X

y

XZ+C

w =cW
Consequently Equation 5.15 becomes
T= [Cy+Cz+Cy

x*Cy+Cz+Cy

y + [C~z+Cyz +Cxyz +Cz]*Cw

After Boolean reduction, the resulting equation is
T = Cx(y + Cxy + Cxz*Cy + Cx*Cy + Cxz*Cyz + Cyz*Cw + Cxz*Cw + Cz*Cw + Cx*Cyz
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(5.16)

Based on the discussion in Section 5.2, cutsets containing basic events which involve the same
components are disallowed. There is one such cutset: (Cxz*Cyz). The final equation is equivalent to the
following list of minimal cutsets:
Singles:

(Cxy); {Cxyz)

Doubles:

{CxzCy); {Cx*Cy); (Cx*Cyz; {Cyz*Cw),; {Cxz*Cw)} (Cz*Cw)

The system failure probability can now be written using the rare event approximation and assuming that all
the listed basic events are independent:
PMT)= P(CXY) + P{(CrYZ +

P (CXZ) .P(CY) + P(C-) - [P Icy) + P (CY)+

(5.17)

P(CW) 1P{CYZ} + P(CZ} + P(CX}
Applying the assumption of symmetry, i.e.,

P{(CX) =P{tC) =P{(CZ) =Q,

P{tCXY) =P{CXZ) =P(CYZ

Q2

P(CXYZ) =Q
Equation 5.17 reduces to

P(T) = Q2 +Q 3 +2Q1 Q2 +Q12 + QW(Q + 2Q2)

(5.18)

5.4.5 The Pattern Recognition Approach
When the systematic procedures of Sections 5.2 and 5.3 are followed, it is not necessary to know the
algebraic formulae for relating the system failure logic to the common cause model parameters. It is only
necessary to know the formulae for relating each basic event to the model parameters. The effect of the
system logic is systematically incorporated into the analysis using standard fault tree analysis techniques.
The experience gained in applying the systematic approach to a large number of systems with different
configurations has resulted in the accumulation of a "library" of formulae for different systems and
situations. Thbis library of formulae can be used to support an alternative approach (pattern recognition) to
common cause analysis.
The pattern recognition approach refers to the process of developing an algebraic model for system
failure frequency by recognizing the pattern or configuration of the system logic. By matching the new
pattern to an existing pattern in his library, the analyst synthesizes the appropriate algebraic formulae from
the library to obtain the system model. When the pattern recognition approach is used, some of the key steps
of the recommended systematic procedure are bypassed. These steps include the incorporation of common
cause events into the system fa~ult tree and the systematic examination of cutsets in the development of the
system algebraic model. When bypassing these steps, the analyst assumes that these steps have been
properly performed and relies on the previous judgment that the patterns have been appropriately matched.
Therefore, the pattern recognition approach has many pitfalls and should be followed with care. It is not
difficult to inadvertently omit or double count important cutsets and key contributors. In fact, the systematic
approach is recommended in favor of the pattern recognition, whenever feasible.
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Unfortunately, the large fault tree problem and resource constraints on analysis projects will preclude
the full implementation of the systematic approach and will maintain a continuing need for the pattern
recognition approach. Moreover, it is recognized that there may be some resistance to adopting the
recommended "rigorous"' approach, even when it is feasible. Therefore, the following guidance is provided
on the proper use of formulae for common cause analysis when the pattern recognition approach is followed.
The major limitation of the pattern recognition approach is in matching the patterns or configuration
of the system being analyzed with the appropriate pattern in the "library." When the configuration and
success criteria cannot be matched exactly, an attempt should be made to decompose the system into
independent subsystem for pattern matching. Independence implies here that there are no shared components
between two or more subsystems and that the boundaries of all the CCCGs are not crossed by the boundaries
of the subsystems. If an exact match cannot be made at the system, or at the independent subsystem level,
the pattern recognition approach should be abandoned since significant errors are likely to result. Seemingly
minor and subtle differences in the configurations can lead to major differences in the results. A compilation
of formulae for independent and common cause events in some simple, frequently encountered
configurations is provided in Table 5-2. For each model, formulae are provided for the basic parameter
model on the assumption that the CCBEs are mutually exclusive (see discussion in Section 5.3). Additional
terms are required if independence rather than mutual exclusions is assumed. All the formulae account for
all the first and second order minimal cutsets in the fault trees that include the CCBEs. In some models, the
technique of omitting or disallowing some common cause events is applied.
Models 1 through 14 cover all the simple "k out of N" (for success) situations for N up to five, and
"one out of N" (for success) situations for N up to six. In each of these model formulae, the only
approximations made are the rare event approximation and the truncation of cutsets of order three and higher.
Otherwise, all possible common cause events are accounted for. Models 15 and 16 cover selected fourcomponent configurations that exhibit some asymmetries that have been accounted for in selecting common
cause events for inclusion in the models. Cutsets for these cases are listed in Appendix B. Table 5-3 shows
similar results for simple, but large parallel-series and series-parallel configurations of identical redundant
components. These models do not include all the possible common cause events, but they do include the
ones with significant contributions over the practical range of model parameter values.
Tables 5-4 and 5-5 provide the a-factor model formulae for probabilities of the CCFs for various
system sizes(CCCG Size) under different configurations required for system success (i.e., k-out-of-N). Table
5-4 lists the formulae for systems subject to staggered testing while the formulae in Table 5-5 are valid under
the non-staggered testing scheme. The screening values in Table 3-1 use these formulae and the generic
estimates discussed later in Section 5.5.4.
There are pitfalls when formulae are applied to a list of minimal cutsets obtained from a componentlevel fault tree. To illustrate, suppose the minimal cutsets of a systems were
(A, B, C); (A, B, D); (A, C, D); (B3, C, D).
The correct approach is to recognize this as a "three-out-of-four" (for success) system and apply the
formula for model 8 in Table 5-2. An incorrect approach is to recognize each cutset as a separate "one-outof-three" (for success) system and compute the system formula as four times the formula for model 3. Since
the cutsets share components and comprise components within the same common cause group, the separate
cutsets do not correspond with independent subsystems. When this point is not recognized, the global
common cause events, in which all components are affected, are multiply'accounted for.
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Table 5-2. Alizebraic formulae for common cause events in some common systemn confieurations (continued)l.
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Basic Parameter Model_____________
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identical units, all N
components in one of two
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2
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involve only two or all 2N
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Table 5-4. Common cause failure quantification using alpha factor model (staggered testing).
Common Cause Failure Probability
Configuration
CC!CG Size
1 of 2
2

2 of2

Ct
2 QT

I of 3

a3QT

2 of 3

3

(3a2 /2

3 of3

4~

1 of 4

cc4Q

2 of 4

(4aý/2 + 4a 3/3

3 of 4

(4a~
3/3 +

4of4

6

+ a4)QT

a4)QT

1 of 5

'MSQT

2 of 5

(5a 4 /4 + a5)QT

(5ce3/3 + 5ax4/4+

3 of 5
5

+ 3T

czs)QT

4 of 5
5 of 5

(5a,/2 + 5a~3/3 + 5a4/4 + as)QT

I of 6

Ce6QT

2 of 6

(6cc5/5 + a 6)QT

3 of 6

(6a~
4/4 + 6ccs/5 + ct 6)QT

4 of 6
5f

(6ac
3/3 + 6at4/4 + 6as 15 + U6)QT
(6a2 /2 + 6M~3/3 + 6a4/4 + 6a515 + cE6 )QT

6 of 6

Note: QT =Q1 /ca
1 where QT is the total failure probability and Q, is the independent failure
of
probability the component.
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Table 5-5. Common cause failure quantification using alpha factor model (nonstaggered testing).
CCCG Size

Configuration

Common Cause Failure Probability

2

I of 2
2 of2

2a2 /aQT

1 of 3

3a 3/a,QT

3

2 of 3
3(a 2 + a 3)/acQT

3 of 3

4~

1 of 4

4a 4/aIQT

2 of 4

4(a 2 + a3+ a 4)/a~QT

3 of 4
4(a 3 + a 4)/a~QT

4 of 4
1 of 5

5as/a~QT

2 of 5

5(a 4/4 + aS)/aQT
5(a3 +

3 of 5
5~

5(a2+ a3 + a4 + as)/AýQT

1 of 6

6a/aQT

2 of 6

6(as + a6)/aIQT
6(a 4 + a, + 6A

3 of 6

4 of 6

T

6(ag3 + a4 + CtS +a 6)/atQT

5 of 6
~6(ac
2 + a. + a 4 + a 5 + a)aQ

6 of 6
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+ as)/a~QT

4 of 5
5 of

6

CL4
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5.4.6 Modeling Asymmetrical Common Cause Failure Events
Most of the parametric models for quantification of common cause failure frequencies use an
assumption regarding the symmetry of causes acting on a group of causes. The basic parameter, multiple
Greek letter, alpha factor, and binomial failure rate models all assume that the frequency of a common cause
event that fails a specific combination of components within a common cause group is the same for all such
combinations of a given size. This was more fully discussed in Section 5.3. In a three-train system, for
example, the basic parameter model assumes that
QA

M

QAC =
=BCý

(5.19)

Q2

There are many situations in practice in which the common cause events would be expected to exhibit
asymmetries. An example is the case of alternating systems (e.g., component cooling water system) where
one train is normally operating, while the others are in standby. Some of these situations are described by
models 1,2, and 3 in Table 5-6. In model 1, a mix of normally operating and standby components produces
asymmetry. In models 2 and 3, the location of four identical components in two different systems, and at
aidifferent reactor unit on the same site provides another example of an asymmetry. This consideration was
used to justify the elimination of certain common cause events from the model; such as those affecting a pair
of components, each in a different system.
The basic approach to modeling asymmetries is to incorporate the allowable CCBEs into the system
logic. As an example of an asymmetrical model, consider the case of a three-train auxiliary feedwater
system that includes three identical mechanical pumps, two of which are electric motor-driven and one is
turbine-drive pump. A model of this system that accounts for both the symmetric and asymmetric cases is
developed using the procedures of this guidebook and is presented in Section 6. A fault tree is constructed
by separating the symmetric and asymmetric basic events, as shown in Figure 5-1. The asymmetry is
represented by common cause event "X," which acts on components A and B only. Without the "X" event,
and with the assumption of symmetry for the remaining causes (e.g., the Q,. = QBc=QAc = W, this fault
tree corresponds with model 3 in Table 5-2 whose basic parameter formula for system failure probability is
(5.20)
-1Q
3Q
The minimal cutsets of the fault tree in Figure 5-1 (excluding cutsets containing basic events involving
same components) are

First Order:

ICABC}

Second Order:

(C413, Cr); (CAc,

Third Order:

(A,, BI, Q1

B1 ),
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Table 5-6. Algebraic formulae for common cause events in some simple asymmetric configurations.
RELIABILITY
BLO4CK
DIAGRA

MODEL
NO.

MODEL DESCRIPTION/
SUCCESS CRITERIA

1

Two trains (A and B ) of two
components (I and 2). A, and B,

amust

APPROXIMATE FORMULAE
BASIC PARAMETER MODEL*
(11t) 4 + q,2(XLit) 2

normally rnmning, A2 and B2 in
standby; at least one component

+ 2q, (X#t)

continue to operate for t
hours.

+Qt

+

;~)

tcommon

2 +Xtexactly

KEY ASSUMPTIONS
Common cause failures between
A, and A. or between B, and B2

are accounted for in Q. No
cause events affecting
three components
modeled.

+ 212t (q, + 11tXX11t) + q212t

2
0%

Four redundant components in
standby; two in Unit 1 and two in
Unit 2; one of four must operate
on demand

q22 +

q,+ q4Common

{j~~
Kmp

3

Same as model 2 except

components are all in operation
and one must operate for t Hours.

cause failures
involving two components can
only affect A, and B, or A 2 and
B2. No common cause failures
involving exactly three units

modeled.
2
(AX
2 t) +

X4 t +

(A,Xt) 4

Common cause failures
involving two components can
only affect A, and B, or A 2 and
B2 .

No common cause failures

involving exactly three units
modeled.
*Failure on demand and during operation are represented by q and A., respectively. [he mission time is t when applicable.

Figure 5-1. Fault tree of common cause events acting on components symmetrically and
asymmetrically.
It is important to note that in data analysis and the process of setting up the impact vectors (see Section
5.5) for screening event data, events X and CAB be distinguished from each other.
The above list of mriftnial cutsets includes all the cutsets, of model 3 in Table 5-2 that include purely
symmetric CCBEs, plus three second-order cutsets that include the asymmetric cause event. Using the basic
parametric model, the formula for the system in Figure 5-1 is

In estimating parameters for this model, care was exercised to avoid double counting events as both
symmetric and asymmetric causes.
The above example illustrates a straightforward application of the procedure of Section 5.3. The
overall approach is to selectively add or delete basic events from a common cause event fault tree that
initially contains all the cause events that were used to generate the symmetric models.

5.5 Parameter Estimation
The objective of this step is to estimate the CCBE probabilities or parameters of the model used to
express these probabilities. Ideally, parameter values are estimated based on actual operating experience.
The most relevant type of data would be the plant specific data. However, due to the rarity of plant specific
common cause events a search will usually not produce statistically significant data. In almost all cases
parameter estimation will have to rely mostly on experience from other plants, i.e., generic data.
Unfortunately, in some cases even the generic data may be unavailable or insufficient. Therefore, it may be
necessary to estimate the parameters based on the overall body of experience involving other types of
components. Procedures for handling these cases are provided in the following. The first step is to review
various sources of CCF data. Methods for developing statistical evidence from generic and plant-specific
operating experience are presented next, followed by discussion on how to develop point estimates and
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uncertainty distributions for CCF model parameters. Finally, guidelines are provided for cases where no data
are available.

5.5.1 Data Sources
Relevant data sources that can be used to estimate CCF model parameters include
* Industry-based generic data compilations
* Plant-specific data records
" Generically classified CCF event data and parameter estimates (reports and computerized databases).
Typical data sources within these categories are listed in Table 5-7. As mentioned earlier, due to the
rarity of common cause events and the limited experience of individual plants, the amount of the plantspecific data for common cause analysis is very limited. Therefore, in most cases, data from industry
experience and a variety of other sources are used to make statistical inferences about the frequency of
common cause failure events. No single source of data is likely to provide a complete set of failure events
for the components of interest in PRAs. The analyst should consult as many data compilations and
documents as possible. Care must be exercised to recognize and take into consideration the potential biases
in the databases. For instance, single independent component failures are under represented in the LERs.
When such incompleteness and biases cannot be corrected by using other data sources, the impact on the
parameter estimation must be assessed and considered in the uncertainty quantification. Thbis issue will be
revisited later in relation to uncertainty analysis.
Two computerized comnmon cause failure databases have been developed in recent years, one by EPRI'4
which includes the database documented in EPRI NP-3967' 2 and is proprietary to EPRI. The most
comprehensive compilation of CCF data to date can be found in the CCF Data Collection and Analysis
System developed by the NRC.7 This database includes more than 2,500 common cause events involving
the majority of PRA-significant components. The events are analyzed, classified, and documented in detail
according to the procedures described in References 5 and 6. The CCF System database also includes more
than 24,000 independent failures, also classified in terms of component type and applicable failure modes.
The CCF System performs the estimation automatically. Both point estimates and uncertainty distributions
are provided for the alpha factor model. Point estimates of the MGL model are also available from the CCF
System. More details on the use of the system can be found in References 4 through 7.

5.5.2. Quantitative Analysis of CCF Events
Due to the rarity of common cause events and the limited experience base for individual plants, the
quantity of data for CCF analysis and plant-specific assessment of their frequencies is statistically
insignificant. To overcome this difficulty, Reference I proposed creating plant-specific data through
screening and evaluating generic data for plant-specific characteristics. This is done through a two-step
process to facilitate the estimation of plant-specific CCF frequencies from generic industry experience. The
first step uses an "event impact vector" to classifyr generic common cause events according to the level of
impact of events (i.e., number of components failed) and the associated uncertainties in numerical terms.
The second is impact vector specialization in which each generic event impact vector is modified to reflect
the likelihood of the occurrence of the event in the plant of interest, and the degree of its potential impact.
This step involves an assessment of the differences between the original plant (source plant) and the plant
being analyzed (target plant) for susceptibility to various CC!F events. Each technique is briefly described
in the following paragraphs.
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Table 5-7. Data sources for CCF analysis.
"

Generic Raw Data Compilation
-.

Licensee Event Reports
Nuclear Plant Reliability Data System
Diesel generators (NUREG/CR-13622 1 )
Pumps (NUREG/CR-12O522)
Valves (NUREG/CR-136323)
instrumentation and control components (NUREGICR- 1740 24 )
containment penetrations (NUREG/CR- 1730 2 1)
rods and drive mechanisms (NUREGICR-l 33126)

-Selected
-Primary
-Control

"

Plant-specific Raw Data Records
-

*

Maintenance work orders
Operators log
Work request forms
Significant events reports

Data Sources Specifically Developed for Dependent Failure Analysis.
-

Pumps (NUREG/CR-2098 27)
Valves (NUREG/CR-277O')
Instrumentation and control assemblies (NUREGICR-3289 29 )
Diesel generators (NUREG/CR-2O99")
Pumps, valves, diesel generators, and breakers (EPRI NP-3 96712)
Pumps, valves, diesel generators, circuit breakers, batteries, chargers
(EPRI TR-100382' 3 )
CCDAT 14 (Computerized version of EPRI NP-396712)
CCF (Computerized database and data analysis tool; includes most PRA-significant
components7)

5.5.2.1 Event Impact Vector. According to Reference 1,for a component group of size m, the impact
vector has m+1 elements. The (k+l) element, denoted by Fk, equals I if failure of exactly k components
occurred, and 0 otherwise. Note that one and only one F,, equals 1; the others equal zero. For example,
consider a component group of size 2. Possible impact vectors are the following:
[1, 0, 0]

No components failed.

[0, 1, 0]

One and only one component failed.

[0, 0, 1]

Two components failed due to a shared cause.

A model, such as the impact vector described above, would be a sufficient numerical representation
of the event if no sources of uncertainty existed in classifying the event as a CCF from the information
available in the event report. However, many event descriptions lack sufficient detail. For example, the
exact status of components is not known, and the causes and coupling factors associated with the failures
59
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are difficult to identify. Th'lerefore, the classification of the event, including the assessment of its impact
vector, may require establishing several hypotheses, each representing a different interpretation of the event.
Consider an event depicted in Figure 5-2 that affects a component group of size 3. It is not clear
whether two or three components are affected by a shared cause. Thus, two hypotheses related to the number
of failed components are formulated: (1) two of the three components failed, and (2) three of the three
components failed. The impact vector for hypothesis one is: I, = [0, 0, 1, 0], and the impact vector for
hypothesis two is I.2= [0, 0, 0, 1]. The analyst assigns a weight (or probability) to the first hypothesis equal
to 0.9, and a weight of 0.1 to hypothesis two. That is, he believes that there is a 90 percent chance that
hypothesis one is true and only a 10 percent chance that hypothesis two is true. To use these in a common
cause faiure analysis, the average or weighted impact vector is calculated. The average impact vector for
this example is
.I =0.9it+ 01 12=[0,0, 0.9, 0.11.

More generally the average impact vector for a set of N hypotheses about an event is obtained by
N

(5.22)

i=

where w,is the weight or probability of hypothesis I with impact vector iiand N is the number of hypotheses.
The average impact vector is given by
I =[Fog Fig,..., Fm]

.(5.23)

Some events occur where judging whether multiple failures occurred due to a shared cause or whether
the failures were due to random independent causes is difficult. In such cases, the analyst again develops
hypotheses and assigns probabilities to each. For example, consider a component group of size 2. Suppose
that it is clear from the information that two components failed, but judging whether the failures were
independent or not is difficult because of lack of information in the event report. Thus, there are two
hypotheses for this case: (1) the two failures were due to a shared cause, and (2) the two failures were
independent. The impact vector for hypothesis one is [0, 0, 1]. For hypothesis two, the analyst postulates
independent failures of two components. Therefore, two impact vectors exist for this hypothesis--one for
each component-since two components failed independently. Both are equal to [0, 1,0]. If the weight for
hypothesis one is 0.6 and 0.4 for hypothesis two, the average impact vector equals
0.6 [0, 0, 1] + 0.4 [0, 1, 0) + 0.4 [0, 1, 0) = [0, 0.8, 0.6].
The probabilities for the hypotheses (relating to degree of impact of causes and coupling factors in the
event being classified) are assessed by the analyst. However, as an aid to the analyst and to improve
consistency and quality of results some guidelines for assessing the impact vectors are provided below. The
proposed methods do not eliminate the need for the analyst to make subjective judgments. Rather, they
provide guidance and techniques to develop the impact vectors from specific features of the events that can
be characterized by numerical values more consistently.
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Event Description:

Failure Mode:

Maine Yankee, August 1977. Plant at
power. Two diesel generators failed to run
due to plugged radiators. The third unit
radiator was also plugged.
Fail to Run
3

Common Cause Component
Group Size:j

Hypotheses for Event
Elements of Impact Vector
Hypothesis

Probability
_____

-

-

FO

F,

F2

F3

-

__

1. Two of three components fail

0.9

0

0

1

0

2 Althecopnnsfail

0.1

0

0

0

1

Average Impact Vector

TO)
FTF

_____________________

0

T.

0

2

0.9-

F3
0.1

Figure 5-2. Example of the assessment of impact vectors involving multiple interpretation
of event.

5.5.2.2 Generic Impact Vector Assessment. For an event to be classified as a CCF, more than one

component must fail simultaneously because of a shared cause. Simultaneity and failure are defined with
respect to certain performance criteria. For such events, the impact vector is uniquely and unambiguously
defined as described in the previous section.
For many events, assigning a single impact category (i.e., Fk = I for some k) is not possible. This was
also illustrated in the previous section. Such cases generally involve one or both of the following factors:'-"'
1.

Characteristics of the event may not match the criteria for the event to be assigned a unique
impact vector. An example is an event involving two components in a degradedstate owing
to a knowvn shared cause and coupling factor. The event does not meet the criteria of
"1component state" to be classified as a full CCF.

2.

Critical information about individual failures involved in the CCF event (e.g.,information
about the number of components affected, their functional state, and root causes of the
event) may be lacking.

In general, there are three event types that require multiple hypotheses:
I.

Events involving degraded component states,
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2.

Events involving multiple component failures closely related in time, but not
simultaneously, and

3.

Events involving multiple failures for which the presence of a shared cause cannot be
established with certainty.

There are also events that involve combinations of these cases. The three types are discussed
separately in the following paragraphs.
Case 1: Events Involving Degraded Component States
For events in this category, the analyst needs to assess the severity of degradation for each component
in the event using component performance criteria as a reference (e.g., typical PRA component success
criteria). In other words, given a degraded state, the analyst assesses the probability that the degree of
degradation would have led to failure (e.g.,during a typical system mission as defined in PRAs). This is
called the component degradation value, pk, and has values in the range Or. Pk .5 1.The following scale may be used for a quantitative representation of the state of a component:
" Failed
" Highly degraded

" Degraded
" Incipient
* No Failure

p = 1.00
p = 0.50
p =0.l0
p = 0.01
p = 0.00

The values of the different elements of the average event impact vector can be calculated based on the
possible combinations of failures expected, if the component degradation value is viewed as probability of
failure. Table 5-8 shows how the various elements of the average impact vector may be calculated for
components groups of size 2, 3, and 4. This technique does not require the formulation of multiple
hypotheses, but it uses the information about the degraded states of the components to obtain the average
impact vector.
Table 5-&. Impact vector assessment for various degrees of component degradations.
Elements of the Impact Vector
Component
Group Size
Fa
F,
F,
F,
2
(l-p,)l-p2) p1(l-p
pIP 2
2)+
i2-pt)
3
(1-Pt)(lP2)
pt(1-p2)(l-p 3)+
pIp 2(l-p
PIpAp
3 +
0 _P3)
P2(1-pl)(l-p 3)+
P1p,(l-p2)+

F4

--

4

0l-p0)0 -p)

p 1 (1-pX
2

)(-P)(p4 )+

p3( lP,)(l pX)l p4)+
p4(1 P1)(l p2)(l p3)

pIp 2 (1-p 3 )(1-p4j+

pIP2 p3 (l -P 4 )+

pIp 4(l -p)(l *j 3)+
p2 p,(1 -p,)(l -p4)+
p2P4 (1-pi)(l-p3)+
P3p4 (l-P,)(l-p 2)

PIP3P4(l P2)+
p2P3P4(1-p1 )

pIPApNp

In this case, component states (failure, degraded, etc.) do not occur, or are not detected, simultaneously.
Rather they are recorded at different, but closely correlated times (or test cycles). In this case, a probability
q can be assigned -that reflects the degree the events (component degradations) represent a CCF event during
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the mission time of interest (e.g., typical PRA mission times). The following guidelines are suggested for
assessing q for different operational characteristics.
Case 2: Events Involving Failures Distributed In Time.

Operating Components. For operating components, the values of the timing factor probability q

are based on comparing the minimum difference in the time of the failures to the PRA mission time. There
is no assumption about the time of failure or whether the multiple failures, or degraded states, occurred at
the same time. The following guidelines are used to assign values of q:
* For component failures that occur within one PRA mission time, the event is interpreted as a CCF event
and q= 1.00.
" For k components that fail more than one (PRA) mission time apart, but within I month of each
other, q = 0.50.
* For component failures that occur more than one month apart, q = 0. 10.

" For component failures that occur more than one test interval apart, events are considered as
independent, thus q = 0.00.

Standby Components. For standby components, the situation is more complex. If redundant

components fail from a shared cause and at consecutive tests separated in time, there is evidence that the
same mechanism is at work (some "randomizing" effect is also taking place, which on other occasions may
not be so effective at decoupling failure time). If failures occur more than one test apart, then the
randomizing effect is strohiger. To account for the randomizing effect, consideration is given to the strategies
and frequency. However, since test strategies are usually not known to the analyst for generic events,
conservative assumptions may be made based on the following reasoning. There are two approaches to this
problem: the standby failure rate concept and a failure probability on demand.

Approach Using the Standby Failure Rate Model. If non-staggered testing is adopted, it is

possible for the components to fail immediately following the test, in which case, the latent CCF state could
exist for the test interval, T,. The average time a latent CCF state could exist is half the test interval.
Therefore using the same rules should be conservative. Based on this, q will be assigned as follows:

* If components fail, or are reported failed, within half the test interval, the event is interpreted as CCF
with q = 1.00,
" If component failures are separated by a time interval longer than T, /2, but shorter than T,, the event
is interpreted as a CCF with q = 0.50,
* If component failures are separated by a time interval longer than T,, but shorter than 3/2 T,, the
event is interpreted as a CCF with q =0. 10, and
" If the component failures are separated by a time interval longer than 3/2 T,, the event is interpreted
as two (or m) independent failures.
For staggered testing, the situation is more complex. While the tests will be conducted on individual
components, at intervals corresponding to the same interval T, as discussed above (usually determined by
technical specifications), there will be a test on some component at intervals of T, /m where m is the
redundancy level of the system. Thus, even if there is no immediate testing of redundant components
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following a revealed failure, there would be evidence of a CCF within an interval T,/m. Thus the average
exposure time to an unrevealed CCF should be less in staggered testing cases.
Since test intervals vary between plants and systems for like components, some average values may
have to be assumed. A month is appropriate for diesel generators in U. S. plants, but is too short for most
other components. Test intervals must be determined for each individual system/component combination
as part of the initial system familiarization process, discussed in Section 2 of this report.

Approach Using the Probabilityof Failure on Demand Model. For standby systems where
a CCF is considered for failure on demand, the value chosen for q depends on the number of tests
(challenges) of the second component between its failure and the failure of the first component (assuming
a two component system to illustrate the point). To clarify terminology, it is instructive to discuss test
strategies. With a non-staggered testing regime, components are usually tested sequentially but within a
short time. If the first component works, there may be no CCF. However, if the first fails, the subsequent
test performed on the second will reveal if there is a CCF. In the case of staggered testing, there are two
extremes; the redundant component is tested immediately upon failure of the component being tested, or it
is tested on the next scheduled test. In the following discussion, the first challenge refers to the first test on
the second component, following the failure of the first component, whether it immediately follows the first
failure or is separated in time. Failure on the second challenge implies one successful challenge of the
second component following failure of the first component; this also holds for CCCG > 2. The following
guidelines are suggested for assigning the value of q:
" If the second component fails on the first challenge after failure of the first component, the event
is interpreted as CCF with q = 1.00.
" If the failures are separated by one successful challenge, then using the binomial concept, a point
estimate for the probability of failure of the second component given the failure of the first one is
1/2 ( one failure in two challenges). In this case, the event is interpreted as a CCF with q = 0.50.
" If the failures are separated by two successful challenges, then following the same line of reasoning,
a point estimate for q would be 1/3. However, it is felt that this value is conservative. A more
realistic value is q = 0.10.
* Failures separated by more than two successful challenges can be assumed to be independent.

Average Impact Vector Calculation. Regardless of how q is determined, the impact vector for these
situations is obtained from two sets of impact vectors, one representing thie common cause hypothesis with
probability q, and another representing the hypothesis of independent events. The probability q is the
probability that on a real demand, the mechanisms would have led to a CCF.
As an example, if two of three components fail because of a shared cause but at different times, then
the set of impact vectors will be the following:
For common cause failure,
qq[0,0, 1,0]

'CCF
=

[0,0,q,Q]

For independent failure of component 1,
1,
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(-q) [0,1,0,0]
(1
64

=

[0, 1 -q, 0, 0] for component 1

and for independent failure of component 2,
(I1-q) [0,1,0,0]

2 =
=

[0, 1 -q, 0, 0] for component 2.

The average impact vector for this specific case is
.,=,..

[0, (1-)

]

Generally, for an event involving a time delay failure of k components in a system of m.redundant
components, there are k+1 impact vectors as follows:
[0, 0,..., q,

Im

..

where q is the k+1 element of the vector,

,01,

=

[0, 1l-q, 0,., 01 for component I

=

[0, 1 -q, 0,

..

,0]

for component k.

(5.24)

The average impact vector in this case is
T

=

[0

q,..

,..

where q is the k+1 element of the vector.

Case 3: Events Involving Uncertainty about Shared Cause
Uncertainty because of insufficient information regarding component states and failure times can be
folded in the component degradation parameters p ts, and timing factor, q, respectively. Uncertainty
stemnming from inability to determine whether the multiple failures were due to a shared cause or are
independent deserves a parameter of its own since it relates to an important and distinct element of COF
events, i.e., the amount of coupling between the multiple events. For this reason a parameter, "shared cause
factor," c, (0-,c:5 1)is introduced as the analyst's degree of confidence about the presence of a shared cause
in the event. The following scale may be used for a quantitative representation of the analyst's confidence
that the failures are coupled and share the same cause:
" Very High

c = 1.0,

" High

c =0.50,

* Moderate

c =0.l0,

* LOW

c =0.01,

* No coupling

c = 0.00.

The effect of this factor on the event impact vector can be obtained similarly to the timing factor q.
More specifically, the set of Equations 5.24 can be used after replacing q with c.
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0,

'CCF=[0, ...,

k-CF

=

c,..., 01, where c is the k+1I element of the vector,

[0, (1-c), 0,

..

,01

for component 1,

( 0, (1-c), 0,

..

,0]

for component k.

(5.25)

The average impact vector in this case is
,T

=c,..,c..

[0

]

where c is the k+1 element of the vector.

Case 4: Events Involving Degraded States, Time Delay, and Uncertain Shared
Cause
In cases where the event involves degraded states, time delay, and uncertainty about presence of a
shared cause, the impact vector can be obtained by first developing the impact vector as if the events did not
involve any time delay or uncertainty about shared cause, and then modifying the resulting impact vector
to reflect separation of failures or degraded states in time and or cause. The resulting set of impact vectors
is given by
=cc

[cqF 0, cqF,,..., cqF.J
[-cq)(l-p
(I
1), (1l-cq) p1, 0, ..., 0], for component 1,

[ (I 4(-ql-p.), (Il-cq) pm, 0,

... ,

0], for component k.

(5.26)

In these impact vectors, the pi's represent the degree of degradation of the I-th component, and the F!ts are
calculated from pi's according to the relations in Table 5-8 for m = 2, 3, and 4, or similar ones for mn >4.
Finally, the average impact vector is obtained by adding IcC and the 1,'s.
Note that the product of cq represents an overall measure of coupling strength. The decomposition of
this measure, in terms of c and q, is merely an aid to the analyst's subjective assessment of the strength based
on different manifestations of the degree of coupling presence. As can be seen from Equation 5.26, the
quantity modifying the impact vectors for shared cause strength is cq, which could be replaced by a single
parameter.

5.5.2.3 Specializing Impact Vectors for Plant Specific Analyses. The discussions to this point
have addressed the use of industry data to perform generic analyses. According to Reference 1, modification
to the original impact vector for application to plant specific analyses requires a two-step adjustment of the
original impact vector to account for qualitative and quantitative differences between the original and target
systems. These modifications are discussed separately.

Adjustment Based on Qualitative Differences. In this step, the following question is addressed.
Considering design, environmental, and operational characteristics of the original and target systems, could
the same event occur in a target system? In other words, is the system that is being analyzed vulnerable to
the cause(s) and coupling factor(s) of historic events?
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In answering, the analyst must rely on knowledge of the target plant system design, specific component
design, operational activities, and the characteristics of the system in which the components operate. In
addition, the analyst uses information contained in the event reports to decide which characteristics of the
target system are similar to those of the original systems, and which are different. This information helps
the analyst determine the applicability of an event. Since there are many possibilities, no specific guidelines
are provided here.
Generally, if the cause or coupling mechanism of an event cannot exist in the system being analyzed,
the event is screened out; otherwise, it is retained for further consideration in the data specialization step.
Here it is recognized that the analyst may be uncertain whether the event is applicable, based on the available
information. According to Reference 1, in this situation, the analyst can multiply the original impact vector
by an event applicability factor r, (O_- r_- 1) which is subjectively assessed and is a measure of applicability
of the cause and coupling factor of the event to the target system. The r number is a measure of the physical,
operational, and environmental differences between the original and the target system, as well as the analyst's
uncertainty as to whether such differences exist.
The modified application-specific impact vector is then written as
I, r*I.

(5.27)

The r factor may be written as the product of two factors r, and r2, which are measures of applicability of the
root cause and coupling factor of the event, respectively.! The "strength" of a root cause manifests itself in
the degree to which each of the components is affected. Therefore, on the arbitrary scale of zero to one, a
root cause of zero strength results in no failure. The likelihood of a failure increases as the root cause
strength moves towards one. In contrast, the coupling factor strength represents the degree to which multiple
failures share a common-cause. Coupling strength of zero means failures are independent, while CCFs are
characterized by coupling strength of one. The role of these two factors in creating various types of events
is shown schematically in the diagram of Figure 5-3.
Estimates of r, and r, are the analyst's assessment of the quality of target system defenses against the
root cause and coupling factor of the event as compared with the original system. Again this requires
subjective judgment, which is often a difficult task because of lack of sufficient information, particularly,
concerning the original system. In such cases, it is recommended that the analyst compare the target system
against an "average" system. The values listed in Table 5-9 are suggested values for r, and r 2.
Another issue which impacts the applicability factor, and which is often encountered in data analysis, is
what to do with events which have led to modifications and improvements to the system. It is frequently
argued that given a modification to correct a root cause of an event, the event should be screened from the
database since it is not expected to occur. In contrast, some argue that the events observed in the past are
merely realizations of a class of failures, and that the evidence for the frequency of occurrence of that class
should not be removed. It is also argued that modifications do not always lead to improvements, at least
not immediately, on account of the potential for introduction of new problems and failure mechanisms.
Both sides of this debate have valid points. The key issue is how much credit can be given to a design
improvement. As an approach, the success rate of past design changes (to remove failure causes) can be
considered. This can be done by reviewing the operating experience for a specific class of components and
systems, over several years, to ascertain the change in the ratio of design-related failure numbers to the total
number of failures. The slope of change can be used as an effective measure of design improvements and
as a weight for database events which have led to design changes. This weighting can be used as an
estimator for the values of r, and r2. Data need to be collected and classified with this in mind, since the level
of detail in current data compilations do not support this type of estimation.
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Figure 5-3. Schematic representation of the role of coupling factor and root cause strength information
of different classes of events (the density of vertical and horizontal lines represents the degree of strength
for illustrative purposes).

Table 5-9. Suggested values for r, and r,.
Applicability Factor
Coupling
Root Cause
(r,)
0r,

Strength of Target Plant Defenses
Compared with Original/Average Plant
Complete Defense

0.0

0.0

Superior Defense

0.1

0.1

Moderately Better Defense

0.5

0.5

Weaker or No Defense

1.0

1.0

Adjustmentfor Quantitfative Difference. Inthe next step, the level impact of the event on the target
system is analyzed because of the difference that may exist between the level of exposed population of the
target and original systems. Depending on whether the target system size (i.e., the number of similar
components in the system, typically the level of exposed population), is larger, equal, or smaller than the
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original system, the impact vector must be "mapped up," "kept unchanged," or "mapped down." Reference
I provides mapping rules for the following cases:
1.

Mapping Down. Mapping down is done when the component group size in the original system
is larger than in the system being analyzed (target system).

2.

Mapping Up. Mapping up is done when the component group size in the original system is
smaller than in the system being analyzed (target system).

Reference I does not, however, provide an estimator for a critical parameter in the formulae for
mapping up. Mapping rules and corresponding algorithms for typical situations are summarized in Appendix
C of this report. The following estimator is suggested for the mapping up parameter (see Appendix C):
P

-LF,(5.28)

where F, is the [-th element of the impact vector and m is the size of the original system. This estimator is
consistent with the binomial assumption which forms the basis of the formulae for mapping up. The
mapping up assumption, in turn, is the basis for the binomial failure rate model.
The end result of the two-step process of impact vector adjustment is an adjusted impact vector that
represents the number of components that would fail if the event occurred in the target system.

5.5.3 Estimation of CCF Event Frequencies from Impact Vectors
Once the impact vectors for all the events in the database are assessed for the system being analyzed,
the number of events in each impact category can be calculated by adding the corresponding elements of the
impact vectors. That is,
n.>&Q

(5.29)

where
total number of basic events involving failure of k similar components,

n=

FAQ~)

=

the k-th element of the average impact vector for event 1.

Event statistics are used to develop estimates of CCF model parameters. For example, the parameters of the
alpha-factor model (see Appendix A for a description of several parametric models) can be estimated using
the following maximum likelihood estimator (MLE):
A

3=0n

(5.30)

Table 5-10 provides a set of estimators for various parametric models. More details on estimators are
provided in Appendix A. Except for the MGL model, the estimators presented in Table 5-10 are the
maximum likelihood estimators and are presented here for their simplicity. The mean values obtained from
probability distribution characterizing uncertainty in the estimated values are more appropriate for point
value quantification of system unavailability. These mean values are presented in the context of developing
statistical uncertainty distributions for the various parameters in Appendix D. Due to lack of a clear
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Table 5-10. Simple point estimators for various parametric models.

Method

Non-Staggered Testing'

Basic

_____________

Staggered Testing

Remarks

nkFor

Parameter

("1N

time-based failure rates
kk=1,

=

h

k.,a
k1,

.,

n

aM'N

with total system exposure time

~k)

00

TD.

Alpha

Factor

replace system demands (ND)

Same as Non-staggered case
d;

MGL b

k =1, ..., n

"

are based on

0Estimators

Sknh

PJO

k___1,

m

(j

2)

knk

P3 =Y

P4

=6

etc.

n.
-

=

o

k 1,

f:n2)

P5 EY

P4

approximate method described
M..a

in Appendix Aand Appendix

D

etc.

=6

(a) ND is the total number of tests or demands on a system of m components.
(b) Except for MOL, formulae provided are maximum likelihood estimators. The basis for the MGL estimators is explained in Appendix D.

sampling model for the MGL method, the MLEs cannot be rigorously obtained. Estimators listed in Table
5-10 for MGL parameters are obtained from MLE estimates of the basic parameter model.
Table 5-10 displays two sets of estimators developed based on assuming different testing schemes.
Depending on how a set of redundant components in a system are tested (demanded) in staggered or nonstaggered fashion, the total number of challenges that various combinations of components are subjected to
is different. This needs to be taken into account in the exposure (or success) part of the statistics used,
affecting the form of the estimators. The details of why and how the estimators are affected by testing
schedule are provided in Appendix A.

5.5.4 Treatment of Uncertainties
Estimation of model parameters involve uncertainties that need to be identified and quantified. A broad
classification of the types and sources of uncertainty and potential variabilities in the parameter estimates
is as follows:
1.

Uncertainty in statistical inference based on limited sample size.

2.

Uncertainty due to estimation model assumptions. Some the most important assumptions are
(a)

Assumption about applicable testing scheme (i.e., staggered vs. non-staggered testing
methods).

3.

(b)

Assumption of homogeneity of the data generated through specializing generic data to a
specific plant. An alternative assumption is that even after mapping generic impact vectors
to a specific plant application, the resulting statistical data still exhibit plant-to-plant
variability and should be treated as a non-homogeneous population.

(c)

Reduction of multiple impact vectors (associated with multiple hypotheses about a given
event) to an average impact vector. An alternative method (exact method) uses individual
impact vectors and creates multiple statistical databases which are then used in parameter
estimation (Appendix D).

Uncertainty in data gathering, and database development. These include
(a)

Uncertainty because of lack of sufficient information in the event reports, including
incompleteness of data sources with respect to number of failure events, number of system
demands, and operating hours.

(b)

Uncertainty in translating event characteristics to numerical parameters for impact vector
assessment (creation of generic database).

(c)

Uncertainty in determining the applicability of an event to a specific plant design and
operational characteristics (specializing generic database for plant-specific application).

The role of uncertainty analysis is to produce a probability distribution of the common cause failure
fr-equency of interest in a particular application, covering all relevant sources of uncertainty from the above
list. Clearly, sonmc of the sources or types of uncertainty may be inapplicable, depending on the intended
use of the CCF parameter and the form and content of the available database. Also, methods for handling
various types of uncertainty vary in complexity and accuracy. The choice depends on the resources available
to the analyst and the importance of an accurate account of uncertainties. The following discussion
summarizes the steps that can be taken by the analyst and corresponding methods and tools at the analyst's
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disposal to develop uncertainty distributions of CCF model parameters. Some of the mathematical details
are described in Appendix D.
It is easier to formulate and describe methods for analyzing uncertainties in categories 2 and 3 within
the framework and methods for treating uncertainties in category 1. Thus the discussion of uncertainty
treatment will start with a description of how the statistical uncertainties for category I are treated.
5.5.4.1 StatisticalUncertainty. This type of uncertainty is usually quantified through the statistical
distributions or confidence bounds produced in process of converting the sample data into estimates of the
parameters of interest. For example, consider the case where the applicable statistical sample is produced
by combining various impact vectors according to Equation 5.29. In this case the sample data are
Data=[n'...nj,(5.31)
Appendix D uses a particular statistical method known as the Bayesian approach to develop the uncertainty
distributions or CCF model parameters (e.g., a,, a2,.. ,a1j. Alternatively, classical statistical methods could
be used to develop confidence bounds for each parameter. The CCF software 7 can be used to perform the
Bayesian computations for the a-factor model.
5.5.4.2 Model Uncertainty. Each of the three key model-related uncertainties is discussed separately
in the following.
(a)

When data are collected, it is often difficult to determine the testing scheme applied. Even if the
testing scheme can be identified, it can vary from plant to plant and can change within each plant
over time. In other words, the exact testing scheme is uncertain and non-uniform in a database.
As discussed in Appendix A, the testing method impacts the number of challenges on the
common cause component group, and thus the statistical sample size used explicitly or implicitly
in developing CCF parameter estimators and associated statistical uncertainty distributions.
Two approaches can be taken to account for this source of uncertainty. The first approach is to
select the assumption that results in the more conservative estimates of the CCF model
parameters, if such conservatism does not distort critical conclusions of the PRA analysis.
A second approach is to formally account for this source of uncertainty by a mixture of two
distributions developed based on the two testing schemes. The uncertainty distribution of a2 is
shown as
it(a 2) =Wa7r(a(C

+ w ,,lt,,(a2)

(5.32)

where na(a2 )and n,(ý)are the statistical uncertainty distributions based on staggered and
nonstaggered testing schemes, respectively, and v. and w,, = I - w. are the corresponding
weights or degrees of confidence given to each testing hypothesis. The assessment of such
weights is the responsibility of the analyst based on his/her assessment of the percentage of plants
that follow one testing strategy versus another. Currently most plants employ the staggered
testing scheme.
(b)

The assumption leading to generation of the statistical data of Equation 5.31 is that once the CCF
events are re-interpreted for plant-specific application and impact vectors are mapped for
applicability, a homogeneous population of events is created. That is, after the specialization of
the CCF event impact vectors, the events are considered to belong to the same population and
coming from the plant being analyzed.
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An alternative assumption is that the data from various plants are kept separate assuming that
even after mapping the generic impact vectors to a specific plant the resulting statistical data still
carry a residual plant-to-plant variability. The form of the statistical data generated under this
assumption is

where D (0 is the statistical data for the I-th plant, and N is the number of plants in the database.
Appendix D outlines the Bayesian approach for using the data of Equation 5.33 in developing the
uncertainty distributions of CCF model parameters under the assumption of plant-to-plant
variability of CCF frequencies. Thbe resulting distributions are normally broader than those
obtained based on the homogeneous data of Equation 5.3 1.
Both the homogeneous and nonhomogeneous models are available in the CCF software.' The
non-homogeneous option can be used to develop generic and global assessment of the ranges of
CCF parameters across the industry. It can also be used as a prior distribution in plant-specific
estimations. For this use the data from the plant being analyzed should be excluded from the
non-homogeneous database, Equation 5.33, to be used as plant-specific data in the Bayesian
updating process.,
(c)

The method described in Section 5.5.4 develops statistical evidence needed for parameter
estimation, i.e., Equation 5.33 by averaging event impact vectors over multiple hypotheses and
corresponding probabilities. The averaging procedure leads, as described in Reference 1, to an
underestimation of uncertainties, while producing nearly exact mean values. Reference I
proposed a formal uncertainty analysis method to account for the impact of the multiplehypothesis approach to data classification. This is discussed in more detail in Appendix D of this
report.

5.5.4.3 Data Uncertainty. From earlier discussions it is evident that there are potentially significant
uncertainties in the development of a statistical database from CCF event reports. Analysts are likely to have
different interpretations of the events, and make different assumptions about what might be missing from
both the event reports and physical and operational descriptions of the plants involved. This is true even
though specific guidelines have been provided in this report to ensure, as a minimum, a reasonable level of
accuracy and consistency and to reduce analyst-to-analyst variabilities.
Certain formal and rigorous methods for handling uncertainties in CCF frequencies, as a fuinction of
analyst uncertainty in the impact vector assessment, have been suggested and applied to a small data sample.
These methods, however, tend to be tedious for large databases. A rough approximation of the range of
uncertainty in CCF frequency estimates can be developed through ad-hoc techniques, such as bounding of
the uncertainties. For example, an analyst assesses the impact vectors "optimistically" (tends to judge events
"independent" when in doubt) and, then, assesses the impact vectors "pessimistically" (tends to judge events
as common cause). Distributions of CCF frequency are then developed from statistics obtained from each
of the two sets of impact vectors, according to the methods described in Appendix D. These distributions
are combined to obtain the overall uncertainty range in the CCF frequency estimate, similar to Equation 5.32.
One disadvantage of the Hierarchical Bayes method for assessing the spread of the a-factor distribution
due to plant-to-plant variability (non-homogeneous assumption), is its computational complexity. In
contrast, uncertainty estimation based on homogeneous data model is relatively simple. It is worth noting
that even with the homogeneous assumption, the final CCF probability distribution may not be narrow. This
is because common cause failure frequencies, Qk's, are calculated by multiplying a-factors and total
component failure frequency, Q1:
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Ok - a.9.

(5.34)

The spread of the distribution of Qk is, therefore, also influenced by the spread of the distribution of

Q,,which often includes uncertainties due to plant-to-plant variability. Also for skewed distributions with

fixed mean value, the tail behavior (e.g., value of the 95-th percentile) is not very sensitive to the spread of
the distribution. In other words, since the distribution of an a factor obtained by both homogeneous and
nonhomogeneous methods have practically the same mean values but different spreads, at least the upper
bound of the distributions are numerically very close.
A relatively simple and practical approach for developing uncertainty distribution of common cause
failure parameters for a component of interest is as follows: Develop a pseudo plant-specific database by
specializing (mapping) the generic event data for that component to the plant being analyzed. Assume that
this database is homogeneous, i.e., all non-homogeneities have been removed through the process of
modification of the generic impact vectors to match the conditions at the plant being analyzed. Finally use
the Bayesian estimation procedure for homogeneous data (e.g., Equation 5.33) to estimate the parameter
distribution.
A critical element of the above procedure is the choice of prior distribution for the parameters (a's).
This distribution could be the analyst's subjective judgement, or based on observed ranges of variation of
the parameters. One option is to develop a plant-to-plant variability distribution of various a-factors (or
other CCF model parameters) across all components and failure modes using the Hfierarchical Bayes method.
A second approach that can be used to estimate prior distributions is to obtain the MLE for a given ak,
and then use a constrained noninformative prior"' as its uncertainty distribution. This distribution maximizes
the uncertainty given a constraint on the mean value. This distribution is usually much broader than the
corresponding hierarchical Bayes distribution. For a CCCG of size in, it is assumed that the constrained
noninformative prior distributions are statistically independent. Care must be used when updating these
distributions to make sure that the means of the updated distributions sum to 1.0. It is usually best to
estimate the mean of the distributions for a 2, . . . , a,,~ and subtract their sum from 1.0 to obtain the mean for
a,.

A third approach uses information from the constrained noninformative prior distributions to obtain
an estimate of the parameter AT of a Dirichlet distribution described in Appendix D. for a CCCG of size
Mnthere are in estimates of AT. These estimates can be combined to obtain an effective estimate for A.. The
arithmetic mean, geometric mean, or a weighted mean of these estimates can be used to combine them.
This last approach was used to develop prior distributions for the a-factors for each CCCG size. All
CCF events in the CCF database7 were used to estimate the prior distributions. First, events were mapped
to a given CCCG size. The MLE for each alpha factor was obtained and fit with constrained noninformative
distribution. The estimate of AT for each alpha was then calculated, and the results combined using the
geometric mean. The results are displayed in Table 5-1l.

5.5.5 Use of the CCF Data Collection and Analysis System
Much of the difficulty in performing data analysis in support of CCF analysis has been removed with
the development of the CCF Data Collection and Analysis System." 7 This system is designed to perform
data classification and parameter estimation for a large number of components usually modeled in PRAs.
This analysis can be done on a generic basis or for a plant-specific study. To obtain estimates of the CCF
parameters, the analyst needs to have identified all important CCCG using the guidelines provided earlier
in this report. Knowing the component type and analysis boundaries and armed with the qualitative
information collected in the qualitative phase of the analysis (Section 4) the analyst can select the events
NTJREG/CR-5485
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Table 5-11. Generic prior distributions for various system sizes.
Size

CCCGa-Fator

Distributions

aFato

Parameters

a

____

Percentiles
_______

___

POS

b

PSO

Mean

_____

P95

2

a
aa____
2

9.5300
0.4700

0.470
9.530

8.20E-01
1.42E-04

9.78E-01
2.16E-02

1.OOE-00
1.81E-01

0.95300
0.04700

3

a,1
a2
aa____
3

15.2000
0.3872
0.4128

0.800
15.613
15,587

8.42E-01
2.IOE-05
3.45E-05

9.67E-01
8.79E-03
1.O1E-02

9.99E-01
1.O1E-01
1.05E-01

0.95000
0.02420
0.02580

4

a1
a2

24.7000
0.5538
0.2626
0.48OA36

1.300
25.446
25.737
25.516

8.67E-01
1.44E-04
2.98E-07
6.29E-05

9.61E-01
1.08E-02
1.99E-03
8.42E-03

9.95E-01
7.8 1E-02
4.82E-02
7.17E-02

0.95000
0.02 130
0.01010
0.01860

38.042
0.7280
0.4120
0.2336
0.5840

1.958
39.272
39.588
39.766
39.416

8.86E-01
3.72E-04
1.32E-05
4.57E-08
1.24E-04

9.58E-01
1.1OE-02
3.93E-03
8.97E-04
7.66E-03

9.91E-01
6.05E-02
4.22E-02
2.89E-02
5.27E-02

0.95106
0.01820
0.01030
0.00584
0.0 1460

50.4724
0.7791
0.5406
0.3 127
0.2433
0619

2.528
52.22 1
52.459
52.687
52.757
52.348

8.97E-01
3.76E-04
6.04E-05
9.28E-07
5.77E-08
1.66E-04

9.58E-01
9.20E-03
5.02E-03
1.56E-03
7.67E-04
6.93E-03

9.89E-01
4.78E-02
3.79E-02
2.66E-02
2.24E-02
4.27E-02

0.9523 1
0.01470
0.01020
0.00590
0.00459
0.01230

74.5360
0.9906
0.68 17
0.4891
0.2941
0.2051
0.8034

3.464
77.009
77.3 18
77.511
77.706
77.795
77.197

9.12E-01
6.44E-04
1.39E-04
2.21E-05
3.39E-07
3.84E-09
2.89E-04

9.59E-01
8.84E-03
5.05E-03
2.82E-03
8.97E-04
2.94E-04
6.52E-03

9.86E-01
3.79E-02
2.99E-02
2.42E-02
1.74E-02
1.35E-02
3.32E-02

0.95559
0.01270
0.00874
0.00627
0.00377
0.00263
0.01030

4.349
97.6507
100.888
1.1118
101.209
0.7915
101.375
0.6253
101 .558
0.4417
101.742
0.2581
101.803
0.1969
0.9241 1101.076

9.20E-01
7.25E-04
2.07E-04
6.92E-05
8.5 1E-06
6.09E-08
1.59E-09
3.82E-04

9.60E-01
7.91E-03
4.87E-03
3.34E-03
1.76E-03
4.74E-04
1.93E-04
6.12E-03

0.95736
9.84E-01
0.01090
3.13E-02
0.00776
2.52E-02
0.00613
2.17E-02
0.00433
1.74E-02
0.00253
1.21E-02
0.00193
1.OOE-02
2.78E-02 10.00906

a3

5

a,1
a2
a
a4
aCC____

6

a,
a2
a3

a4
a,3
aa____
6
7

a1
a2
a3
*a4

a,3
*a6
*7

8

a,1
*a2
*3
U4

a,5
a6
a7
_a,5
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fr~om the CCF database to be used in parameter estimation. The CCF Data Collection and Analysis System
has two main features allowing users to:
1.

Perform generic analysis of CCF events in the database. Generic analysis includes a
qualitative analysis of causes and severity of CCF events and an estimation of generic
values for the alpha factor and the MGL models.

2.

Perform plant-specific (or application-specific) analysis of CCF events in the database. This
allows the user to specialize (modify) events for application to a specific plant by
considering design and operational differences between that plant and the plants in which
the events have occurred. As a result of this mapping of events and creation of a "plantspecific" database, the user will be able to develop plant specific estimates for the CCF
model parameters. The mapping process requires an event by event assessment of the three
applicability factors:
r,= Cause Applicability Factor
r2= Coupling Applicability Factor
r 3 = Failure Model Applicability Factor

All three factors are numbers in the range [0, 1] and represent the degree of similarity of the original
plant and the plant being analyzed with respect to the given characteristic of the CCF event, i.e., its cause,
its coupling factor, and the failure mode of the components involved. To provide meaningful assessment
of these factors, the analyst must be familiar with the events stored in the CCF System and be armed with
the qualitative information collected during Phase I1,or at least Phase I of CCF analysis as outlined in
Sections 3 and 4 of this report. More detailed guidelines regarding the numerical values of these parameters
are provided in Reference 2. Examples are provided in Section 6 of this report.

5.5.8 Parameter Estimation with No Operating Data
Despite recent advances in CCF database development, it still not possible to determine parameters
by analyzing operating data for all the components of interest in risk and reliability studies of nuclear power
plants. There is, therefore, a practical need for estimating parameter values based on engineering judgement.
Depending on the significance of the particular CCBE being considered, the process of subjective
estimation of common cause parameters can range fromn simple bounding value assessments, to more
sophisticated, structured, engineering evaluations aided with techniques such as the Cause-Defense Matrix
and partial parameterization."' Regardless of the procedure applied, the estimation is essentially a subjective
quantification of event frequencies entailing significant uncertainties which must be quantified and
represented in the results.
Table 5-11 provides a set of "generic" alpha factor values which may be used when a more detailed
evaluation is not feasible. A similar set of values for the parameters of the MGL model can be developed
by using the a-factor values of Table 5-1l in the a-MGL conversion formulae provided in Appendix A. A
piece of evidence in support of the suggested generic values is Figure 5-4, which shows the distribution of
aC
2 parameters across different components and failure modes. The figure shows both the frequency
distribution of the estimated a2's, as well as a beta distribution fitted to the data. The mean of this beta
distribution is a2 = 0.04.
It is generally believed that the values of parameters for failure during operation mode are lower than
those for failure on demand. It is recommended that the values of a2 , a,, and a 4 in Table 5-11 be reduced
by a factor of 2 when applied to frequency of failure during operation.
NTJREGICR-5485
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Figure 5-4. Component-to-component variability distribution of a. (CCCG=2).

5.6 System Unavailability Quantification
In this step, the parameter estimates obtained in Section 5.5 are used along with the algebraic
(probability) equations developed in Section 5.4 to quantify the system unavailability. This quantification
is performed for each of the sets of system boundary conditions. Both point estimates and complete
uncertainty distributions may be computed. Many programs, such as IRRAS and SETS series, can be used
to reduce the Boolean logic, to develop the algebraic equations, then to quantify' these resulting expressions
by using parameter estimates supplied by the user from data. Each such computer program has its own
advantages and disadvantages.
It is important to remember that most appropriate point estimate of the parameters for point calculation
of the system unavailability is the mean value of their uncertainty distribution.
The final step of system analysis prior to documentation is'the interpretation of the quantification
results. In addition to the overall top event frequency and its uncertainty estimate, the results also should
summarize the relative contributions of independent hardware failures, failures involving tests or
maintenance, and CCFs. Such results should be presented for each separate set of system boundary
conditions (i.e., states of support systems) evaluated. Although the system analysis alone can be useful in
identifying what limits the system failure frequency and identifying possible improvements, the reader is
again cautioned. For effective risk management, recommendations for improvements must be based on an
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overall plant perspective. Suggested improvements to individual systems, which at the system level may
appear very effective, may instead have only a very small impact on plant risk.

5.7 Results Evaluation and Sensitivity Analysis
As was discussed in Section 5.5.4, there is considerable uncertainty in the estimation of common cause
failure probabilities. Although an uncertainty analysis can express the significance of this in an integral
sense, it is also useful to see how significant such uncertainties are by using sensitivity analyses to illustrate
the direct relationship between the input values for the CCBEs and the overall system results.
Another factor to be considered in the process of evaluation of the results is an assessment of the
possibilities and impact of the recovery from failures. This subject, in relation to common cause failure
analysis is briefly addressed in Reference 2.

5.8 Reporting
The final step is the reporting and documentation of the analysis. Although all assumptions should be
documented, the most crucial are those concerning the analysis, classification, and reinterpretation of the
plant-specific data because this area of the analysis is the source of greatest uncertainty. The impact vectors
assessment process serves as a vehicle for consistent documentation of the assumptions made, but needs to
be supplemented by comments explaining on what basis the assumptions are made; for instance, why the
particular mechanism for lfinking failures was felt to be well defended against. The importance of this cannot
be overstated because it is a key to understanding the occurrence of and potential for defenses against
common cause failures at the plant.
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6. EXAMPLE APPLICATION OF COMMON CAUSE ANALYSIS PROCESS
This section of the report provides an example of the common cause failure analysis process. This
process includes understanding the plant system, identifying common cause component groups, integrating
component groups into the logic model of the system, data analysis, parameter and basic event probability
estimation. The relative significance of various common cause failure basic events is also investigated. The
system selected for this application is a three-train auxiliary feedwater (AFW) system at an existing U.S.
nuclear power plant. The example analysis presentation is organized according to the procedural steps of
the three phases of the analysis, as presented in Sections 3, 4, and 5 of this report.

6.1 Phase 1: Boundary Definition and Preliminary Screening
6.1.1 Problem Definition and System Modeling
This section presents the steps for the problem definition and system modeling phase cf the common
cause analysis process. T7hese steps include system familiarization, identification of system boundary
conditions, and development of component level system logic models.

6.1.1.1 System Familiarization. A simplified piping diagram of the example auxiliary feedwater system
is shown in Figure 6- 1. Pressurized water reactor (PWR) auxiliary feedwater systems in the U.S. are not
standard in configuration, but the one shown in Figure 6-1 is similar to many plants and consists of three
pump trains, which take suction from a common condensate storage tank and supply header to provide
auxiliary feedwater flow to four steam generators. This system has two identical electric motor-driven
pumps and a steam turbine-driven pump. There are four motor-operated valves (MQV) at the pump
discharge that are normally closed. Each motor-driven pump can supply flow through the MOVs, assuming

TO STEAM
GENERATOR I

TO STEAM
GENERATOR 2
TO STEAM
GENERATOR 3

TO STEAM
GENERATOR 4

Figure 6-1. Simplified diagram of major components in the example auxiliary feedwater system.
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that the valves successfully open on demand, to two dedicated steam generators, and the steam turbine-driven
pump can supply flow to up to four steam generators, depending on how many MOVs are open. An
important characteristic of this system is that, although diversity is employed in pump drivers, all three
pumps are mechanically identical. System success is defined as CST flow through two motor-driven pumps
or one turbine-driven pump to two of four steam generators. This also requires that the valves function to
allow or regulate flow to the steam generators. Some plant designs employ two turbine driven pumps and
only one motor driven pump, but it is a less common design than the system shown here.
Table 6-1 presents a simplified list of the major maintenance, test, and emergency procedures that are
applicable to this system. For an actual plant analysis, the list of procedures considered would be expanded
to include all the procedures that involve any operation or work on the AFW components. Each pump is
tested quarterly (Procedure 1 in Table 6-1) to ensure proper flow is available, by opening a minimum
recirculation valve (not shown in Figure 6-1) and pumping water back to the CST in a recirculation loop
(also not shown in Figure 6-1). If a system actuation signal is received during a pump test, the minimum
recirculation line should isolate automatically but does not need to be isolated to meet the system success
criteria. Each isolation valve undergoes a monthly stroke test (Procedure 2 in Table 6-1) that consists of
cycling the valve once from the control room and recording the time required for cycling. Each isolation
valve also undergoes quarterly preventive maintenance (Procedure 3 in Table 6-1) that includes adjustment
of torque and limit switch settings and lubrication. Technical Specifications (TS) require the licensee to
perform a stroke test immediately following maintenance.
Table 6-1. Maintenance and test procedures applicable to the auxiliary feedwater system.

Procedure
Identification
Number

Procedure Title

I

Auxiliary Feedwater Pump Quarterly Flow Test

2

Auxiliary Feedwater Isolation Valve Monthly Stroke Test

3

Auxiliary Feedwater Isolation Valve Quarterly Maintenance

4

Auxiliary Feedwater Pump Annual Maintenance

5

Station Pump Emergency Operating Procedure

The AFW pumps are located in a common building, but with physical barriers between the pumps.
The pumps are maintained according to Procedure 4 listed in Table 6- 1. Although pump maintenance can
be a complex activity, the TS for the AFW pumps do not require a complete flow test (Procedure 1 in Table
6-1) to be performed immediately following every maintenance activity. Following any test and
maintenance activity, however, there are restoration steps to be performed along with the required retesting
to ensure full operability. Activities that involve dismantling the pump or that modify the flow components
(e.g., impeller) usually require the licensee to perform a full flow test to ensure that the pump operational
requirements can be met. If the maintenance activity involves only the motor or turbine, the postmaintenance test will typically only require verification of a successful pump start. Additionally, operators
must verify that the system has been restored to the proper configuration following automatic initiation. If
the AFW control system fails to actuate properly on an automatic signal, the operator must manually control
proper flow to the steam generator (Procedure 5 in Table 6-1).

&.1.1.2 identificationof System and Analysis Boundary Condition. This step in the common
cause analysis procedure involves the definition of analysis objectives, boundary conditions, mission time,
NUREG/CR-5485
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potential system alignments, environmental hazards (including such external events as earthquakes), basic
events (e.g., component failures) and the relevant component failure modes, potential operator actions, and
any other assumptions for analysis.
The objectives of this example analysis are to determine AFW system unavailability and to determine
the principal contributors to system failure. A probabilistic quantification of uncertainty is to be performed,
hence both point estimates and uncertainty distributions will be provided.
For practical reasons, only major components of the system (i.e., the CST, pumps and drivers, actuation
circuitry, and MOVs) are being considered for this example. Component boundaries are defined as follows.
The MOVs include:
"
"
*
"
"
"

Motor/operator (including limit switches and torque switches)
Operator circuit breaker
Indication circuit
Control circuit, and switch
Torque limit bypass switch
Valve hardware (body, disc, stem, etc.)

Pumps include:
*
*
*
"

Driver (motor and turbine)
Circuit breaker or turbine control valve
Control circuit, and switch
Pump hardware (body, impeller, flow vanes, etc.)

Electric power supply and other support systems (e.g., cooling water) are outside the scope of this
analysis, and are assumed to be available. Basic events are to be considered at the component level.
External events, such as seismic, fire, and flood, are also assumed to be outside the scope of this analysis.
There is no credit given in the analysis for operator intervention or recovery actions, except as noted in the
qualitative analysis. It is assumed that the system must operate for 6 hours following its demand.
Various possible system alignments are normally considered in typical PRA system analysis.
However, to simplify this example, the AFW system presented here will be analyzed only for the normal
alignment in which no testing or maintenance is performed.

6.1.1.3 Development of Component-Level System Logic Model. The reliability block diagram
and component-level fault tree for the system are presented in Figures 6-2 and 6-3, respectively.

6.1.2 Preliminary Analysis of COF Vulnerabilities, Identification of Common Cause
Component Groups
The next step is to identify the common cause important vulnerabilities and the corresponding
component groups, using both quantitative and qualitative methods.

6.1.2.1 Qualitative Screening. The purpose of this step is to determine which common cause failure

events in the database may contribute to system vulnerabilities at the example plant and therefore should be
included in the subsequent steps of the analysis. Identification of these events relies on assumptions, based
on judgment and feedback from operating experience, to ensure that all applicable events are included and
that events that are not applicable are excluded. For presentation of this example, another consideration is
to keep the number of events at a manageable level.
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Figure 6-2. Reliability block diagram of auxiliary feedwater system (normal alignment).
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Figure 6-3. Component-level fault tree of example system.
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At this stage of the analysis, the analyst must decide which groups of components have a significant
likelihood of experiencing a common cause event affecting two or more components within that group. To
incorporate common cause events into the system analysis, it is necessary to understand the factors that
affect independence, or lack thereof, among the components in the system. Such factors include whether
groups of identical components are used, the extent of diversity, if any, among components within a
redundant group, the physical proximity or separation of the redundant components, and the capacities and
susceptibilities of components to varied environmental stresses. An important consideration is the potential
for human errors in the design, manufacturing, construction, plant management, and operation that could be
shared by two or more components within a redundant group. All of these factors will be formally
considered in the root cause analysis.
For this example system, there are three natural groups of components: the four identical motoroperated valves, the three identical pumps, and the two identical motor drives. Check valves are excluded
to simplifyr the presentation of the example. However, in more complete analysis, they should be included
as a group. Components not within the selected groups are assumed to fail independently, i.e., no common
cause failures will be considered for these components. Operating experience indicates that common cause
events often affect sets of identical (redundant) components but very few, if any, affect diverse components.
Keeping the number of possibilities allowed for in the models at a manageable level requires qualitative and
quantitative judgment guided by feedback from operating and PRA analysis experience. Such judgments,
however, are not unlike the numerous judgments that need to be made by a systems analyst during the
independent failure analysis and to account for system configuration differences.
The three candidate common cause component groups of this example problem are (see Figure 6-2):
Pump Group, Mechanical

Motor Group

MOV Group

Motor-Driven Pump - P1I
Motor-Driven Pump - P2
Turbine-Driven Pump - P3

Ml
M2

VI
V2
V3
V4

6. 1.2.2 Quantitative Screening. The objective of this step is to remove from further consideration those
common cause component groups which are not likely to have a significant impact on the total system
unavailability. This is achieved by expanding the component level fault tree of Figure 6-3 to include a global
common cause basic event for every common cause component group, according to the procedure described
in Section 3.2. Next, the cutsets of the expanded fault tree are obtained. The cutsets are listed below using
the following notation: the first letter indicates component type (e.g., P for pump, V for valve, M for motor,
T for Turbine, and C for condensate storage tank), the number following the first letter identifies the specific
component inf the group (e.g., PI means pump 1), the letter G stands for global CCF (failure of all in the
group), and I stands for independent failure:
First Order Cutset (a total of 3)
{C), {VG}, (PG}
Second Order Cutgets (a total of 2)
(MG*P31), {MG*T}
Third Order Cut-sets (a total of 28)

(VII
(Pl1
(P11
(VII

*V21 *V31}, (VII *V21 *VS4 ), (VII *V31 *V4I), {V21 *V31 *V4IJ,
*P21 *P31), (MII *P21 *P31), (M21 *PlI *P31), {MII *M21 *P31),
*P21 *T), {MlI *P21 *T), [M21 *Plj *T), {MII *M2I *T),
*P21 *P31J, (V21 *P21 *P31), {V31 *PlI *P31), IV41 *PlI *P311,
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(VII *P21 *T}, (V21 *P2I *T), (V31 *PlI *T), {V4I *P1I *T'),
(VII *M2I *P3I), (V21 *M2I *P31}, (V31 *M1I *P31), {V41 *M11 *P31),
(VII *M2I *T, (V21 *M21 *T}, (V31 *MlI *T), {V41 *MlI *T).
The algebraic equation for system unavailability, Qs , in terms of basic parameter model parameters is:
[2Qm +QT + 4Qv ](Q~)2 +2 QM Qp QT
QS= QC+ QVG + QPG+ QMG (Qp + QT) + 4(Qv) + (P3+
+ (Qm)2 (Qp~ + QT) +4Q Q, QT+4 vQm~Q. + 4Q Qm QT
where Q. is the probability of basic event (x).
Using the global CCF factors listed in Table 3-1, and generic estimates for total component failure
probabilities from Table 6-2, the various terms in the above equation for Qs can be quantified. For example,
4 ) q,
VG= 9W
=
=

(0. 1 1)(4.3E-3)
4.7E-3.

Table 6-2. Generic parameter estimates for screening analysis.

Component

I

Failure

I

Mode

_____________

__________

I

Global CCF
Parameter

MOV

FO

q~, = 4.30E-3

0.11

PUMP

FS

qP, = 1.65E-3

0.08

FR

)P= 1.7 1E-5

0.08

FS

gm = 1.65E-3

0.10

FR

m =l1.7l1E-5

0.10

FS

T3.5-

MOTOR

TURBINE

(g)*

FRXT=.E3
RVP

TANK

Xk =

2.70E-8_________

Based on Table 3.1.
For the time based component failure probabilities, the failure rate (1) is multiplied by a mission time (t-6
hrs). For example, for pump motors:
Qm = qm + ).mt

and for the corresponding global CCF probabilities:
QMG =

J(

2

)

2
qm + g1 ) ;LMt

From this exercise it is evident that the terms involving global CCF events dominate and that all three groups
are important.
Now that the analysis boundaries have been established and the analyst has determined which common
cause component groups must be analyzed, a detailed qualitative evaluation of CCF vulnerabilities (Section
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6.2) can provide the basis for data analysis in support of the quantification of system unavailability and
engineering insights for reliability improvements that might be needed.

6.2 Phase 11: Detailed Qualitative Analysis
This section presents a detailed analysis of the root causes and coupling mechanisms of equipment
failures in the example AFW system, in conjunction with evaluation of the events in the CCF database, to
ensure that all the applicable failure mechanisms are identified. The process detailed here is the application
of the analysis described in Section 4 of the report. This step has two objectives: (1) to provide the basis
and justification for engineering decisions regarding system reliability improvements, and (2) to provide
engineering evaluati'on of potential CCF events to determine their applicability to the target example AFW
system (shown in Figure 6-1), to be used in the quantitative analysis step. An effective detailed qualitative
analysis involves the following activities:
* Review of plant design and operating practices, and
" Review of operating experience (generic and plant-specific)
The purpose of the plant design review is to identify the specific design and operating features of the
system of interest, in this case the AFW system, and to apply that knowledge to the CCF event review to
eliminate the events that are not applicable to the system. Additionally, the review includes evaluation of
the plant operating and maintenance procedures to determine what specific activities are performed on the
AFW system. The list of procedures in Table 6-1 is a product of the plant design review. Other plants could
have different maintenance practices or retest requirements; it is important for the analyst to be familiar with
the requirements for the specific plant of interest, in order to accurately apply the applicability factors during
the operating experience review.
The review of operating experience is performed by first identify'ing an initial set of coupling factors
for the equipment in the AFW system. The specific coupling factors to be applied against different
component groups are then based mostly on engineering judgements to assess how they could impact the
example AEW. Some coupling factors may be "not applicable" to the example AFW due to the specific plant
features. This conclusion allows the analyst to eliminate related failure events from the quantitative data
analysis in Phase III. Other combinations may be judged applicable to AFW and the analyst must ensure
that events with those coupling factors are included in the analysis.
Three types of coupling factors must be addressed:"
* Hardware Based: primarily affect similar equipment.
" Operation Based: affect equipment operated or maintained according to the same procedures (with
emphasis on maintenance errors, particularly misalignment).
* Environment Based: affect equipment in the same location, or with the same internal environment.
Initial analysis of root causes of failure for the equipment of interest consists of a detailed review of
I1.

Plant failure reports (e.g., LERs, NPRDS, plant logs).

2.

Other system reliability analyses.

3.

Previous studies on similar systems.
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This initial effort identifies the fault categories to be addressed in the analysis (e.g., valve internal
failures, valve operator failures, loss of valve control signal, loss of valve power supply, and so on) and
provides the basis for the root cause analysis. For working this relatively simplistic example, analysts have
relied primarily on LERS and NPRDS data. In an actual application, a more exhaustive data review should
be performed to ensure that as many as possible root causes of failure are considered. Nevertheless, the
following discussion covers the most commonly observed root causes of failure for the equipment of interest.
Table 6-3 summarizes mapping of coupling factor categories to the relevant component groups, and
defines combinations of the coupling factors and component groups to be evaluated for the example AFW
system. In the Hardware Based category, most causes of AFW pump (excluding driver) failure are potential
CCFs of interest because of the similarity between the three pumps in the example system. Additionally,
most causes of pump drive motor and AFW isolation valve faults will also be considered due to hardware
similarity in each group. Since all three pumps are located in the same building, although not in the same
room, harsh environments (e.g., pipe ruptures, missiles, extreme temperatures, etc.) are potential causes of
multiple failures within the AFW system. Therefore all the equipment in the building are also identified as
susceptible to environmental causes.
The potential impact of various procedures are recognized under the Operations Based coupling factors.
This permits a closer scrutiny of the plant testing and operational activities.
A review of operating experience reveals that multiple failures of auxiliary feedwater pumps are most
often caused by ( 1) a partial or complete loss of flow from a common suction line, (2) maintenance errors
that are systematically repeated for each pump, or (3) design deficiencies. Each coupling factor and
component group combination identified in the initial effort and summarized in Table 6-3 will now be
analyzed, based mostly on a combination of operating experience reports and engineering judgment.
Table 6-3. Coupling factors and equipment mapping.

Affected Equipment

Coupling Factor
__Categories

I

Hardware Based

AFW pumps
AFW pump motors
AFW isolation MQVs

Operation Based

Procedure
Procedure
Procedure
Procedure
Procedure

Environment Based

AFW pumps

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

ICombi
n
ati
o
n
umber
I N
I
2
3

AFW pumps
AFW isolation MOVs
AFW isolation MOVs
AFW pumps
All AFW pumps, motors, valves

4
5
6
7
8
9

Coupling Factor and Component Group Combination 1: AFWV Pumps. Design deficiencies are
often associated with control circuitry, but some events have been observed involving the fluid system
modifications that introduce additional design deficiencies into the systems. Therefore, design deficiencies
cannot be ruled out, even for older plants. Diversity does provide defense against most of the observed
design-related CCF events. Since the control systems for the two motor-driven pumps differ from the control
system for the turbine-driven pump, dependencies due to control circuitry design deficiencies are judged to
affect the motor-driven pumps only. However, dependencies due to pump (excluding driver) and fluid
system design deficiencies are likely to affect all three trains. Material defects (e.g., cracked shafts, or
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impellers) also cause pump failures and these events are very strongly coupled since most licensees procure
major equipment in groups from the same supplier.
Since a number of credible root causes and coupling factors that affect the three auxiliary feedwater
pumps have been identified, combination I from Table 6-3 is judged credible at this plant.
Coupling Factor and Component Group Combination 2: Pump Motor. The review of operational
experience revealed that fewer events occurred involving AFW pump motors than involving pumps. This
limited experience, however, indicates that the CCF potential exists and is most often associated with design
deficiencies (e.g., undersized motor) or harsh environments, such as moisture and low temperature (another
harsh environment, high temperature steam, will be analyzed later).
This combination is judged less likely than combinations I or 3 (discussed below), but it is still a
credible group.
Coupling Factor and Component Group Combination 3: AFW Isolation Valves. A large number
of multiple failure events involving motor-operated valves have resulted from design deficiencies,
manufacturing defects, poor maintenance practices, and installation errors. Some of these faults and errors
occur early in the life of a power plant, but others go undetected for several years. Also, system
modifications and equipment replacement occur in most systems, thus creating additional opportunities for
introducing the fault events into the system. Therefore, these root causes of valve failures are of great CCF
potential in this system.
Finally, several CCF events have resulted from such environmental causes as contamination and
moisture. However, closer scrutiny reveals that these events are actually the result of design, manufacturing,
and installation deficiencies and maintenance errors. For example, excessive grease may be introduced by
the vendor (manufacturing deficiency) and moisture intrusion is usually associated with failure to properly
seal equipment following maintenance (maintenance error) or failure to specify properly qualified equipment
(design deficiency).
Combination 3 from Table 6-3 is judged credible at this plant since several root causes and coupling
factors with high CCF potential have been identified.
Coupling Factor and Component Group Combination 4: Equipment Addressed In Procedure
1. The AFW pump quarterly flow test consists of pumping water back to the condensate storage tank by
opening a minimum recirculation valve in a recirculation loop and starting the pump. Realignment errors
following the test are not important in a risk analysis because the minimum recirculation lines need not be
isolated to meet the system success criteria. Thus, combination 4 is discarded from further analysis.
Coupling Factor and Component Group Combination 5: Equipment Addressed In Procedure
2. The auxiliary feedwater isolation valve monthly stoke test involves cycling each valve once from the
control room and recording the time required for cycling. The only potential error associated with this test
is failure to return valves to their normal (closed) position. Starting these pumps with the injection valves
open may cause the pumps to trip on high starting current, or may damage the pumps by placing them in a
run-out condition. Thus, combination 5 is judged credible and is used in the analysis.
Coupling Factor and Component Group Combination 6: Equipment Addressed In Procedure
3. Errors introduced when performing maintenance activities can result in CCF of the isolation valves.
Errors introduced during maintenance activities (mostly improper torque or limit switch settings, but also
improper lubrication and improper seal packing) are also major contributors to valve CCF events. These
faults are of particular concern at this plant for two reasons:
NUREGICR-5485
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"

Maintenance activities on all four valves are performed sequentially by the same crew. Thus, the
potential for systematically recreating human errors is significant.

" Failures due to these root causes may not occur the first time the valve is cycled. This is because
of corrosion or hardening of lubrication that may occur in a standby valve, creating friction on the
valve stem that may cause a valve to fail a stroke test. Thus, the stroke test performed after
maintenance may not detect the problem.
Some additional possibilities are examined now with emphasis on errors of alignment that may be committed
when performing Procedure 3.
Procedure 3 addresses maintenance on the valve operator and the associated power and control
equipment. (Maintenance requiring disassembly of the valve body is only allowed during shutdown because
it involves isolating and draining the AFW system.) The following misalignment possibilities are
considered:
I1.

Incorrect alignment of equipment resulting in valve unavailability(ies) during maintenance.

2.

Incorrect alignment of equipment resulting in valve unavailability(ies) following
maintenance.

3.

Inadvertent operator actions resulting in valve unavailability(ies). This possibility is not
directly associated with Procedure 3 but with erroneously misaligning equipment in other
systems.

Procedure 3 requires that the maintenance is to be performed on only one valve at a time. The valve
must be locked open during maintenance, and both the control signal and the power supply must be
disconnected before starting maintenance activities. A human error to fail to open a valve before starting
maintenance is judged unimportant because it would result in a single valve unavailability only. A potential
CCF error of interest is failure to open one valve, subsequent removal of control signal and power supply
to that valve, then starting maintenance activities on a different valve (note that this scenario involves two
human errors). This scenario is judged to be unlikely. Thus, item 1 above is discarded.
Item 2 is also discarded because Procedure 3 calls for a stroke test immediately following maintenance
on a valve and before starting maintenance on another valve. This test is accomplished from the control
room and involves at least two plant operators [the operator(s) at the valve location and the control room
operator]. The stroke test cannot be satisfactorily accomplished unless control signal and power supply have
been properly restored to the valve. (Note that although alignment errors following maintenance are judged
unimportant, some other errors are important, as discussed in the section on component group combination
3.)
Finally, operational experience shows several instances in which valves were mistakenly deenergized,
locked closed, or left with their control signals removed. In most of these cases, the operators were
attempting to align equipment in other systems or even in other units and mistakenly removed from service
the valves in the system of interest. The utility's administrative controls on tagouts were reviewed to verify
if these inadvertent actions can credibly occur at this plant. Sufficient evidence of worse-than-average
administrative controls was found, and item 3 above is judged credible at this plant.
Coupling Factor and Component Group Combination 7: Equipment Addressed In Procedure
4. For this simplified example, maintenance is performed on the three auxiliary feedwater pumps once per
year. All three pumps are serviced sequentially by a single maintenance crew, so the potential for repeating
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an error (e.g., installing the seal improperly) on all three pumps does exist. The faulted condition of the
pumps may not be detected until a system demand occurred or until the next flow test of one of the pumps.
Due to flexibility in the scheduling of maintenance at this plant, the faulted condition could exist for up to
three months. Loss of suction flow is most often caused by introducing air into the supply tank or suction
line. Air can be introduced into the system during maintenance requiring disassembly of piping or other
components or during transfer operations involving the supply tank. Although these activities take place
infrequently, they do pose a threat to pump operability at this plant. Plugged strainers can also cause loss
of suction to all three pumps, but this type of event is more readily recognizable (operational experience
indicated that a reduced flow condition is often observed before sufficient plugging causes pump failure).
Another cause of loss of suction is personnel error when the suction valves are left closed following
operational or test activities. Typically, these events are modeled as valve unavailabilities, but they can
.result in'subsequent pump damage, so they need to be considered in this analysis.
Procedure 4 was also reviewed with emphasis on misalignment problems resulting from the annual
maintenance activity. The findings associated with this procedure are identical to those associated with the
isolation valves (combination 6). One identified cause of multiple failures is an inadvertent operator action
resulting in removal of the AFW pumps from service when attempting to remove pumps in a different system
from service. Other causes of multiple failures that are identified in operational histories are incorrect
maintenance activities resulting in incorrect material installed in the pumps, material installed incorrectly,
or failure to properly align the pumps for operation following the maintenance. While administrative
requirements (retesting) are in place at this plant, and should be sufficient to prevent these errors from
disabling the pumps, these types of events have occurred at other plants that also had retesting programs.
Thus, this combination is determined to be credible.
Coupling Factor and Component Group Combination 8: Equipment Addressed In Procedure
5. The AFV1 is normally actuated by an automatic control system, but Procedure 5 (Emergency Operating
Procedure) calls for manual actuation if the control system does not initiate AFW` in a timely manner.
Review of operational experience identified a problem that has existed at some plants. Starting all AFW
pumps at once causes a temporary pressure drop in the common suction header that initiates the low suction
pressure trip function for all pumps. The low pressure trip is prevented by starting the pumps sequentially,
allowing'enough time between starts for the suction header pressure to build back up. Normally, plants have
these time delays built into their AFW` control system, but problems have occurred during manual actuation.
At this plant, the control system uses time delays for starting the pumps, and the emergency operating
procedure (EOP) explicitly instructs the operators to start the pumps one at a time, monitoring suction header
pressure after starting each of the first two pumps. Therefore, this combination is judged unimportant in this
analysis.
Coupling Factor and Component Group Combination 9: Harsh Environments Affecting
Equipment in the Pump Room. The review of operational experience indicates harsh environments such
as moisture and low temperature as possible causes of equipment failure. These harsh environments should
not be a problem at this plant because the AFW equipment is environmentally qualified, and the plant
maintains an appropriate winter provisions program to ensure adequate room temperatures for all safetyrelated equipment. A complete search for credible sources of energetic harsh environments (e.g., pipe
ruptures, missile impacts, etc.) that could disable the AFW` system revealed only one scenario of potential
interest. Since all three pumps are indeed located in the same building, a break in the steam supply line to
the turbine-driven pump could potentially fail the two motor-driven pumps in addition to disabling the
turbine-driven pump (the steam supply line break renders the turbine-driven pump unavailable by disrupting
the supply of steam to the turbine driver). The contribution of this scenario to system unavailability is
judged to be low for the following reasons:
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* The motor-driven pumps are environmentally qualified to withstand high temperature and humidity
environments. This includes the motor and support equipment (e.g., junction boxes, conduits),
cooling system equipment to motor bearings, and so on.
" An examination of the equipment layout revealed that the turbine-driven pump and turbine are in
a different room in the building from the motor-driven pumps, separated from the motor-driven
pumps by doors that are supposed to be closed. Thus, it is expected that the maotor-diven pumps can
only fail due to the steam supply line break if a sustained steam release fills the entire building with
high temperature steam. Even in this case, failure of both pumps is unlikely because they are
qualified for such an environment.
" The steam generator isolation system would isolate the steam supply line almost immediately on an
indication of a high steam supply line flow or on an indication of a low steam generator pressure.
Thus, a sustained steam release is highly unlikely.
* The utility maintains an augmented inservice inspection (151) program for the steam supply line.
An augmented ISI program is judged to greatly reduce the probability of a line rupture.
* Some nonenergetic harsh environments (e.g., moisture and contamination) are readily identified as
possible causes of failures of some of the AFW equipment. However, since all pump equipment is
environmentally qualified, failures due to these environments are more likely to occur as a result of
improperly performed human-related activities, such as failure to properly seal the equipment
following maintenance. These types of failures are addressed for the applicable equipment when
analyzing under the hardware based category combinations in Table 6-3. Thus, no additional
environment based combination has been identified for further analysis, and combination 9 is judged
unimportant in the CCF analysis.
This completes the qualitative analysis of this example. There are different types of additional
qualitative analyses that may be performed but that are not included in this example. Such additional
qualitative analyses include those to support the explicit modeling of external events; e.g., seismic events.
These additional qualitative analyses have the potential for identifying new comminon cause events for
incorporation into the logic model.
The conclusion of the preceding discussion is that, from a qualitative standpoint, all three common
cause component groups (pumps, motors, and MOVs) should be modeled in this analysis since, for each
group, one or more root cause and coupling mechanism of common cause failure have been identified. Table
6-4 summarizes the results of the root cause analysis for the AFW system.

6.3 Phase III: Detailed Quantitative Analysis
6.3.1 Identification of Common Cause Basic Events
Based on the results of Phase I and Phase II of the analysis, the common cause basic events for this
example include all CCF event categories for MOVs, pumps and motors. The notation used to encode these
common cause basic events, which are now defined at a level of detail below the component level (i.e., at
the common cause impact level) is similar to the notation used to discuss the cutsets in Section 6.1 of this
report and is as follows: the first letter of the CCBE name denotes the common cause group (e.g., V for
valve, P for pump, or M for motor); the second letter denotes the impact of the cause (i.e., S for single
component, D for double component, T for triple component, and G for global) of all components or the
specific combinations of components affected by that cause; the numeral indicates the specific component
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Table 6-4. Su

ay of root cause analysis for the example AFW system.

Combination11
Identifier

Number

Affected Equipment

I___________________

Comments

I

AFW pumps

Important for CCF analysis several root causes
identified with significant CCF potential.

2

AFW pump motors

Important for CCF analysis; judged less likely that
combinations I or 3.

3

AFW isolation valves

Important for CCF analysis; several root causes
identified with significant CCF potential.

4

Equipment addressed in

Unimportant for CCF analysis; no root causes

__________procedure

1: AFW pumps

identified with significant potential.

5

Equipment addressed in
procedure 2: AFW isolation
valves

Important for CCF analysis; several root causes
identified with significant CCF potential.

6

Equipment addressed in
procedure 3: AFW isolation
valves

Important for CCF analysis; inadvertent operator
actions could disable AFW system. Also,
maintenance related causes were identified.

7

Equipment addressed in
procedure 4: AFW pumps

Important for CCF analysis; inadvertent operator
actions could disable AFW system. Also,
maintenance related causes were identified.

8

Equipment addressed in
procedure 5: All AFW pumps,
pump motors, and isolation
valves

Unimportant for CCF analysis, due to equipment
configuration and EOP provisions at this plant.

9

All equipment in pump
building

Unimportant for CCF analysis; this plant is well
protected against the identified harsh environment
due to the system configuration.

of interest. Using this notation, PSI is interpreted to mean a single failure of pump #1. This notation will
be helpful in developing the algebraic equations after the Boolean reduction is completed. In the next step,
the common cause basic events are incorporated into the fault tree, based on the methodology presented in
Section 5.

6.3.2 Incorporation of Common Cause Basic Events Into Fault Tree
The incorporation of common cause events into the component-level logic model of Figure 6-3 is
illustrated in Figures 6-4 and 6-5 for the fault tree logic form. Specification of the events, facilitated by the
notation defined above, is simply the identification of all the component combinations involving 1, 2, . .. ,
or N components. The fault subtree for each component then includes only the events that affect that
particular component (i.e., all the ways that a particular component can fail). Therefore, for the pump group,
the following events would first be specified as part of the logic model:
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Figure 6-4.

Extensions to the component-level fault tree of Figure 6-3 to incorporate common cause basic events for the MOV group.

Motor-Operated Valve Group

Mechanical Pump Group

Motor Drive Group
LEGEND

CCF

- COMMON CAUSE FAILURE
INDEP=sINDEPENDENT

Figure 6-5.

Extensions to the component level fault tree of Figure 6-3 to incorporate common cause
basic events for the pump and pump drive groups.
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PSI, PS2, and PS3
PD 12, PD23, and PDl13
PG

Single Component Events:
Double Component Events:
Triple (global) Component Events:

Hence, the fault subtree for pump P1I would include all the events for which the name includes a one
(1) and the global event: PSi1, PD 12, PD 13, and PG.
The minimal cutsets of the fault tree, expanded to include the common cause events, are presented in
Figure 6-6. Any fault tree software can be used to do this once the common cause events are properly
incorporated. Note that the cutsets including basic events which involve similar components are not included
in the figure. For a discussion of this type of cutset, refer to Section 5.2 and Reference 1. These are:
VD12 * VDl3, VD12 * VD14, VD12 * VD23, VD12 * VD24, VD13 * VD14,
VD13 * VD23, VD13 * VD34, VD14 * VD24, VD14 * VD34, VD23 * VD24,
VD23 * VD34, VD24 * VD34, PD12 * PD23, PD12 *PDI3, PD13 * PD23.
Table 6-5 shows the algebraic terms corresponding to the fault tree evaluation. Note that the assumption of
symmetry of basic common cause events discussed in Section 5 has been used in developing the algebraic
equations of Table 6-5. For example, there are six different common cause events that fail two valves, each
event failing a different pair of valves. According to the assumption of symmetry , these are all assumed to
have the same probability. For basic events associated with a common cause group, the notation N.is used,
where j represents the number of type X components failed due to the corresponding cause and basic event
in the fault tree. All the basic events with j= I are independent events, while those with jŽ:2 are common
cause events. This notation does not reveal information about particular components. Such information is
only necessary in the fault tree basic event notation to properly identify minimal cutsets.
A very important result noted earlier and shown in Table 6-6 is the proliferation of cutsets associated
with the introduction of common cause events into the fault tree. For this example, the impact is more than
a four-fold increase in the number of cutsets. Of the total of 114 cutsets shown in Figure 6-6, only the 29
that are underlined appear without the common cause events. An alternative to the incorporation of the
common cause events into the fault tree is to leave them out and somehow incorporate them while
developing the algebraic models. Experience has shown, however, that there is a high risk that some cutsets
may be excluded and some may be overlooked if this important step is buried in the algebraic formulae.

6.3.3 Parametric Representation of CCBEs
After finding the minimal cutsets for each alignment, the analyst makes the transition from Boolean
algebra to normal algebra. This transition is necessary to quantify the frequencies of the top event and all
its contributors. Consider the term 4V,' in Table 6-6 that represents the four minimal cutsets in the fatult tree
involving combinations of three independent valve failures. (The actual cutsets shown in Figure 6-6 are
VS1*VS2*VS3, VSI*VS2*VS4, etc.) The common cause terms, V 4 (VG), 4V3 (VT123, VT124, VT134
VT234), 12V 2V I (VD12*VS3, VD12*VS4, etc.), 3V, 2(VD12*VD34, VD13*VD24, VD14*VD23), all
represent additional cutsets involving common cause events and combinations of common cause and
independent events that would also fail combinations of three (or more) valves. Nevertheless, it should be
noted that, as will be discussed later, not all the terms will have a significant contribution to the system
unavailability and that the analyst might even be able to eliminate them at the initial quantitative screening
level and the subsequent logic model expansion using quantitative arguments.
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First Order Cutyets (a total of 7Y

C, VG, PG, VT123, VT124, VT134, VT234
Second Order Cutsets (a total of 39)

VD12*VS3, VDI2*VS4, VD13*VS2, VD13*VS4, VD14*VS2, VD14*VS3
VD23*VSl, VD23*VS4, VD24*VS1, VD24*VS3, VD34*VS1, VD34*VS2
VD12*VD34, VD13*VD24, VD114*VTJ23
PD23 *VD12, PD23*VD1 3, PD23 *ID 14, PD23*VD23, PD23 *VD24
PDI3*VD34, PD13*VD23, PD13*VD24, PD23*VD 14, PDI3*VD13
PS1I PD23, PS2*PDl13, PS3 *PD 12
PD23*MSl, PDl3*MS2, PD12*T, PD23*MD12, PDl3*MDl2
PD23*VSl, PD23*VS2, PD13*VS3, PD13*VS4, MD12*PS3, MD12*T
Third Order Cutsets (a total of 68)
VSI*VS2*V-,S3, VS*S*S4,SI*V3S4, VS2*YS3*S4,

SI *SE*S3

MSIZPS2*PS3, MS2*PSI*PS3, MS1 *MS2*PS3, PSI*PS2*I, MSI.!PS2!I,
MS2*PSI*, MS I M-,2*I
VSI*PS2*PS3, Vq7P,-7*S2IS YS32RS1*RS3, XVS4*PSIPS3
VS1*PS2*I
NS2*PS2*I,
VS3*PS1I*
VS4*PS2I*
4!M*S3.
!E*S1P3
V-91*M?*&3.VSZ!MS?*R% , VS
VS1*MS2*I,
VS2*MS2*I, VS3*Mgi~I, VS4*MS1Ij
PS2*PS3*VD12, PS2*PS3 *VD1 3, PS2*PS3*VD14, PS2*PS3*VD23, PSI *PS3*X/J24
PS1*PS3*VD34, PSI*PS3*VD23, PS2*PS3*VD24, PS1*PS3*VDI4, PS1*PS3*VD13
MS2*PS3 *VD12, MS2*PS3 *Xlrj13, MSI1*PS3 *VrJI4, MS2*PS3 *XD23, MS2*PS3 *VD2l4,
MSI1*PS3 *VD 13, MS I*P3*VDf23, MSI1*PS3 *VD24, MS2*PS3 *VDIJ4, MSI1*PS3 *\V34
MS2*T*VD 12, MS2*T*VD 13, MS2*T*VD 14, MS2*T*VD23, MS 1*T*VD24,
MSI1*T*'V'JI3, MSI1*T*VDn23, MS2*T*VD24, MSI1*T*VD 14, MSI1*T*VD34
PS2*T*VD 12, PS2*T*VD1 3, PS2*TVD 14, PS2*T*VD23, PS2*T*VD24
PSI1*T*VD34, PSI1*T*VD23, PS2*T*VD24, PSI1*T*VD 14, PSI1*T*VD 13
a. Cutsets underlined are the only ones that would appear without adding common cause events to
the system fault tree.
Figure 6-6. Minimal cutsets of the expanded fault tree of the auxiliary feedwater system.
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Table 6-5. Tabe 65.Quantification formulae for CCF models for the example system.

Probability Equations for Parametric Common Cause Models
Alpha-Factor Model**

Basic Parameter Model

Algebraic~

*VJ

q~v

o~vqv

*V2

chy

1/3a2v

qv

*1/3

cbV

'/ av

qv

ctv
Oýqv

________

P,

q1p+ lipt

P2

q2P+ 4Pt

Y2apap+ Y2a02'P~At

P3

q3P+ 4Pt

C43pqp+ a 3 P)Pt

T

qT + 4t

i

app

qT +

AT t

Xc (Tc/2 +t)
q + (T./2 +t)
be
negligible.
to
*Time-based failure rate for these terms are assumed
**Assumed staggered testing.
C

le~ system in basic parameter model form.

Table 6-6. Terms of the algebraic model for the ex

Cutset
Order

I

Independent Event Terms
(account for 29 minimal

Icutsets)

_____________

First Order

C

Event Terms
1CommonforCause
100 minimal cutsets)
(account

I_______________________
V4 +

P3 +41/3

Cutsets
Second Order
Third Order

Cutsets
I

None
Cutets+
3

3

+

2P 2M, + 2P 2 M2
2

3PaP2
+ 4P2V + P2T +M2P,

+ 10V 2 P2 +

+ M 2T

2

4V1 + P1 + 2M IP,
+ P1M,2

+T22

12V 2V, + 3V2

2

+Tp+MITP,1 +TM, + 4V1 P1

+ 4VITP1 + 4V1 M1 P1 + 4MVIT

+ 1OPI V2 + 1OPIV2T+ IOPIV2IM,+

1OV2MIT

I___________________

It is important to note that, although many of the new cutsets introduced by the common cause events
make small or insignificant contributions, the majority of the new cutsets added to this example have higher
probabilities than most of the cutsets containing purely independent events.
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To complete development of algebraic models to a form that is suitable for quantification, there are,
as discussed in Section 5.5, alternative paths to follow depending on the type of parametric model selected.
The following parametric models are used in Table 6-5 for various algebraic terms:
* Basic Parameter Model
* Alpha - Factor Model

6.3.4 Parameter Estimation Data Classification and Screening
All of the parametric common cause analysis approaches discussed in this guidebook (e.g., basic
parameter, Alpha Factor, MGL) require event data to be classified and categorized prior to parameter
estimation. The analysis is identical for all such models.
For the quantification of the parameters for this example, only the Alpha-Factor Model will be used.
The process involves the use of the CCF computer code and database" to specialize the data for the various
common cause component groups to the example plant. This specialization requires the analyst's input
regarding the applicability of the events in the database to the example plant in terms of the causes and
coupling mechanisms involved. In this process the analyst makes use of the information gathered during
the detailed qualitative analysis in which the specific characteristics of the plant and potential common cause
failure vulnerabilities are identified.
As part of working this example, all AFW events for pumps, motors, and MQVs in the CCF database
were reviewed for applicability to the example system. Some of the events used in this example are detailed
below and in Table 6-7. The descriptions of the events are the event descriptions from the CCF database,
and the codes in Table 6-7 are taken directly from the database. The applicability factors listed as the last
three rows of Table 6-7 (cause, coupling, and failure mode) were assigned based on similarity between the
plant where the event actually occurred and the example target plant. Additional information about the event
coding and the codes may be found in Reference 6.
An applicability factor of 1.0 indicates that the analyst determined the cause, coupling, or failure mode
of the event would be very likely to occur at the target plant, given the same event conditions. An
applicability factor of 0.5 indicates that the analyst knows that the event in the database has approximately
a 50% chance of occurring at the target plant. Some reasons why the event might not occur are
administrative controls at the target plant that decrease the susceptibility to the same failure mechanisms.
If the analyst believes that the event probably would not occur at the target plant, but has a small chance of
occurring, the applicability is 0. 1. If there is no chance of the event occurring at the target plant ( e.g., a
turbine pump event from the database is not applicable to a plant with no turbine pump) , the event is
dropped from the analysis.
Example Event 1: Following a plant trip, it was discovered that the auxiliary feedwater pumps had
internal damage. Some channel ring vanes had chips missing, and several parts were found in the SG
auxiliary feedwater piping. The pumps were repaired and strainers have been installed to prevent foreign
material from entering the venturis. The following paragraph is the actual event description from LER
28188010:
On May 16, 1988, at 0324 hours, with Unit 2 at 100% power, a reactor trip occurred as a result of steam
generator (S/G) low low level. At 49 seconds after the trip, safety injection was manually initiated in
accordance with Emergency Procedure 1.0 due to pressurizer level decreasing to 13%. The cause of the
reactor trip was rapid closure of the turbine governor valves which resulted in shrink of the S/G levels to the
reactor trip setpoint. Extensive testing was conducted on the turbine control circuitry and the electroNLJREG/CR-5485
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Table 6-7. Event codes and applicability factors for the example CCF events from the CCF database.

IEvent 6

Event 1 1Event 2 1Event 3

1 Event 4
31190042

System

100%
5/16/1988
AFW

29592016 30292004
0%
0%/
9/26/1992 5/1/1992
AFW
AFW

Component

PM?`

PM?

MOV

PM?`

MOT

PM?`

Shock Type
CCCG Size
Failure Mode
Failure Mode
Applicability
Cause
Coupling Factor
Shared Cause Factor
Timing Factor
Operational Mode
Detection Mode
Event Type
Event Level
Defense Mechanism

NL

L

NL

NL

3
FR
1.00

3
FS
1.00

4
00
1.00

3
FS
1.00

L 2
FS
1.00

NL
3
IFR
11.00

IC
HQMM
1.00
1.00
BO
0
CCF
SYS
MON

DE
HDSC
1.00
1.00
BO
D
CCF

[C
OMTC
1.00
1.00
BO
D
CCF

QP
EE
1.00
1.00
BO
0
CCF

DC
HQIC
1.00
1.00
SD
D
CCF

lIC
jEl
11.00
1.00
OP
0
CCF

SYS
FSB

COM
MAI

SYS
PBR

COM
FSB

Pi

0.50
0.50
0.50

1.00
1.00
1.00

0.50
0.50
0.50

0.50
0.50
0.00

1.00
1.00

SYS
NON
10.50
0.50

-0.00

-

0.00

-

--

0.5
1.0
1.0

1.0
0.5
1.0

1.0
1.0
1.0

1.0
1.0
1.0

CCF Database Codes
LER #
Power Level
Event Date

P2
P3

28188010

P4-

Cause Applicability
Coupling Applicability
Failure Mode
Applicability

1.0
1.0
1.0

1Event 5

34880014 41388015
97%
0%
100%
12/20/1990 2/1/1980 3/9/1988
JAFW
AFW
AFW

0.0
0.5
1.0

__________

________________

hydraulic control (EHC) system. No deficiencies were detected. The turbine impulse pressure transmitter
was calibrated. Further monitoring of the EHO system will be performed during the unit startup.
All three applicability factors were assigned a value of 1.0. This is an indication that the analyst
determined that the cause of internal equipment failure (specifically internal pump material degradation),
the coupling factor of hardware quality in the manufacturing process, and the failure mode of fail to run (due
to internal pump damage) could all occur at the target plant.
Example Event 2: A modification design error (in 1983-1984) removed a start permissive interlock
contact. At cold shutdown this deenergized the auxiliary lube oil pump, consequently, when the IlB AFW
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pump was started it ran for 2.5 seconds and tripped on low oil pressure. Further investigation showed all the
Unit 1and Unit 2 motor driven AFW pumps (MDAFWP) would be affected in the same way. The design
error combined with insufficient post modification testing led to this CCF event. The following paragraph
is the actual event description from LER 29592016:
On September 26, 1992, at 1445, with Unit I in Mode 5, cold shutdown, a manual start of the l B AFW
pump was attempted per Periodic Test (PT)-7B-ST. The pump ran for approximately 2.5 seconds and then
tripped on low oil pressure. Immediate investigation found the auxiliary lube oil pump deenergized due to
the existing plant conditions. The auxiliary lube oil pump was energized and the l B AFW pump was started.
Subsequent investigation culmdinated in a common mode failure determination on all Unit I and Unit 2 motor
driven AFW pumps. This determination was made at 0801 hours on September 30, 1992, at which time
Unit 2 being in Mode 1, power operation, was declared in limiting condition of operation (LCO) 3.7.2.B.
Temporary alterations were prepared and installed to remove the time-delayed oil pressure trip feature from
the control circuitry and the Unit 2 motor driven pumps were declared operable at 0943 on September 30,
1992. The cause was a design error and insufficient post modification testing. A modification design error
removed a start permissive interlock contact (in 1983-1984) but failed to consider the effect of the time
delayed trip on low oil pressure during pump start. Corrective actions included investigating a modification
to permanently remove reliance on the lube oil system for pump start, and reviewing the event with the
technical staff and nuclear engineering site groups with design responsibilities.
Thie cause applicability factor was assigned a value of 0.5, due to the analyst's determination that the
target plant does not have the same interlock on the control system. The target plant does, however, perform
design modifications, so the root cause of design change control problems is still somewhat applicable to
the target plant. Both the coupling factor (system design) and failure mode (failure to start) applicability
factors were determined to be 1.0, indicating that the target plant is susceptible to the same factors that
resulted in this CCF event.
Example Event 3: The licensee determined that the AFW flow control valves would not close under
the differential pressure of full power operating conditions. The following paragraph is the actual event
.desccription from LER 30292004:
On April 24, 1992, the plant was in Mode I (power operation) at 65.5% of rated thermal power (RTP).
During April 1992, engineering personnel were revising a test procedure associated witlbdifferential pressure
(DP) testing AFW block valve EFV-14 in accordance with NRC Generic Letter (GL) 89-10. The maximum
DP previously used in earlier testing and evaluation was determined to not represent worst case conditions.
At that time, it was decided to close EFV- 14 and a similar valve EFV-l 1 as an interim corrective action. On
May 1, with the plant in Mode 5 (cold shutdown at 0%/ RTP), further testing revealed that none of the AFW
block valves would fully close against the calculated worst case DP. The root cause of the inability of the
valves to close is attributed to valve condition due to normal wear. The affected AFW block valve/motor
operator/cable combinations will be modified to enable the valves to meet DP test requirements.
The coupling applicability factor was assigned a value of 0.5, because the target plant has a more
aggressive testing program that should detect independent valve failures before all the valves fail. Both the
cause (internal equipment failure) and failure mode (fail to close) applicability factors were d etermined to
be 1.0, indicating that the analyst determined the target plant to be susceptible to the same conditions that
caused this CCF event.
Example Event 4: Both motor driven AFW pumps were sprayed when a service water pipe developed
a through wall leak. The following paragraph is the actual event description from LER 3190042:
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On December 20, 1990, an emergency service water (ESW) system through wall leak on the inlet pipe
to the No. 21 component cooling (CC) pump room cooler (upstream of the 21SWI28 CC pump room cooler
SW inlet valve) occurred. Subsequently, No. 21 SW header was isolated to stop the leak. With No. 21 SW
header inoperable, two (2) groups of containment fan coil units (i.e., Nos. 21 and 22 CFCUS) and the No.
21 containment spray (CS) pump room cooler are made inoperable. Since Technical Specification 3.6.2.3
Action B could not be met, with two (2) groups of CFCUS and one CS pump inoperable, Technical
Specification Action Statement 3.0.3 was entered. Also, with both high head safety injection pumps
inoperable, the Technical Specification 3.5.2 Action Statements do not apply. One of the trains had been
declared inoperable solely due to an inoperable generator; therefore, Technical Specification Action
Statement 3.0.5 applied. No. 22 centrifugal charging pump (CCP) was inoperable due to inoperability of
No. 21 SW header and No. 21 CCP was declared inoperable due to inoperability of the 2B diesel generator.
Per the Technical Specification Action Statements, a unit shutdown was initiated. The root cause of this
event is attributed to equipment failure of another component.
All three applicability factors were assigned a value of 1.0. This is an indication that the analyst
determined that the cause of equipment failure of another component, the coupling factor of external
environment, and the failure mode of fail to start could all occur at the target plant.
Example Event 5: During surveillance testing, neither motor-driven AFP would start. The pump
control circuit was found with autostart defeat switches labeled backwards, causing all autostarts except the
low-low steam generator level to be defeated. The labels were corrected. The original installation error was
the result of an inadequate design change process that did not require sufficient verification and testing of
the modification. The turbine pump was out of service. The following paragrapbh is the actual event
description from LER 34880014:
Power level - 0%. On September 5, 1978, a design change was implemented which installed an autodefeat selector switch to allow bypass of the control grade auto start signal of the motor driven AFW pumps
upon trip of both main feedwater pumps (MFP) when MFPs are intentionally removed from service. On
February 14, 1980, while testing the control grade auto start feature, A and B motor driven AFW` pumps
failed to auto start on the loss of MFP test signal. This event is attributable to inadequate design change
control. The pre-implementation engineering review of design changes has been strengthened and includes
a review to identify design errors, a review to identify procedures affected by the design change, a review
to verify compliance of the design with Technical Specifications, and other licensing requirements, and a
more comprehensive determination of post implementation testing requirements.
All three applicability factors were assigned a value of 1.0. This is an indication that the analyst
determined that the cause of installation error (from original installation), the coupling factor of hardware
quality from' initial installation, and the failure mode of fail to start could all occur at the target plant.
Example Event 6: All AFW pumps were declared inoperable because of Asiatic clam debris in the
pumps, decreasing the flow below the required flowrate. The following paragraph is the actual event
description from LER 41388015:
Power Level - 097%. On March 9, 1988, at approximately 1825 hours, Unit 2 tripped from
approximately 20% full power. During the transient following the trip, three AFW pumps started
automatically as designed. However, motor driven AFW pump (MDAFWP) 2A swapped suction
automatically to the nuclear service water system (ESW) when a sustained low suction pressure condition
was sensed, and raw water from Lake Wylie entered two SGs. After the initial trip recovery, it was noted
that AFW flow to S/Gs 2A and 2B had degraded following the suction swap. Two work requests were
written to inspect the internals of the AFW pump 2A to S/G 2A and 2B flow control valves. The inspections
revealed that the cavitrol cages for these valves were clogged with shredded Asiatic clam shells. Following
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discovery, all AFW pumps for both units were declared inoperable. This resulted in both units being taken
to Mode 4, hot shutdown, Unit 1 was operating in Mode 1, power operation, at 97% power and Unit 2 was
in Mode 3, hot standby. This incident has been attributed to Asiatic clam larvae from Lake Wylie entering
the ESW system and growing to maturity in normally stagnant or low flow lines which provide assured water
supplies to various safety related systems.
The cause appplicability was assigned a value of 0.0, because the raw water source used at the target
plant is not the correct environment for Asiatic clam growth. The coupling factor was assigned a value of
0.5, because even though they are not susceptible to Asiatic clam infestation, they are susceptible to other
environmental contamination through the raw water source. The failure mode applicability factor was
assigned a value of 1.0, indicating that the target plant would be likely to experience the same failure mode
(failure to start) given the same conditions as in the CCF event.
Subsequent to assigning of the event aplicability factors, the actual quantitative analyses are performed
using the CCF software.' The resulting parameter estimations for the a-factor model for this AFW example
system are displayed in Table 6-8. Also shown in the table are the total failure frequencies for each of the
components in the model.

6.3.5 System Quantification
The next step in the analysis quantification is to obtain a point estimate using the mean values of the
uncertainty distributions for the parameters. The results are used to identify significant contributors and to
reduce the amount of effort and computation required to propagate the uncertainty distributions in the final
results. In this computation of a mission on time of t=6 hours and test interval of Tc=720 hours are assumed.
First, point estimate results are obtained and then the uncertainty distribution for the system unavailability
is calculated.
The role of event data screening through impact vector analysis and assessment of plant-specific
applicability factors, can be seen by comparing the results of generic a-factor estimates for MOVs and
corresponding plant-specific results. This is shown in Table 6-9 where the mean values of the two analyses
are compared.
Point Estimate Results
The point estimate results are presented in Table 6-10 in a "source" format. This format permits the
analyst to determine which component combinations are the major contributors that can be easily identified
with the minimal cutsets of the logic model. Recall that the letters denote the component group in which the
event occurred, the subscripts define how many components are failed by the event, and the exponents'
indicate several occurrences of the same type of basic event.
Uncertainty Analysis
The distributions listed in Table 6-8 were used to compute the uncertainty distribution for the total
system unavailability. The resulting cumulative probability density function and probability distribution
function are shown in Figures 6-7 and 6-8, respectively. The main characteristics of the distribution are:
mean
5th percentile
50th percentile
95th percentile
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=
=
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2.0513-4
4.41 E-5
1.44134
5.37134.
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Table 6-8. Parameter estimates obtained from CCF software for the example AFW sstem.
Compnen
Mode
[
Q,
=
Parameter I Mean
I5'ý Percentifle
MOV

FO

q,=

4.30E-3

awv

0.9834864
2.94E-02
2.49E-02

,,

6.86E-03

9.13E-04

1.74E-02

alp,
a2P

0.8912187
6.09E-02

0.8379498
2.81IE-02

0.9361 154
1.03E-01

3P

4.79E-02

1.95E-02

8.60E-02

0.9864337
1.0613-02

0.9758982
3.82E-03

0.9942943
2.OOE-02

3.01E-03

2.4713-04

8.36E-03

aim

0.95345 16

0.9146396

0.9820435

a2M

4.66E-02

1.80E-02

8.54E-02

a', m
2M

0.9911947

0.9645303

0.9999829

8.81E-03

1.55E-05

3.55E-02

4

qp= 1.65E-3
________

PUPFR

I, = 1.71E-5
_________

_________
_________

FS

qm= 1.6513-3
________

MOO
0

TANK

(A

.~a.
00
1/h

Im = 1.71E-5

_______a'

TURBINE

I

FR

_________

= 3.15E- 2

FS

q

FR

IT=

RUPTURE

1.0 1E-3

Ic = 2.70E-8

95's Percentile

0.945792
4.55E-03
2.93E-03

U3V

FS

I

0.9668498
1.47E-02
1.1613-02

a2V
_______a

________

a' ,1
Wa
2P
31,

Table 6-9. Comparison of generic and plant specific a-factor estimates for MOVs (failure to open).

I

Parameter

Generic Estimate

Plant-Specific Estimate

all,

0.9624707

0.9668498

al1,

1.7413-02

1.47E-02

a 31,

1.3013-02

1.1613-02

a41,

7.0813-03

6.86E-03

1 0.9

-
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Figure 6-7. Cumulative probability distribution of the total system unavailability.
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Figure 6-8. Probability distribution of the total system unavailability.
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1.2E-03
I2E3

6.4 Results Evaluation

Table 6-10. System quantification point estimate results.

As can be seen, the results are dominated
by the common cause terms, particularly the
global common cause -events that fail all three
pumps (P3) and all four motor-operated valves
(V 4 ).

In fact, only 6.5% of the point estimate

result is due to purely independent terms. The
fact that more than 93% of the system unavailability is due to cutsets involving common cause
events fully justifies the added complexity of
incorporating these events into the logic models.
Hence, failure to include common cause events
in this systems analysis would have resulted in
a system point estimate result that is non-conservative by two orders of magnitude.

Algebraicer

Probability

P3
4V3
V4

7.9E-5
6.6E-5
2.9E-5

C

9.9E-6

M2T

2.9E-6
1.9E-6

P2T

12V 2V1

4M1 V1 T
4VP 1 T

It is instructive to examine the results in
light of the complexity that was added through
the direct incorporation of the common cause
events into the system fault tree. It is obvious
from a comparison of Tables 6-10 and 6-li that
only a small number of terms in the system
algebraic model are significant in the overall
results.

J

1.1E-6
1.1E-6
9.8E-7

4P2VI
4V 13

8.4E-7
2.9E-7

3P1 P2
2MITPI
2P 2MI

2.4E-7
2.OE-7
1.7E-7

M2PI

1.2E-7

Others

3.5E-7

Total

1.E-4

To get a picture of which terms contributed to the final results, an examination was
made of each term in Figure 6-6. Table 6-5 displays these results and includes 29 algebraic terms that cover
the 114 minimal cutsets in the system fault tree.
The point estimates of the frequencies of all 29 terms in Table 6-5 were separately quantified. The
terms are first segregated by cutset order, then by type. Six groups of terms are identified:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

First Order - Independent Event (e.g., C)
First Order - Common Cause Event (e.g.,V 4 )
Second Order - Mixed Events (e.g., P, P2)
Second Order - Common Cause Events (e.g., P 2 M2)
Third Order - Independent Events [e.g., (V,)']
Third Order - Mixed Events (e.g., V2 M IT)

Because of the particular logic of this problem, there were no fourth-order or higher order terms, no
second-order independent event terms, and no third-order, purely common cause event terms. The
distribution of failure frequency contribution (percent) was obtained and is displayed in Table 6-11. From
this table it is shown that about 95% of the contribution comes from first-order cutsets, most of which come
from common cause events.
As a class, the second-most important events were second order cutsets with one independent and one
common cause event. The third ranlcing group was the third order cutset group with all independent events.
From these results, the following observations can be made:
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Table 6-11. Distribution of contributions to system unavailability by cutset category.
TermsPercent Contribution
to Total Unavailability

Terms

94.83

First-Order Terms
1.
Independent Events
2.
Common Cause Events
Second-Order Terms
3.
Mixed Events
4.
Common Cause Events
Third-Order Terms
5.
Independent Events
6.
Mixed Events

5.06
89.77
3.72
3.71
0.01
1.45
1.44
0.01

Total

100.0

100.0

*System unavailability is dominated by first-order common cause events (these are the global CCF
events). The first-order common cause events are about 10 times more likely to cause system failure
than all other contributors combined.
*Most of the terms added by the common cause events have a higher frequency than most of the
purely independent event terms.
" More than 93% of the total frequency is contained within two groups of terms from the table:
number 2, first-order common cause events, and number 3, second-order mixed events.
* With the exception of the first-order result, there is a tendency for the terms of orders n to be
dominated by the terms having the greatest number of independent events. This comes from the
general rule that each common cause event tends to be less likely than each independent event.
The above insights may be useful to simplify the analysis of common cause events; i.e., limit the
identification of minimal cutsets and the terms in the algebraic equations.
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GLOSSARY
Application-A particular set of CCF events selected from the common cause failure database for use in a
specific study.
Average Impact Vector-An average over the impact vectors for different hypotheses regarding the number
of components failed in an event.
Basic Event-An event in a reliability logic model that represents the state in which a component or group
of components is unavailable and does not require further development in terms of contributing causes.
Common Cause Event-A dependent failure in which two or more component fault states exist
simultaneously, or within a short time interval, and are a direct result of a shared cause.
Common Cause Basic Event-In system modeling, a basic event that represents the unavailability of a
specific set of components because of shared causes that are not explicitly represented in the system logic
model as other basic events.
Common Cause Component Group-A group of (usually similar [in mission, manufacturer, maintenance,
environment, etc.]) components that are considered to have a high potential for failure due to the same cause
or causes.
Common Cause Failure Model-The basis for quantifying the frequency of common cause events.
Examples include the beta factor, alpha factor, and basic parameter, and the binomial failure rate models.
Complete Common Cause Failure-A common cause failure in which all redundant components are failed
simultaneously as a direct result of a shared cause; i.e., the component degradation value equals 1.0 for all
components, and both the timing factor and the shared cause factor are equal to 1.0.
Component-An element of plant hardware designed to provide a particular fuinction.
Component Boundary-The component boundary encompasses the set of piece parts that are considered to
form the component.
Component DegradationValue (p)-The assessed probability (0.0 :5 p !51.0) that a functionally or physically
degraded component would fail to complete the mission.
Component State-Component state defines the component status in regard to its intended function. Two
general categories of component states are defined, available and unavailable.
*Available-The component is available if it is capable of performing its fuinction according to a specified
success criterion. (N.B., available is not the same as availability.)
*Unavailable-The component is unavailable if the component is unable to performn its intended function
according to a stated success criterion. Two subsets of unavailable states arefailure andfunctionally
unavailable.
-

Failure-Thecomponent is not capable of performing its specified operation according to a success
criterion.
109
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Functionally unavailable-The component is capable of operation, but the function normally
provided by the component is unavailable due to lack of proper input, lack of support function from
a source outside the component (i.e., motive power, actuation signal), maintenance, testing, the
improper interference of a person, etc.

0Potentially unavailable-The component is capable of performing its function according to a success
criterion, but an incipient or degraded condition exists. (N.B., potentially unavailable is not synonymous
with hypothetical.)
-

Degraded-The component is in such a state that it exhibits reduced performance but insufficient
degradation to declare the component unavailable according to the specified success criterion.

-

Incipient-The component is in a condition that, if left unremnedied, could ultimately lead to a
degraded or unavailable state.

Coupling Factor/Mechanism-A set of causes and factors characterizing why and how a failure is
systematically induced in several components.
Date-The date of the failure event, or date the failure was discovered.
Defense-Any operational, maintenance, and design measures taken to diminish the frequency and/or
consequences of common cause failures.
Dependent Basic Events-Two or more basic events, A and B3, are statistically dependent if, and only if,
P[AflBJ =P[BIJAJP[AJ =P[A IBJP[BJ #P[AJP[B],
where P[X] denotes the probability of event X.
Event-An event is the occurrence of a component state or a group of component states.
Exposed Population-Theset of components within the plant that are potentially affected by the common
cause failure event under consideration.
FailureMechanism-The history describing the events and influences leading to a given failure.
FailureMode-A description of component failure in terms of the component function that was actually or
potentially unavailable.
FailureMode Applicability-The analyst's probability that the specified component failure mode for a given
event is appropriate to the particular application.
Impact Vector-An assessment of the impact an event would have on a common cause component group.
The impact is usually measured as the number of failed components out of a set of iimilar components in
the common cause component group.
Independent Basic Events-Two basic events, A and B, are statistically independent ifand only if,
P[AflB] =P[A] P[B],
where P[X] denotes the probability of event X.
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Mapping-The impact vector of an event must be "mapped up" or "mapped down" when the exposed
population of the target plant is higher or lower than that of the original plant that experienced the common
cause failure. The end result of mapping an impact vector is an adjusted impact vector applicable to the
target plant.
Mapping Up Factor-A factor used to adjust the impact vector of an event when the exposed population of
the target plan is higher than that of the original plant that experienced the common cause failure.
PotentialCommon Cause Failure-Any common cause event in which at least one component degradation
value is less than 1.0.
ProximateCause-A characterization of the condition that is readily identified as leading to failure of the
component. It might alternatively be characterized as a symptom.
ReliabilityLogic Model-A. logical representation of the combinations of component states that could lead
to system failure. A fault tree is an example of a system logic model.
Root Cause-The most basic reason for a component failure which, if corrected, could prevent recurrence.
The identified root cause may vary depending on the particular defensive strategy adopted against the failure
mechanism.
Shared-Cause Factor (c)-A number that reflects the analyst's uncertainty (0.0 :r c :5 1.0) about the
existence of coupling among the failures of two or more components, i.e., whether a shared cause of failure
can be clearly identified.
Shock-A shock is an event that occurs at a random point in time and acts on the system; i.e., all the
components in the system simultaneously. There are two kinds of shocks distinguished by the potential
impact of the shock event, i.e., lethal and nonlethal.
System-The entity that encompasses an interacting collection of components to provide a particular function
or functions.
Timing Factor(qj) -The probability (0.0 •- q :5 1.0) that two or more component failures (or degraded
states) separated in time represent a common cause failure. This can be viewed as an indication of the
strength-of-coupling in synchronizing failure times.
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APPENDIX A
Parametric Models and Their Estimates
A.1 INTRODUCTION
This appendix provides a more detailed description of the various parametric models presented in
Section 5 of this report, develops a set of estimators for their parameters, and describes the implication of
the assumptions made in developing the estimators. The estimators presented here are point estimators.
Appendix D discusses the representation of the statistical uncertainty in the values of these estimates. The
models are described by showing how each model is used to calculate the probability of occurrence of the
various common cause basic events (CCBEs). It is therefore helpful to review the definition of common
cause basic events and other key concepts prior to the discussion of the models.
As described in Section 5.1, a common cause basic event is defined as "an event representing multiple
failures of (usually similar) components due to a shared cause."
Thus, in modeling a system of three components A, B, and C as in Section 5.2, in addition to the basic
events A, , B, , and C,representing unavailability or failure of one and only one component, it is necessary
to consider the common cause basic events CAB, C~ and CAcCA c When defined in this way, events are
clearly interpreted as specifying the impact of the underlying causes of failure. In the same way that the
single component basic events represent the sum of contributions from many causes, so do the common
cause basic events.
When constructing system models, not taking common cause failures into account, the basic events
representing unavailability of different component are regarded as independent. The question arises whether,
since the common cause basic events form a partition of the failure space of the components, these basic
events can be defined as being independent. To investigate this further it is necessary to decompose the
events into the contributions from root causes.
Define
(1) +(1))A.1

A,= E.

a truly independent failure of component A as a result of cause I, and A (J is a failure of
Ais
wher
component A and only A as a result of the occurrence of a common cause trigger j. In this context, the
common cause trigger implies the occurrence of some root cause of failure and also the existence of a
coupling mechanism.
Similarly, define
CAB

=

E CIBC2)

(A.2)

where C;B'c is a failure of components A and B from the occurrence of a common cause, I, which
resulted in the two failures only. In the notation used, (C2) indicates that the common cause event involved
two components only. Similar expansions can be developed for B, and CBC.
If these events are regarded as being independent, the following (cause level) cutset expansions of the
system cutsets result:
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=
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+ EAM

CAD
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~+ jA~~
is:~ ~j~'~(A.3)

+

+

U)

Fj

I

AC

Bj+E

CDC = E CANCO
i

C

BC(C2)

(A.4)

j

Looking at the causal cutsets more closely it can be seen that among them there exist cutsets of the type:

A (k).B(k
AC,

C1

.C

C (k)

C0

The first of these is logically correct given that the causes indicated by a subscript I are independent.
Then the two failures may by chance occur simultaneously. However, when the failures results from a
common cause, cutsets such as A (k) .
would
indistinguishable from&&C1AB
(k)
and should be
C kk be
C '(k)
(C2 ()
classified as the latter. Similarly, CAB(C
C;CC O would be indistinguishable from C;CC,
Thus,
when the common cause failures are introduced into the model at the impact level (i.e., by evaluating the
functional state of components involved and not the specific causes), the basic events can no longer be
regarded as truly independent since this may cause logical inconsistencies with the system model.
A convenient approach to properly model common cause failure events is to define the events A, C~,,g
and CAAc to be mutually exclusive, since they partition the failures space of A according to the explicit
impact on other components in the common cause group.
CAc,

Such a definition implies that cutsets of the type CA, C~c are identically zero. This definition has
particular implications for the analysis of event data in that events in which three components fail, must be
identified as one or another of the combinations AIC,9O ABCI, CABC, and other permutations, but excluding
CAfi CRC, This, and the observation made earlier about indistinguishability, guarantees mutual exclusivity
of the partition of the failure space of each components. It should be noted that in this report the A, B,, and
C, are still regarded as independent events even though the common cause contribution to these events, the
AC in Equation A.1, can lead to some cutsets at the cause level, which have the same problem concerning
indistinguishability as the multiple component cutsets discussed previously. The contribution of the latter
is considered to be insignificant.
Once the basic events are defined, a simplifying assumption is made to reduce the number of
probabilities that need to be estimated. According to this assumption, the probabilities of similar basic
events involving similar types of components are the same (symmetry assumption). For example, if A, B,
and C are identical components, then
P (A,)

P (CAD)

P (B,)

=
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P (C,)=

P (CB)

P (CAC)

=

P (CABC)

=

=

9

A-2
-

=

Q

(A.5)

Note that, with the symmetry assumption, the probability of failure of any given common cause basic
event involving similar components depends only on the number and not on the specific components in that
basic event. This number is indicated as a subscript to the letter Q used to represent the probabilities of basic
events. Therefore, Q2, for example, is the probability of basic events involving failure of two and only two
components due to a shared cause.
It should be mentioned at this point that, as will be seen shortly, the probability of the basic event Qk
changes with "in", the total number of components in the common cause component group!'
Therefore, the general representation of the probabilities of basic events is the following:

Q

WR)

-probability of a basic event involving k specific components
(1 :5 k :5 m) in a common cause component group of size mn

and, the general,

W)

(A.6)

(A.7

Qk * Q k I*MA7

The above discussion provides the necessary background for the following presentation of the various
parametric models for calculating the probabilities of common cause basic events.

A.2 PARAMETRIC MODELS
Parametric models refer to different ways in which the probabilities of the basic events in terms of a
set of parameters are calculated. Numerous parametric models have been proposed over the past two
decades, and some have been widely used in risk and reliability analyses. The models presented in this
appendix and also in Section 5, cover a wide range of such models. The main characteristics of these models
are summarized in Table A-i1.
Table A- I also provides a categorization of these models based on how each of the basic event
probabilities is estimated.
The two major categories are:
" Shock Models
" Nonshock Models
A "shock model" recognizes two failure mechanisms: (1) failures due to random independent causes
of single component failures and (2) failures of one or more components due to common cause "shocks" that
impact the systems at a certain frequency. The shock models, therefore, develop the frequency of the second
type of failure as the product of the frequency of shocks and the conditional probability of failure of
components, given the occurrence of shocks.
The nonshock models estimate basic event probabilities without postulating a model for the underlying
failure process. The Basic Parameter model is used to estimate the basic event probabilities directly. The
other models discussed here, namely, the Beta Factor, MGL, and Alpha Factor models, are
reparameterizations of the basic parameter model. They are used whenever common cause failure
probabilities are estimated by using estimates of the ratios or probabilities from one source of data, and
independently a total failure rate or probability from another source. For example, plant-specific data may
A common cause component group (CCCG) is a set of (usually identical) components considered to be
susceptible to common cause failure (See also Sections 3, and 4).
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Table A-1. Kev characteristics of some DODUlar Darametric models.
Estimation
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General Form for Multiple Component Failure
Approach
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Binomial
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Failure Rate
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S
Refer to the text for definition of various parameters
Formulae are presented for the basic events in a common cause component group of size mn.
For the Alpha Factor Model equations are shown for the non-staggered test scheme (see discussion in
section A-3).
-

*

k
-
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be used to estimate a total failure probability but, as there is insufficient data to estimate multiple failure
probabilities, a generic source like Nuclear Power Experience"l may be used to estimate ratios of multiple
to single components failure events.
Basic Parameter Model
The basic parameter model"l refers to the straightforward definition of the probabilities of the basic
events as given by Equation AA6 Depending on the system modeling requirements, Qt s can be defined
as demand-based (frequency of failures per demand) or time-based (rate of failures per unit time). The latter
can be defined both for the standby failure rates as well as for the rate of failures during operation.
In terms of the basic specific parameters defined in Equation AA6 the total failure probability, Q1, of
a component in a common cause group of mn components is

Q)=Q:M,(

(A.8)

where the binomial term
mr- Ir
-)
(A.9)
I)!I
(k(rn-k)!I
kk-I)
ways that a specified component can fail with (k-i1) other components in
different
of
represents the number
1(XIare mutually exclusive for
a group of m similar components. In this formulation, the events QW
independent, Equation A.8 is
but
exclusive,
allf kthj. evetsQ' were not defined as being mutually
still valid under the rare event approximation.
Beta Factor Model
The beta factor model" 4 is a single parameter model; that is, it uses one parameter in addition to the
total component failure probability to calculate the common cause failure probabilities. It was the first
model to be applied to common cause events in risk and reliability studies. The model assumes that a
constant fraction (P3) of the component failure probability can be associated with common cause events
shared by other components in that group. Another assumption is that whenever a common cause event
occurs, all components within the common cause component grou& fail. Therefore, for a group of m
1 )and QJh). The last two quantities
components, all Qk(m) 's defined in Equation A.6 are zero except Q9
are written as (dropping the superscript m)

(A. 10)
Q~mt

This implies that

Q1 +Q
Note that Q , the total failure probability of one component, is given as

Qt= Q1

+QX,(A.
A-5
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which is the special case of Equation A.8 when Q2

=

QQm
3

(iu
-I

Therefore, using the beta factor model, the frequencies of various basic events in a common cause
group of m components are

(I -P) Qt

k=lI
> k> I

0M

(A. 13)

As can be seen, the beta factor model requires an estimate of the total failure rate of the components,
which is generally available from generic data sources, and a corresponding estimate for the beta factor. As
will be shown later in this appendix, the estimators of beta do not explicitly depend on system or component
success data, which are not generally available. Also, estimates of the beta parameter for widely different
types of components do not appear to vary appreciably. These two observations and the simplicity of the
model are the main reasons for its wide use in risk arnd reliability studies.
It should be noted that relaxing the requirement for data on demands or time in operation (success data)
requires making specific assumptions concerning the interpretation of data. This and several related issues
regarding the assumptions behind the various models and the implications of the assumptions are discussed
later in this appendix. The questions about interpretation of data and its impact on the form of estimators
led to the development of a single parameter model known as the C-factor model"A which is different from
the beta factor model only in the way the data are used to estimate the single parameter of the model.
Although historical data collected from the operation of nuclear power plants indicate that common
cause events do not always fail all redundant components, experience from using this simple model reveals
that, in some cases, it gives reasonably accurate (only slightly conservative) results for redundancy levels
up to about three or four. However, beyond such redundancy levels, this model generally yields results that
are conservative. When interest centers around specific contributions from third or higher order trains, more
general parametric models are recommended.
Mlultiple Greek Letter Mohdel
The MGL model"S is the most general of a number of recent extensions of the beta-factor model. The
MGL model was the one used most frequently in the International Common Cause Failure Reliability
Benchmark Exercise." 4 In this model, other parameters in addition to the beta factor are introduced to
account more explicitly for higher order redundancies and to allow for different probabilities of failures of
subgroups of the common cause component group.
The MGL parameters consist of the total component failure probability, Q1, which includes the effects
of all independent and common cause contributions to that component failure, and a set of failure fractions,
which are used to quantify the conditional probabilities of all the possible ways a common cause failure of
a component can be shared with other components in the same group, given component failure has occurred.
For a group of mn redundant components and for each given failure mode, mn different parameters are defined.
For example, the first four parameters of the MGL model are, as before
Qt

total failure probability of each component due to all independent and common cause events.

plus
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conditional probability that the cause of a component failure will be shared by one or morv
additional components, given that a specific component has failed.
y =

conditional probability that the cause of a component failure that is shared by one or more
components will be shared by two or some additional components, given that two specific
components have failed.

6 =

conditional probability that the cause of a component failure that is shared by two or more
components will be shared by three or more additional components given that three specific
components have failed.

The general equation that expresses the probability of k specific component failures due to common
cause, Qk, in terms of the MGL parameters, is consistent with the above definitions. The MGL parameters
are defined in terms of the basic parameter model parameters for a group of three similar components as
(3)

(3)

+

Q= 1

+2

+ Q (3)(A

Q3

2

2 Q()
p()=.(3)

-01

2

(.

14

(3)
(3)

3

(3)

+2Q2 + Q3
(3)

2Q(3)
6

15)

Q3(A.

Y()=

(3)

+

and higher order terms are identically zero.
For a group of four similar components, the MGL parameters are
Qt=9()+3Q()+3 Q (4)

(4)

(A. 16)

(4)

6()

(A. 17)

9

3 Q3 +QL4

(4)

(4)

It is important to note that the integer coefficients in the above definitions are a function of mn, the
number of components in the common cause group. Therefore, it is generally inappropriate to use MGL
parameters that were quantified for an m unit group in an I unit group, mn * P. The same comment applies
to the other similar multi-parameter methods.
The following equations express the probability of multiple component failures due to common cause,
QkI in terms of the MGL parameters for a three-component common cause group:
Q(3)

Q

(A.18)

Q(3)_
Q2

2 00( Y)Qt

(3)Q=

A-7
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For a four-component group, the equations are
(4) +0(4)
3Q2(4 + 3 Q(4

Q1(4) +3Q

(4)

)
(4Q

Y()

(4) +Q(4)

+3Q

2

3

Q4

(A. 19)

+ 0(4)

3
(4) 4
(4)
3Q!2'(4) +3Q9
3 + Q4

(4)
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flYO

YQ
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)Qt

The generalization of this is given by
(is)

I

=

p,1pk

.

1

Q

(k=1

p...p

0o)

(A.20)

where
p,

lP

2

=

3P 3

Y"

P,.,

=0

Alpha-Factor IMode]
As explained in Appendix D, rigorous estimators for the beta factor and the MGL model parameters
are fairly difficult to obtain, although approximate methods have been developed and used in practice." 7
A rigorous approach to estimating beta factors is presented in Reference A-8 by introducing an intermediate
event-based parameter, which is much easier to estimate from observed data. Reference A-9 uses the multiparameter generalizations of event-based parameters directly to estimate the common cause basic event
probabilities. This multi-parameter common cause model is called the alpha factor model.
Alpha factor parameters are estimated from observable data from a sampling scheme. The MGL
parameters cannot be directly related to any known sampling scheme and observable data. This difference
and its implications are described more fully in Appendix D.
The alpha factor model defines common cause failure probabilities from a set of failure frequency
ratios and the total component failure frequency, QT- In terms of the basic event probabilities, the alpha
factor parameters for non-staggered testing are defined as
NUREG/CR-5485
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=

(A.21)

( ,n)'

where (M'Q(U is the frequency of events involving k component failures in a common cause group of m
compo'lis, and the denominator is the sum of such frequencies. In other words,
al = probability that when a common cause basic event occurs in a common cause group of size m,
it involves failure of k components.
For example, for a group of three similar components we have

Q3 )

33Q~(3)
2

00)S

(A.22)
(3)

(3) +
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~~~3)L2(.2

(3)

30Q(3
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3 Q (3) +Q9()

(3(3)3)+Q
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043)

+ a2

+3

a 3)

3

1 as expected.

Using Equations A.21 and A.8, we can see that the basic event probabilities can be written as a function
of Q~and the alpha factors as follows:
QkQ

(A.23)

(M7)

where
M

at

(j
ka)

(A.24)

To see how Equation A.23 is obtained from Equations A.8 and A.2 1, note that Equation A.21 can also
be written as
( M -1I

m

k

m

kkkj

1

t

(M

kk-lI)

By summing both sides over k we get
Q 1 (iN)

IJ=1k

/

-j1)9=ZI7(IA¶
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kI

(M)Q~m

where we have used Equations A.8 and A.24. By using the above equation in Equation A.21 and solving
for Qkrn) we get Equation A.23.
The parameters of the a-factor and the MGL models are related through a set of simple relations. For
example, for a common cause component group of size three, the MGL parameters are
p3(3)
a,

2ca+23cac
+2c 2 +3cc

3

(A.25)

3 a3

(3)

2ca 2 +3cac3
Similarly, the alpha factor model parameters for the same group are written as
al(3) =3 (1 -3
(A.26)
(3)
2i

3

(3) 2

(l-y

The form of these relations depends on assumptions regarding the particular testing scheme (staggered vs.
non-staggered) applied to the system as described in Section A.3. Tables A-2, A-3, and A-4 list such
conversion equations for common cause component groups of up to size m = 8, under both staggered and
non-staggered testing schemes.
Binomial Failure Rate Model
The Binomial Failure Rate (BFR) modelA-1O considers two types of failures. The first represents
independent component failures; the second type is caused by shocks that can result in failure of any number
of components in the system. According to this model, there are two types of shocks: lethal and nonlethal.
When a nonlethal shock occurs, each component within the common cause component group is assumed to
have a constant and independent probability of failure. For a group of components, the distribution of the
number of failed components resulting from each nonlethal shock occurrence follows a binomial distribution,
hence the name Binomial Failure Model. When originally presented and applied, the model only included
the nonlethal shock. Because of its structure, the model tended to underestimate the probabilities of failure
of higher order groups of components in a highly redundant system; therefore, the concept of lethal shock
was included. This version of the model is the one recommended.
When a lethal shock occurs, all components are assumed to fail with a conditional probability of unity.
Application of the BFR model with lethal shocks requires the use of the following set of parameters:
QSindependent failure frequency for each component.
pafrequency of occurrence of nonlethal shocks.
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Table A-2. MGL to alpha factor conversion formulae for staggered testing.
Alpha Factor to MGL
MGL to Alpha Factor
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as= ~

2 +C3

+a4 +a

+ U6

a3 +a 4 + C5+a 6
2 + aC
3 + a4 + a'S + a6
a4 +a.+a 6

py8q -

a 6 P Y EIZ

a3 +a4 +a +a6
E a 5+
a6

a4 + a,+ a6
as +a6
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Table A-2. MGL to alpha factor conversion formulae for staggered testing (continued).
m

Alpha Factor to MGL

MGL to Alpha Factor

P =a 2 +a3

a,= I -1P
a4
as= ly

1W

OP8

8

+a4 +a +a6 +a7

a4 +as

+

O E___+_a4

_+ __$+a

a6a

a 4 6=(

a!+a6 +7

a+)YE

-)1

+

a

+

_+a

a 6

_

7

a6 +a7
as

+a,+a
6 +a7

a+7

a +a +a

a3= 0i-

~~a6 +a7

y

a2 = YA
8A=a

2 +a 3+a4 +a

a4=0l-O1Y8
as = (1- p)1y 8

a

5+a6 +a7 +a 2

a+ 4 + as+a. +a 7 +aS
a2 +a, + a +a +a6 +a +a

~

a7= (I-I)1YbEg V
a.=(l-)16EpVKa

E a

a

a a+ 7
s+'6+7+C

6+a 7+a 3a
a+a
53~jv

a,=

a, a7+aS

a.
K

a7
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+a

as
+aa,

+aI

a

Table A-3. Alpha factor to MGL conversion formulae for non-staggered testing.
m

Alpha Factor to MGL

2a 2 + 3ac,
al~ +2ac
2 +3ac,

y 3a3,
2a2 +3 a3

4

2ac2 +3ac, +4a4
al1 +2ac2 +3a3 +4ac
4
y 3cc3 +4cac
a43

3cac +4M
5

2ac2 +3a3 +4 a 4 +5as

al1 +2a 2 +3a3 c+4cc 4 +5cas
y 3ca3 +4 cc4 +5cc.
~2 u2 +3a3 +4a4 +5cas
= 4cc 4 +5ac,

3ca, +4cc 4 +5cc,
4ca 4 +5ca,
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Table A-3. Alpha factor to MGL conversion formulae for non-staggered testing
(continued).
Alpha Factor to MGL

in

6

P

2ca 2 +3ca 3 +4cc4 +5as +6 a 6
cc +2cc +3ac3 +4a4 +5as + 6a
+2 4

1

33

6+5as+6a

3cac +45ca +5cca6

3cc 3 +4ca 4 +5ccs +6cc 6
E5cc,+6cc6

4cc +5cc +6cc

P=

7

6

= 2cc 2 +3ac
3 +4cc 4 +5cc, +6ac
6 +7ac,
cc
1 +2cc 2 +3cc 3 +4cc 4 +5cc, +6ac
6 +7cc,
3cc +4cc +5cc +6cc +7cc

22cc2 +3ac
3 +4cc 4 +5ccs +6cc 6 +7cc7
4cc4 +5as +6ccs +7cc7
3cc 3 +4cc 4 +5ccs +6cc6 +7cc,
E 5ccs +6cc. +7ca7
4 a 4 +5ccs +6cc 6 +7cca,
6cc 6 +7cc,

6cc 6 +7cc,
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Table A-3. Alpha factor to MGL conversion formulae for non-staggered testing
(continued).
m

Alpha Factor to MGL

8

2cc +3a

f3

44+cs+c

4 +5c
3 +4cc

3a

+a,+a

+6c
7 +Scc
5 6 +7cc

c+2cc+3cc+4cc+5s667+

4

5+a
c+7
7+ acc8

42
+4 a

3a3~+4a4 + 5as + 6as +7
6a
2C

2

7 +8

Sa+6ac
3 +7U7 +gc5 +at+c

4=a4 +

6a

7

7+

c

cct
8

s+6ac 6 +7ac 7 +8 cc
I
6 +7a+8cc

acc

55cc +6cc 6 +7cc 7 +8cct
V 7cc7 +8cc,
6 cc6 + 7 Cc4 +8 cct

7cc 7 +8Ccc
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Table A-4. MGL to alpha factor conversion formulae for non-staggered testing.
MGL to Alpha Factor

in

2

al

2(1-P3)
2

a2

3

a,

-P

p

2

-P

=6(1-P3)

6 -P(3 +y)

a2
a3

4a,

3j3(1-y)
6 -P(3+,y)
2fry
6 -1(3 +y)

12(-1 + P)
-12 +1(6+(2+8)y)
Ca
2 =

a3

613(-1+y)
-12 +1(6+(2+8)y)
413C1 +8)y
-12 +13(6 +(2 +8 )y)
-12+13(6 +(2+8)y)

5

a,

12(-1 + p)(5 +4E)

a2

613(5 +4E)(-1 +Y)

a3

413(-1 +8)(5 +4E)y

a4

as

=313y8(-5

1213y6E

where
D =-60
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+E)
D

+30P -49E +243E + 013Y +51yb+83Ey+7138Ey
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Table A-4. MGL to alpha factor conversion formulae for non-staggered testing (continued).
In

MGL to Alpha Factor

6

a,

12(-l +P3)(-5 +4E(-l +11'))
D

a2

+))

46(-1 +y)y(-5 +4Eq
D

3py8(-S+F-+4Et)

a

D

a6

as

213y8(-l

=

Da~

+;t)

D

where
D = 60 -30P +48F--24

3E-lOpy

-5PY6 -SPEY -7pbcEy

-48EP +24Pk~p +SpEyp. +2p~yEp.

7

84(-1 +P3)(-5 +4E(-I
a1

+p.))

D

a2 = 42p(-l +y)(-5 +4E(-l +p))
D

28J3(-l +6)y(-5 +4cqi)

a

D
a4

-21pyb(-

a,

-84py6E.(-l

+E+4Ett)
+p)

D

here
D = -420 +210O

+336Ep

-

-336 + 168PE +70py +35py8 +56f0EY +49p6E
I68IPqp -56PEyp. - l4jpbyqt + 1Opy6EpV
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Table A-4. MGL to alpha factor conversion formulae for non-staggered testing (continued).
In

MGL to Alpha Factor
8

a,

984(-1 + P)(-5 + 4E(-I + 11))

a2

D
+4E(-1l)
+y)(-5
42p(-1
D

M3

2813(-I +8)y(-5

+4Ep.)

D
8 (-5

a4=21fy

+E +4Ep)

D
as = 8413Y8E(-I +p)
D
a6 =70P3y8Ep(-1 +v)
D
a7

=

60Pybqpv(-1 +Kc)

D
05P~y8ELViC
1s=

2D
where
D = -420 +210P -336E+I16SPE +7013y +35Jpy8+56pey +49p8ey
+ 336Ej~& - 16813q& - S6Pkyp - l4p~yEp~ + 10py~epv + 60py~epvK,
p =-conditional probability of failure of each component, given a nonlethal shock.
(aafrequency of occurrence of lethal shocks.
Thus, the frequency of basic events involving k specific components is given as

=

k

(r +p

I-p)k'l
p

k 2
k

p(p)" (I-p~

Ik~

(A.27)

m2
k

It should be noted that the basic formulation of the BFR model was introduced in terms of the rate of
occurrence of failures in time, such as failure of components to continue running while in operation. Here,
consistent with our presentation of other models, the BFR parameters are presented in terms of general
frequencies that can apply to both failures in time and to failure on demand for standby components.

A.2.1 Some Estimators for Parameters of the Common Cause Models
In order to estimate a parameter value, it is necessary to find an expression that relates the parameters
to measurable quantities. This expression is called an estimator.
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There are several possible estimators that can be used for a given parameter. Estimators presented in
this section are the maximum likelihood estimators and are presented here for their simplicity. However,
the mean values obtained from probability distribution characterizing uncertainty in the estimated values are
more appropriate for point value quantification of system unavailability. These mean values are presented
in the context of developing uncertainty distributions for the various parameters in Appendix D.
The estimators of this section are also based on assuming a particular component and system testing
scheme. More specifically, it is assumed that for the plants in the data base, in each test or actual demand,
the entire system (or common cause component group) and all possible combinations of multiple
components are challenged. This corresponds to the nonstaggered testing scheme. However, if this
assumption is changed (e.g., if a staggered testing scheme is assumed), the form of the estimators will also
change, resulting in numerically different values for the parameters. The estimators presented in this section
are the more conservative, given a fixed QT. A more detailed discussion the effects of various assumptions
including alternative strategies is given in Section A.3.
Estimators for Basic Parameters
The maximum likelihood estimator for

Qk

is given as
Qk

Nk(A.28)

where
nk

Snumber of events involving k components in a failed state,

and
Nk

-=numberof demands on any k component in the common cause group.

If it is assumed that each time the system is operated, all of the m components in the group are
demanded, and this number of demands is ND, then

N, =
The binomial term

()represents

(7mk)
ND

(A.29)

the number of groups of k components that can be formed from m

components. We, therefoire, have

k(m

=

m

(A.30)

(7)D

Thus, Equation A.30 assumes that the data are collected from a set of ND system demands for which
the state of all mn components in the common cause group is checked. It is simply the ratio of the number
of basic events involving k components, divided by the total number of times that varioug combinations of
k components are challenged in ND system demands. This is represented by the binomial term in the
denominator of Equation A.30. Similar estimators can be developed for rate of failure per unit time by
replacing ND with T, the total system operating time..
Replacing Qk in Equation A.8 with the corresponding estimator yields the following estimator for the
total failure probability for a specific component:,
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I

n

k

(A.31)

Estimator for the f3-Factor Model Parameter
Although the 13-factor was originally developed for a system of two redundant components and the
estimators that are often presented in the literature also assume that the data are collected from two-unit
systems, a generalized 13-factor estimator can be defined for a system of m redundant components.
Such an estimator is based on the following general definition of the 13-factor (identical to the way it
is defined in the more general MGL model).
(A.32)

(rn-i)
Qt k=2

(Mn-k)!

(k-I)!

Usin
theestiatorof
M), given by Equation A.30, and Q,, given by Equation A.3 1, in the above
equation results in the following estimator for1.
jknk

(A.33)

=k=2

k

For a two-unit system (mn

=

I

2), the above estimator reduces to the familiar estimator of the 13-factor.
22

(A.34)

ni+ 2n2

Note that the estimator 13
is developed from maximum likelihood estimators of Qk's. An alternative
estimator can be developed directly from the distribution of the beta factor based on its definition in Equation
A.32. Additional discussion of this is in Appendix D of this report.
Fstlmators for the MGL Prarameters
In the following we develop estimators for the first three parameters of the MGL model for a system
of m components. Estimators for the higher order parameters can be developed in a similar fashion. Based
on the definition of the MGL parameters,
=

3Q
PI

1(r-i!

E
k
=

3

1

ns

(rn-i)
(rn -k) I (k-i1)
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(A.36)

Q1

(A.37)

(n-i)

P'tQtk 4 (m -k) I(k -1)
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(in)

(A.35)

Q1

Therefore, by using Equations A.30 and A.31I in the above expressions, the following estimators are
obtained:

(A.38)

k =2

k

I

k nk
(A.39)

k

k n,
k 2

(A.40)

k

k 3

kn,

For instance, for a three-unit system (m=3), we have
2n2 + 3nf3

(A.41)

np + 2n 2+ 3n,
Similarly,
3n

(A.42)

2n 2 +3n 3
As can be seen from the above estimators, the MGL parameters are essentially the motos of the number
of component failures in various basic events. For instance in Equation A.42, the numerator (3n3) is the total
number of components failed in common cause basic events that fail three components (n.). This is in
contrast with estimates of the a-factor model, which are in terms of the ratios of events rather than
component states, and is demonstrated in the following section.
Estimators for the a-factor Model Parameters
An estimator for each of the a-factor parameters (ak) can be based on its definition as the fraction of
total failure events that involve k component failures due to common cause. Therefore, for a system of mn
redundant components,
n.____

(A.43)

znk
k= I

It is shown in Appendix D that

k's correspond

to the maximum likelihood estimate of the distribution

of ak'S.A-21
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Estimators for the BFR Model
The main parameters of the model are Q1, pA,
w, and p. To develop estimators for these parameters,
several other quantities are defined as:
At

rate of nonlethal shocks that cause at least one component failure
total number of common cause failure events

ii,

k=IN

where, as before, nk is the number of basic events involving k components, and
nL=the number of occurrences of lethal shocks.
nr= the number of individual component failures, not counting failures due to lethal and nonlethal
shocks.
The maximum likelihood estimators for the four parameters Q1, )1,ca, and p, as presented in Appendix
D, are0
1
n.(
45

it
0

ND

(A.46)

L

(A.47)

ND
and pis the

solution

of the following equation:
.f

where

(A.48)

mn

1-(1 -p)t m
M
k=1

Based on the above estimators, an estimator for p~ can be obtained from the following equation:
(A.50)

;L, = 14i -(1 -P)-]

which is based on the definition of JAat the rate of nonlethal shocks that cause at least one component failure.
Therefore,
I
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A.3 THE EFFECT OF TESTING SCHEMES ON ESTIMATORS
The testing scheme to which the system (or common cause component group) is subjected has an
impact on the form of the statistical estimator of some model parameters. It also affects the conversion
relations between various parametric models such as those shown in Tables A-2 through A-4.
For example, in the estimator for Q. in the basic parameter model, the number of times a group of k
components is challenged (NJ)is derived from the number of test episodes, ND, using the following relation:

N,= ( m) N.

(A.52)

This means that all such combinations are assumed to be challenged in each episode.
Note that ND in this case is the same as N.., the number of tests of each of the redundant trains
(components) as specified by plant technical specifications:
N D =ýNTs
However, assuming a staggered testing scheme results in different values of NO; the value depends on the
response to the failure observed. Suppose, that a given failure is observed in the single component tested
in a particular test episode, all the other components are tested immediately, then Nk can be evaluated in
terms of the number of test episodes N, as follows. (Note that in this case the number of test episodes is
denoted as N;. This is done to avoid an equivalence being made with the number of test episodes of the
non-staggered testing case. In fact, for the same technical specifications or frequency of testing of a
component, the value of ND in any given calendar time period would be related to NTs by N,; = mnNS
since in each of the test episodes for non-staggered testing all components in the group are tested at a test
episode whereas unless there is a failure, in the staggered case only one is tested in a test episode.)
Each successful test results in demonstrating that for , -1)groups of k components there was no
common cause failure. In addition, each time the component lailed the test, all other components are tested

and this leads to

(k -1)tests on any group of k components.2

Neglecting the second order effects arising from the complication that if k+l components are failed
this modifies the number of feasible tests on k components; the number of demands on a group of k
components can be expressed as

(A.53)

2In

this example, it is assumed that we are esiaigQadntspecifically acmo

as alr

probability. If we were identifying combinations of multiple and independent failures such as Q, * Qk at each
testing episode, this term would be ('.However, since the nsarecollectively usually much smaller than N,;,
this subtle distinction will make little difference.
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The number of single component demands is given by
X

N;+ E

(mn-I)

,

(A.54)

S- I

with the above estimates of Nh for different testing schemes, the following estimators for the probability of
basic events involving k components are derived:
For a nonstaggered testing scheme, using Equation A.52,
QNS

nk(A.55)

For a staggered testing scheme, using Equation A.53,

S

Therefore QAs

nk

(A.56)

because

QNS

1(A.57)

9k

kk
In light of the above difference, we can now see that estimates of beta-factor, for example, are different
depending on what testing scheme is assumed. To show this we recall that, for a two component system,
=

92__

(A.58)

Therefore,
S

(A.59)

2
01S+ Q 2S

and,
Ns

pNS

(A.60)

92

NS

Q1

+

MS

Q2

thus,
S

S

Q 1 +2Q2i
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1+
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where we assumed, as it is true in most cases, that Q2 < <Q
approximately a factor of 2 smaller.

.The

staggered-based estimator is

The estimator presented by Equation A.59 is similar in form to the estimator of a single parameter
model called the C-factor model."~ In this respect, C-factor is another estimator of the P-factor under the
assumptions leading to Equation A.59. It should be mentioned, however, that the C-factor method was
developed to try to use the LER summary data to provide estimates of common cause failure probabilities.
It essentially involved an interpretation of data on historical events based on an assessment of root cause.
The potential of each observed root cause for being a cause of multiple failures at the plant in question was
judged on engineering grounds, taking into account such aspect as plant design, maintenance, philosophy,
etc. The estimator (the C-factor) was the fraction of observed root causes of failure that oither did, or were
judged to have the potential to, result in multiple failure. The spectrum of root causes used comes from both
single and multiple failure events. Since it is the occurrence of the root cause that is important and the
common cause root causes are assumed to result in this model in totally coupled failures, the multiple failure
events, if applicable, are only counted once (not multiplied by the number of components failed).
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APPENDIX B
MINIMAL CUTSETS FOR COMMON CAUSE GROUPS FOR
VARIOUS CONFIGURATIONS
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APPENDIX B
Minimal Cutsets for Common Cause Groups for Various Configurations
The minimal cutsets associated with the various configurations listed in Table 5-2 of this report are
presented in Table B-I.

B-1
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Table B-1. Minimal cutsets for common cause groups for various configurations.
CASE

INUMBER

I

MINIMAL CUTSETS

OF

JCUTSETI

1

2

[A, B],

2

3

[A], [B],

3

S

[A, B,C], [A, CB], [B CAd, [C,

4

7

[A, B], [A, C], [B, C], [CAB],

5

7

[A], [B], [C], [CAB], [CAC], [CB], [CARyC]

6

15

[A, B,C,D],

[CAB]

[CAC],

[CAB]

[CB~], [CABIJ

[CAB, CcD], [CAC, CBD], [CAC" Ca], [A, CBCDI,
C, CBDI, [A, DO C~c], [B, C, CAD],

[B

CACDI,

[C, CABDI, [D, CABC],

[B, D, CACd, [C, D, CAB]

24

[A, B, C], [A, B, D], [A, C, D], (B, C,D], [A, CBJ, [A, C9BD] [A, CCD], [B, CAJ, [B, CAD),
[B3, CCD], [C, CABL, [C, CAD], [C, CBD], [DO CAB], [DO CAC], [DO CBJ, [CAB, CCD], [CAC, CBDI,
CB~j, [CBC~, [CACD1, [CABDI CBC1 ICAWM]

17

[A, B], [A, C], [A, D], [B, C], [B, D], [C, D],

_____[CAD,

8

CAB],

[A, B, CCD], [A,

[CABCD],

7

[CAB]

CKD],

_______

[CAB], [CAC], [CAD],

[CB~],

[CBD], [CCD]

[CACDI, [CABD], [CASC], [CABCD]

9

15

[A], [B], [C], [D],

10

52

1CABCDEjJ

[CAB], [CACd, [CAD],

[CBC],

[CBD], 1CCcD] [CCcD], [CACD], [CABO], [CABC],

[B,

tC], CAE, D], [CA~cD, El, [CAR, CCJ ICBC CDd,1
CACDE], [CABDE,
[A, CBCDE],
[CAWI CCPJ, [CABE, CC0], [CAC, CBDE], [CACD, CBE1, [CAcE, CBD], [CADE, CBC], [CAB, CBCD],
[CAD, C1c~J, [A, B, CCDB], [A, CBDE, C], [A, Cw~, E], [A, CwE, D], [B, CAcD, E], [B, CAcE,
D], [CA~c, DO El, [CABD, C, E], [CABE, C,D], IB,C, CADE], [A, CBIC CDd,1 [A, CflD, CCE],
[CAB, Cc2, D],
CAE, CCD], [CAB, CCD,
CAc, CDdJ, [B, CAD, CaE],
CBE, CCD],
[CAD, CBE, CI, [CAE, C.c, D],
[CAB, CDE,$C] CAC, CBD9 El, [CAc, CBB, D], [CAD, C2 c,

(A,

AB

[B,

E],

El,

C], [A, B, CCD, El, [A, B, CCE, D], [A, B,CDE, C], [A, C~c, DO E], [A, CD, C, El,
C, D], [B CAC, D, Ell [B, CAD, C, E], [CAB' C, D, E], [CAE, B, C, D], [A, B, C, DO E]

[CAB, CBD,
CBB,

_________[A,

11

86

[A, B, C, D], [A, B, C, E], [A, B, DO E], [A, C, DO E], [B, C, D, E], [A, C.CD], [A, CBC],

E], [CKE,
[CABD, C], [CABO, El, [CABE, C], [CABE
9 , D], [CACD, El, [CACE, D], [CADE, C], [C~cD,
[CBDE, C, [CAB, CCo], [CAB, Ca],1 [CAB, CDB], [CAC, CBD], [CAC, C92 ], [CAC, CDB],
[CAD, CB], [CAD, CBE], [CAD, CCE1, (CAE, C9B], [CAE, CBD], [CAB, CCDI, [CBC, CDB], [CBD, CCEI,
[CBE, CCD], [A, B, CCD], [A, B, CC2 ], [A, B, CDE], [A, C~c, D], [A, C~c E], [A, CftD, C],
[A, CBD, ]El, [A, CBE, CI, (A, CBE, D], [A, CCD, El, [A, CcE, D], (A, CDE, C], (B, CAc, DI,
CAD, C1, [B CAD, E], [B, CAE, C], [B, CAE, D], [B, CCD, El, [B, Cr2 , D],
AB CAC, E],
(B, CDE, C], [CAB, C, D], [CAB, C, E], [CAB, D, E], [CAc, DO E], [CAD, C, El, [CAE, C, D], [C~c,
D, El, [CelD, C, El, [CBE, C, DI, [CABC, CDE], [CAD, CBCE], [CAC, CBDE], [CABD, CCE1,
[CABE, CCDI, [CADE, CB], [CACD, C92], [CACE, CBD], [CAB, CCD.], [CAE, CBCD], [CASC.], [CABDE],
CACDE11I, C~DE, [CABCDl, [CABCDE]

D],

[B

_________

NUREG/CR-5485B-

B-2

Table B-1._Minimal cutsets for common cause groups for various configurations (continued).

f

CASE]
12

NUMTIBER

I

OF
USETS
71

MINIMAL CUTSETS

1
[A, B, C], [A, B, D], [A, B, E], [A, C, D], [A, C, E], [A, D, E], [B, C, D], [B3, C, E], [B, D,
E], [C, D, E], [A, C3B], [A CuD], [A, CBE], [A, Cm], [A, CcE], [A, CDS], [B, CAJ, [B, CAD],
[13l,Cm], [B CAD1[,
ElE,

________

13

6
__________

14

31

[CA,C.], [CAR,
D],

D], [CAc E, CD, ] CD1ElRI
[C q,[CAD, ],[CJAES, C1 CABD, DC~], [C~c,
[,D], [Ac, C], [Ac, D], A, El,[B
C], [CB,CD], [CB, CE],[CB [C,
PD],E],
CEl
D,
[CCE
[CDECAD,],[CADE,[S][D], [CB1 CADS]
0 [CAES,
[A],
RD [
[CD1
CAB

[CABDS] [CACOS,

[ 1 CB],
C,[D],
E [CAB],1[CABD, [CAB], [CAS] CDcI [CACE],(C

U8

E],[CC]
1

C

CAB],
[Cd],

CAE
[BI ,5 [CCD1
WS]D

85 ],ICBC],

[Cr 2 ], [CODE],

CACDS],
CAD1
[CABCDS]
CD],
[PCE[CUCDJ1

13

18

[B,
[A, C], A , [A, D], C[A, ], D],

16

319

[A, ], [B],

_________[B,

C], [Cmc,
[CAB,
D], [CAB,
E], [CBD,

D],D],C[d],

[CAB], [CA,

CA], [D, CA], [CAB,
[CB,
[CD], [13 , ], [CBD], [C,

[CAd
D, 8

CAD], IC, CAD], [CAB, CCD], [CBIC, CAD],

B-3

]

[,C,
[

[CCcD]'

AE1
Ce,],
ICAB],
[CDI

[CACD1, [CABDI,

(CAJ,

1CCS],C
[CD,1

[CABC], [CABCD]

B-3
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Table B-1. Minimal cutsets for common cause groups for various configurations (continued).
CASE

17

MINIMAL CUTSETS

OF

IC TSET
203

[A, B, C, D, E, F], [A, B, C,D, CEF],
[CAc,

[CAB,

[A, B, C,

CDE,

C, D. E, F], [A, B3,

CCF,

D, El, [A, B, C, Ce,, E],
[CAD, B, C, E,F],
[A, B, CcE, D, F],

CBD, C, E, F], [A, CK, D, E,F],
CBE, C, D, F], [CAP, B, C, D, E],

B, D, E, F], [A, B, CCD, E,F], [A,
F], [CAE, B, C, D, F], [A,

[A, CBý, C,D, E], [A, CBC~, D,E], [CACF, B, D,E], [A, CBDP, C,E], [A, B,CME, F],
[C~~D, B, E, F], [CAEF, B, C,D], [CAB.,, C,D, E], [A, B, C,C01E,], [A, CBEF, C,D],
[CABD, C, E, F], [CABE, C, D,F], [A, B, CCEP, D], [A, CBCD, E,F], [A, B, CcF El,
[CAcE,

B, D, F], [A,

CDDE,

C, F],

[CADE,

[A, C13C, D, F], [CAF, B,CcE, D],

[A, COD,

CCP, E],

C, E],

[CAD, CBF,
[CAB, C, CDE,

[A,

CBF, C, CDE],

[CF

C~c, D, E],

F], [A, C0.,, CCE, D],

[CAD~, CBE, C, F], [CAP, CBD, C, E],
[A, COE, C, CD.,], [CAE, C0.,, C, D],
[CAD, B, CcE, F], [CAB, CCP, D, E],
[CAB, CCD, E,
[CAB, C, CDF,
[CAE, CflD'

F],

E, F],

[CAc, CBD,

[CAE,

B, C,F],

[CAD.,,

B, C,CDF], [A, B,CCp,

[CABCCDEF], [CACD,

r, CDF],

[CA~c,

CDE],

D, E, F],

[A, CBC, D, CE.,],

C, CEF], [CAD, B, C, CEF], [CAE, B, CCF, D],
[CAP, B, C, CD2], [CAB, C, D, CEFJ, [A, B, CC0 , CEp],
[CAD, B, CCF, Ell [A, COO CDE, F], [CAP, CBE, C, D],
[A, C~c, CDF, E], [A, CBE, Ccyj, F], [CAP, B, CcD, E],
[CAc, C0.,, D, E], [CAB, CCE, D, F], [CAc, B, CDE, F],
[CAC, B, D, CEI [C Ac, B, Ce.,, El, [A, CBD, CCE, F],

[A, COD,

[CAD, CB~,

E, F], [A, B, CCE,

El, [CAE, C8 c, D, F], [A, C0.,, CUD, E],
C, F], [CABDF, CCE], [CACEP, CoD], [CABCF,

[CABEF, CCD], [CAE, CBCD.,] ICA

B, C,E],

CD.,], [CAE,

D, F], [A,

B, CUD, F],

COE, CCP, D],

[CAC,

CBE,

CDE],

[CAC, CBDEJI, [CABD!, CCFJ,

COME], [CADs.,, C1BJ, [CACDB, C0.,], [CAD, CjyC2pJ,

[CAHE,

CBEI2,CBF
CCEI,
OCCD.,], [CABC,
CHECF], [CAD,

CBDF, ICDEI,
[CA~, BDtCCE],P [CACE

[CABCe.,
ICAD!] [BECADCF CBEI, [CAP, E9 CCD],l
[A~DE,[CAw
C]
CACO,, BD],
[,COD1,
CwDE 2, CADF],
CBF],
[CABC, COF DEI, [CACE,
CBDE,
C
, F]
.,
C,
[CA~l E CD,], [CAOE., CC CDF] [CACE CBE, CDF1[CAD
[CABDs., BF
0
[CACCO,
C
CCA, CE,,CD],
F], I CA,
E~.,
CDl, [A,~ (CABE,
[CAKE, D, F],D~ [CA~D, CPCE
0 ,, C]
0
CUF],
CE[CADEB, CBC9] CE1CA.,, CB~ CD],[~mBC
C F]DEI, CABE,
[CACE CB.,D],
CCI CAR DC,
E],[CAB, ClD, C],
CBE C11] [CAcD., B,
[CARD, CB,,CE], [CACDE, CB,F], [CAc, C 00,lF], [CAc,
CF],E,
[CABD,C,
C~,
E],
[CADE,
C],
CO3,
C, CD], [CACEP
[CADF, BD., E], [CABCP, Dr, E], [CADE,

],

B),

[A,

],

CO, CDL,
[CAP,
CB,
C DI0 [CADE,
C 02 ,, C],
C2 [Al CBCEP CD.], [CAD,
[CABE., D~, F], [CABCD, E, F],
Cap],
[CAE,
[CAEC
[CAD.,, CB2, C], [CABI Cr02,
0 2 ,CF.,] [CACE, B, C0.,] [CACP 02.,
[CAEF,
COD,
F],
[CACP , Cr
,,EI,
[CADF,
CS.,,
D], A, CBD,
[CAflD, Cc,CE.], [ACABDE CCFl
0
[CADE,
CODE,
C],
[CA,
CocDF
DiEF,
[CAC,
C
.,,
El,
,
[CABI
CC,
~],
[CAD,
[CABC, C
00
0
002

F],

E],

[CABC,

__________[A,

NUREG/CR-5485B4

C00D, F],

Bv,

D

[CABF,

[CAB, Cr 0, E],~
C0.,, E], [CAC, CBD ECDl,

C02.,, CCD], [CABE, C,

CDFJ,

[CAE,

B-4

B,

C

Dr.],

[CACE,

CD, CF],

CcDF], (CAB, Cr 2.,, D], [CABCDEFl

B~,

D],
E],

EC],

[CADF,

B~, F],I

Table B-i. Minimal cutsets for common cause erouvs for various confieurations (continued).
CASE
18

1NUMBER

MINIMAL CUTSETS

OF
_CMTETS I

353

[B, C, D, E, F], [A, C, D, E, F], [A, B, D, E, F], [A, B, C, E, F], [A, B, C, D, F], [A, B, C, D, E],
[Coc, D, E, F], [CAC, D, E, F], [CAB, D, E, F], [B, Cc,,, E, F], [A, CcD, E, F], [C,,, C, E, F],
[CAD, C, E, F], [CA,, C, E, F], [A, C,,, E, F], [A, CDC, E, F], [CAD, B, E, F], [CAC, B, E, F],
[B, C, C~s, F], [A, C, CDE, F], [A, B, CDE, F], IB, Cal,D, F], [A, Cc,, D, F], [CBE, C, D, F],
[CM,, C, D. F], [CAB, C, D, F], [A, C*2, D, F], [A, CDC, D, F], [CAE, B3,D, F], [CAc, B, D, F],
[A, B, Cc,, F], [A, B, C 0D,F], [A, COE, C, F], [A, CBD, C, F], [CAE, B, C, F), [CAD, B, C, F],
[B, C, D, Ce,], [A, C,D, C 1,], [A, B, D, CE,], [A, B, C, Cap], [A, B, Ce,,, E], (B, C, C,,, E],
[A, C, CD~,, E], [B, Cc,, D, E], [A, Cc,,, D, E], [C,,, C, D, E], (C, C, D, E], [CA,, C, D, E],
[A, C3 ,, D, E], [A, CDC, D, E], [CA,, B, D, El, [CAc, B, D, E], [A, B, Cc,, El, [A, B, CCD, E),
[A, Cap, C,E], [A, CID, C, E], [CAF, B, C,E], [CAD,, B,C,E], [A, BCC,],
C, [,B
CDE]
[A, B, Ce,,, D], [A, B, CcE, D], [A, COP, C, D], [A, CIE, C, D], [CA,, B3,C,D], [CAE, B, C,D],
[Com,, E, F], [CACD, E,F], [CM, 1,, E,F], [CAc, E,F], [CDCE, D, F], [CAcE, D,F], [CABE, D, F],
[CA~c, D, F], [CODE, C, F], [B, CCDE, F], [A, CCDE, F], [CADE. C, F], [CABE, C, F], [CA,,D, C, F],

[A, CB01, F], [A, CBCE, F], [A,

CBcD,

F],

[CADE,

B, F],

[CAcE,

B, F),

[CACD,

B, F], [CqcF, D,E],

[CADF, C, E], [CAU,, C, E], [B, C, C1,E,], [A, C,CDEF], [A, B,CDEF], [CAUD, C, E], [C 91,, C, D),
[CAE1, C, D], [CABF, C, D], [A, COEF, D], [CABE, C, D], [A, C0 7 , El, [A, COD,, E], [C,,,,, B, El,

[A, Ccc,, El, [A,

CBDF, Cl,

[A, CD17, C], [A,

CBDE,

C], [CAE,,

B, D], [CAc,, B, D], [C~c,, B, D],

[CME, B, C], [CA, 7, B, C], [CADE, B3,C1, [A, C3~1,, E], [A, B3,Cc1,l, [A, C~c,, D], [A, CBCE, D],
[CACF, B, E], [CAcD, B, El, [A, B,C0 7 ],l [A, B, CCDE1J [CBC, CDs, F], [CAC, C1,1 , F], [CAB, CDE, F],
[CUD, CcE, F], [CAD, Cal, F], [CB CcE, F], [CU1 , C 0 , F], [CAE, CCD, F], [CAB, C 0D,F], [CAD, COE, F],
[CAc, CIE, F], [CA~, CU
F]C,CAD, CDC, F], [CDC, D, Cu, ], [CAC, D, CE,]
9[
1~
, F], [CAC, CID, F], I CA,
1
[CAB, D, Ca,], [B, CCD, C1,], [A, CCD, CE1], [C31, , C, CE
17 ] [CAD, C, CE17 ] [CAB, C, CE,], [A, CUD, CU,]1
[A, CDC Cap], [CAD, B, C17], [CAc, B, Cap], [CDC, C1,,, E], [CAC, C-DF, E], [CAD, CD,, E), [COD-, Cc,, E],
[CAD, Ce,, E], [CB Ce,, E], [C37, CCD, El, [CAF, Cc,, E], [CAD, CCD, E], [CAD, CB,, E], [CAC, C37 , E],
[C,,, CUD, Ell ICAC, CID, Ell [CA,, CDC, El, [CAD, CSCc E], [B, CCE, CDF], [A, Cc,, CD,], [CU2, C, C,,,]
B, CC,, CDE],
[CAE, C, C,,,], [CA., C, C1,,] [A, CBE, CD,] [A, CDC, CD,] [CAE, B, CDFI, [CAc, B.C], C
[A, CCF, CDE], [Cq,, C, CDI], [CMp, C, CDE], [CAB, C, CDEI, [A, CB,, CDE1, [A, CDC, CDII, [CA,, B, C1,I],
[CAC, B,CE 1], [C31, Ce,, D], [CAE, Cc,, D], [CR CCF, D], [C97, CCE, D], [CM, CcE, D], [CAB, CCE, D],
[CAE, CU,, D], [CAC, C37, D], [CA,, C*s, D], [CAc, C3 E,D], [CAF, CDC, D], [CA,, CDC, D],
[A, C31, CcF], [A, CID, CC,], [CAE, B, Cc,], (CAD, B, Cc,], [A, COF, CcE], [A, COD, CCE1l [CAF, B, Cco],
[CAD, B, Cc,], [A, C97, CCD], [A, CU1, C0D], [CAF, B, CcDI, [CAE, B, C 0 ]1,[CAE, COF, C], [CM,, COF, C],
[CA, CBE, C], [CM,, COE, C], [CA,, CBD, C], ICAE, CUD' C], [CAD, CCD, CE17] [CAB, CCE, CD,],
CDE1], [CAD, CDC, CE1,] [CM,, C3 E,Cc,]
[CAB, CC,, CDE], [CAC, COD, CE17] [CAC, COE, CD,] [CAC, CUO,
[CAD, Cap, CC,], [CAl, C.~, C1,7] [CAE, CID,, Cc,], [CAB, C3O, CCD] [CA,, CDC, CDI], [CAP, COD, , CCE,]
]
[CAM, CU21 CCrj], ICC CE1,] ICACD, CE1,] [CM, 1,, CIA] [CABC, CE
171
17 ] [COC,, CDF]I [CAc,, CD
[CABE, CW
, 171] [CAC, C1,17 ], [CAB, C1,1,] [CBC7, CDE11 [CAC,, C1,1 ], [CAB,, C1 1E,]
,1 ] [CABC, C1,7 ] [CDC, CE
[CAUC, CD1
, 1] [C*1,1 CC,], [CADE, Ce,], [CABE, CCA] [CARD, Ce,, [C31,, CC,,], [CAD, CCE17 ] [CA,, CCE1,l
[CBD1,, Cc,], [CM,,, Cc,], [CM,,, CC,], [CAUD, CCE], [CBE, C 0 ,],1 [CAl, CCD7I, [CAD, CCD1,7l [CB7, C0 1 ],I
[CM, C0 1 ],I [CAB, CCD,1 ] [CUE 1
7 C0 ],- [CAEF, CCD1,l [CAB,, CCr1,] (CABE, C0 ]1,[CADEv C97], [CACE, C3I]
[CACD, CIA], [CAD,, C9 E1,] [CAC, C917] [CM,,, C81 ], [CAC,, COE], [CACD, CUE], [CAE, C9 D
,7
1 ] [CAC, C91,7]
COC,],
[CA,, COCE1l
CBCA]
[CA,,,
COD],
[CAE,
[CAcC*
]
[BI
CAC,
,
[CAEF,
COD],
,
[CAC,
CBD
[CM, CIA
1 ,
,1 1
,1
CBC
CDC]1, [CABDE,
CDC,1], [CABF,
[CAD7, CBCE], [CM,7 C 9 0 ],1[CAD,CBC,,], [CACF,
1 AB,
, [CAOI,C 9 ,
CAF
[CM,1, , Cc,],1 [CABDE, CC,], [CMCDE,
1,
7]
9 CF
, ] ICCM,, C 17 ], [CACE~, CD1], [CAd,, CODE], [CADE, C
C3 01 ],I [CADEF, C 0 ],1 [CADEF, CUC], [A, CBCEF], [A, C9D1,7] [A, C91,17 , [A, CC1,17l [A, CB1,1l,
[C9 01 ,IF], [CACDE, F], [CMDE, F], [CA~cE, F], [CAUOD, F], [C3 CDP7 E], [CAco,, E], [CABDF, E],
[CABCT, El, [CM~co, E]. [CBCEF, D], [CAC,,, Dl, [CADE,, D], [CABCF, D], [CAOCE, D], [CBDE7, C],
[CAMP, C1, [CM, 17 , C], [CABDF, C], [CABDE, , C], [CADE,, B1, [CACEF, B1, [CAcDF, B], [CACDE, B],
[CA,,

B-5
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Table B-1. Minimal cutsets for common cause groups for various configurations (continued).
CASE
-

19

1N
OF
NMBER

MINIMAL CUTrSETS

TS:

302

[A, B, C, D], [A, B, C, E], [A, B, C,F], [A, B, D, E], [A, B, D, F], [A, B, E, F],
[A, C,D, E], [A, , D, F], [A, C, E, F], [A, D, E, F], [B, C, D, E], [B, C, D, F], [B, C, E, F],
[B, D, E, F], [C, D, E, F], [A, B, CCD], [A, B, CcEJ, [A, B, Ce,], [A, B, CDB], [A, B, CD,],
[A, B,CEF], [A, C, COD], [A, C, COBE] [A, C, CSF], [A, C, COB], [A, C, CD,], [A, C, CEB],
[A, D, CB], [A, D, COB], [A, D, C0 ,], [A, D, CUB], [A, D, CcB], [A, D, CE,], [A, E, CDC],
[A, E,COD], [A, E,CBF], [A, E,CCD], [A, E,CC,], [A, E, C0 ,], [A, F, CwjB, [A, F, CBD],
[A, F, CBE], [A, F, Cc) [A, F, CcB], [A, F, CDB], [B, C, CAD], [B, C,CAB], [B, C, CM]I,
[B, C,CDE1, [B, C, CDF], [B, C, CEF], [B, D, CAC], [B, D, CAB], [B, D, CAP], [B, D, CCE1,
[B, ECDF], [B, F, CAJ, [B, F, CAD], [B, F, CAE], [B, F, CCD], [B, F,CCB], [B, F, CDE1,
[C, D, CAB], [C, D, CAB], [C, D, CA,], [C, D, C0B], [C, D, CB7], [C, D, CE,], [C, E, CAB],
[C, E, CAD], [C, E, CA], [C, E, CB0 ], [C, E, CB,], [C, E, CD,], [C, F, CAB], [C, F, CAD],
[C, F, CAE], [C, F, COD], [C, F, CRB], [C, F, CDE], [1), E, CAB], [1), E, CAC], [D), E, CA],
[1), E, CB,], [D, E, CCFJ, [D, F, CAB], [D, F, CAB], [D, F, CAB], [D, F, CABJ, [D, F, CABJ,
[D, F, CBB], [D, F, CCE], [E, F, CAB], [E, F, CAB], [E, F, CAD], [E, F, CBC], [E, F, COD],

[B, , CC,], [B,CBCDB]
[B,Cr
0,], [A,CcBP], [A,COB,]., [C,CABDF][C,CAB],1 [C,CCM,],
[C,

CADB],

[C,

CAD,],

[C,

CAE,],

[C, CcDE], AC

CACE],

[C,

CCEF],

[C,

CADE],

[A CADB],

[F CAEF1, [F, CC
0 W, [F, CCDE], [B, CCDB], [CB, CDEF], [CAB CCBD], [C1 AB, E]' [CM,CABF1
[CM,CAD,], [CICADB,
],l
C B]1 ICA
CBEF],
[CId 0C
B], [C]), C
,]IC[CAE1C,
8 0C
8ICAC
0 ,,[ABCC
,]
], [CD, C OD],,
[C)
, CwF
, CE,],
[CD, CACB][CD, CAE,],[C)
[A, CABE], [C), CABB] [CD, C 8,],1
[CAB CB,]I, [ECAB, D,[CE,CABD], [ECAB,1 [Ep,[CAcD, [E~, [CACF[, CAD]I,
[CE,C
82],[CC]
[CA, C~cB], [CE,CBDB, [CE,
CCoB],[F, CD,],
IF ADI[F,CAE,], [CF,CAUB], [F,CcE,],[CF, CADE],
[CF, C~cD], [CFl, CcE,],U[ICOB, C], [CF,CCm],
[CAB,CCD],
(CAB, CCE1,
[CAB,CE,],[CAB,C 0 ,],
[CAB, CDB], [CAB, CCDB], [CAB, COD], [CMI CcE,], [CM,CDE,, [CAC,
CooB], [CAC,
C 80 ,],I CF
[CAD,

CBJ,] [CAB, C8 0, ], [CAD, CB,],[CAD, CCE],[CAD,CCF ],[CAP,CEF1
C[ CME,
0B]A,
0C BD],

[CAP CADB],

[CAc CAD,],CB1CD1
[C

Cv

DC,
2 ,,CA

01C
,]

[CE0 ,

CACBD, C[1CBD, Cd,],[C

[COD, CDE1, [CAB, C~Co], [CABB- CACDF] [CABE, CAD,], [CAB, CcoF], [C,,CAcD]
[CBP, CM2 ],1 [CA,,

CDEB], [CAD, CABBI, [CAD, CAO,], [CAD, CAB,], (CAD, CCE,],

[CAE, CAB,], [CAE, CAD,],

[CcB, CBD,], [CA,, CABCD]
[COB, CADE], [COB, CAB,], [COB, CAE,], [COB, CDE,],

CCD2 ], [CASF, CCDE1,

CE1]

[CA8CD], [C~jBEF [CAOC,, [BF1CACDB]
[CARD,, [CABE*]
CBCAC

[CABCE,], [CABDE,], [CACDEF], [CBCDB,], [CABDEp]]

NUREG/CR-5485B-

[CBF,1ICC
CABD],
[CCB, CABDI,

[CA,, CABCE1 [Cc,, CAODE], [CAP, CBDE1,
[C 0 ,, CACE1, [CBD, CABE], [CD,, CACE],

[CARE, CCE,], [CAO,,CACD], [CEVCACF, COB],
[CACE,1 0ICB
,] [CF11BCAC,,
CBOE, [CAD,

[CADE,

B-6

BD,
CAB,],

Table B-1. Minimal cutsets for common cause groups for various configurations (continued).
CASE

20

JNUMBER
I.CuTSETS

OF

MINIMAL CLJTETS

167

[A, B, C], [A, B, D], [A, B, E], [A, B, F], [A, C, D], [A, C, E], [A, C,F], [A, D, E], [A, D,
F], [A, E, F], [13, C, D], [B, C, E], [B, C,F], [B, D, E], [B, D, F], [B, E, F], [C, D, E], [C, D,
F], [C, E,F], [D, E,F], [A, CABJ, [A, CBDJ, [A, CBE], [A, CBF], [A, CcD], [A, CCE], [A, Ccv],
[A, CDE], [A, CDP], [A, CEF], [13, CAC], [B, CAD], [B, CAB], [B CAP], AB CCr,]
1 [B, Ccj
[B,

PEI IC, CDB],

[D, Cla], [A
[F, CAD], [F,

CREI,
CAB],

[B,

CDE],

[B,

[A

CUP],

[D, CCE],

[C), CAD], [C, CAB], [C), CAF], [C), CUD],
[1), Cc [D, CEP], [E, CAR], [E, CAC], [E, CAD],

CDB], [C,

IF, CBJ, [F, CUD], [F,

CAB],

CUE],

[17,

CCD],

[17, CCE1, IF, CDE],

[CAB, CCD],

[CAB, CCa], [CAB, CCp], [CAB, CDE], [CAB, CDF], [CAB, CEP], [CAC, CUD], [CAC, CUE], [CAC, C3 F],
[CAC, CDE], [CAC, CDF],
[CAD, CEF], [CAE, CBJ,
[CAP, CBD], [CAP, CBE],
[CBD, CCEJ,
0 CCa],
[CUP, CDE1, [CCD, CE1
[CACP], [CADE], [CADP],

[CU ,

[CACDEF], [CBDEF1,

21

72

[CAC, CEF], [CAD, CBd,1 [CAD, CUE], [CAD, CBF], [CAD, CCE1, [CAD, CCJ,
[CAB, CBD], [CAE, CB1 [CAE, CCD], [CAB, CCe], [CAE, CDF] [CAP, CBC],
[CAP, CCD], [CAP, CCFJ, [CAF CDEB],[Cnc CDE1, [CUC, CDp], [CBC, CEP],
CDP]I[CUF, CCD], [CBF, CCE],
[CBD, CEJP] [CUE, CCD], [CBE, CCF1,
ICCE, CDP], [CCF, CDE1, [CAUC], [CAUD], [CABE], [CAUP], [CAW],1 [CACE1
[CAEF], [CBCD], [CcBCE1 [CBcF],1 [CBDE1, [CUOF], [CREF], [CCDE], 1CCDFl,

[CACDcEF1

[A, B], [A, C], [A, D], [A, E], [A, F], [B, C], [B, D], [B, E], [B, F], [C, D], [C, E], [C, F],
[D, E], [D, F], [E, F], [CAB], [CAC], [CAD], [CAE], [CAF], [CBJ, [CUD], [CBE], [CSF], [CCD],

[COEco], [CBCDF], [CBW19

63

[A], [B], [C], [D], [E], [F],
[CUP],

__________

[CBDEP], [CCcoEp] [CAB(,3E], [CAUCDP], [CABICE], [CAUDEp], ICACDEF],

1 CABCDEF]

___________

22

[CUE,

[CCD], [CCE], [CCp],

[CAB], [CAd], [CAD], [CAB], [CAP], [Cac], [CUD], [CUE],
[CDE], [CDP], [CEp], [CABC1, [CAUD], [CARE], [CARP], [CACD],

[CCDE], [CCDP], [CCEP], [CDEP], [CABCD], [CASCE1, [CABCP], [CABDB], [CAROP], [CASEP],
[CACDE], [CACop], [CACEp], [CADEP], [CBCDE], [CBCDF], [CBCEP], [CBDEP], [CCDEP], [CAUCDE],
CABCDp] [CABCEp], [CARDEP], [CACDEF], [CBCDE], [CABCDEF]
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APPENDIX C
ACCOUNTING FOR COMMON CAUSE GROUP SIZE
DIFFERENCE IN COMMON CAUSE PARAMETER
ESTIMATION (H-OW TO MAP IMPACT VECTORS)
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APPENDIX C
Accounting for Common Cause Group Size Differences in Common
Cause Parameter Estimation (How to Map Impact Vectors)
CA1 INTRODUCTION
One of the key elements of the procedures presented in this report is the recognition of the necessity,
when reviewing data from several plants, to take account of the differences between those plants and the
particular plant to be modeled in order to produce a plalit-specific evaluation of common cause potential.
There are two types of differences between systems of interest in data classification: qualitative and
quantitative. The former refers to physical differences in characteristics, component type operating
conditions, environments, etc. The latter deals with the sizes of the common cause component group in
terms of the different number of components present. The purpose of this appendix is to establish
relationships among the databases associated with groups having different numbers of components; i.e.,
different levels of redundancy. These relationships are intended to help combine the databases in support
of parameter estimation. In particular, the insights derived should provide useful guidance on how to
account in parameter estimation for differences in size between the system being analyzed and those that
generated the data.
The objectives of this appendix are to:
" Establish relationships between databases of systems' of identical components having different
levels of redundancy.
*

Provide guidance for interpretation of data from systems of different size from the one for which
the analysis is being performed and for the assignment of impact vectors for the system of interest;
in this report this is referred to as mapping up and mapping down impact vectors.

C.2 DEFINITION OF BASIC EVENTS
As an example, consider a system' (common cause component group) of four identical redundant
components. In this four-train system, a number of different types of events can be defined in terms of a
particular combination of components that fail. The total number of different basic events of this type that
can be defined for a system of four components is given as

E(4~)

=2 4-1I

= 15

These 15 different basic events include 4 events in which I and only I component is impacted, 6 that
impact 2, 4 that impact 3, and I that impacts all 4 components. In this scheme, each event is uniquely
defined by a particular combination of components that fail. Note that all the causes that impact one specific
combination of components are counted as one basic event. The specific causes are not identified a priori.
Note also that when data are collected (e.g., reports are filed to note problems identified during a
system test) there is usually at most one "event" identified in each event report. On rare occasions, there may
be two or more concurrent independent events covered in the report. The event classification system used

3

In this context, system can thought of as meaning "common cause component group."
C-1
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in Reference C- I accounts for this by drawing two or more separate cause-effect logic diagrams to cover the
separate events. One of the problems facing the data analyst is the need to distinguish between a single event
impacting a set of components and the coincidence of multiple independent events impacting the same set
of components. However, experience has shown the latter category to be much less frequent thani the former.
The first question we address is: given a set of data from a four-train redundant system (common cause
component group consisting of four identical components), what would the data look like for an otherwise
identical system having either three, two, or one identical components; i.e., how does the level of redundancy
or population of components impact the characteristics of the data in the limit of a very large number of
demands in operating experience when the same set of causes are "acting" on the system?
Models of common cause events, such as the beta factor, BFR, MGL, and basic parameter models, all
recognize the potential for two broad categories of event causes: independent events resulting in single
component failures, and common cause events resulting in multiple component failures. In view of this
general distinction, when one assumes that the occurrences of the causes of the common cause events are
independent of the number of components present, it follows that the same cause may have different impacts
depending on the number of components present. As a trivial example, any of the causes impacting two or
more specific components in a system with two or more components could only impact one component when
only one component is challenged.
The above point is illustrated quite visibly in Table C-i. In the left column are listed the 15 different
basic events that could occur in a system of 4 components denoted as A, B, C, and D. Each basic event
characterizes the occurrence of any cause that fails a specific set of components. Any event that could occur
in a four-train system is covered by these possibilities. In the next three columns in Table C-I1, each of the
four-train basic events is evaluated in terms of the impact each event would have if only three, two, or one
specific components were present. As the transition is made between any two adjacent columns, it is seen
that any basic event in a j train system would either fail the same number of components or one less
component if the same basic event were postulated to occur in a j - I train system. In the case of the
independent events, which are covered by the basic events A1, B 1, C , and D, , the above observation is
simply a reflection of the fact that the frequency of independent failures is the sum of the independent
component failures rates. However, for common cause events, the situation is more complicated. Some of
the common cause events take on a characteristic of the independent events in mapping downward-they
impact a single component. Such events, which might be termed "latent common cause events," may appear
to be independent events, but if more components were present, they could reveal their true character as
common cause events. This may help to explain the observation that was made in Reference C-1 that more
than 50% of the data that was collected on events involving single component effects were due to external
causes (e.g., design errors, operator errors, etc.), that on other occasions produced multiple component
effects. It is generally believed that most of the data in Reference C- I came from low redundancy systems;
i.e., two redundant components per system.
At this point we introduce the symmetry assumption that is incorporated into all the CCF models (P3,
MGL, BFR, and basic parameter). This assumption states that the probability of each basic event is
independent of the specific combination of components affected; it is only dependent on the number of
components failed.
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Table C-1. Impact of four-train "independent" and common cause events on three, two, and one-train
systems.

_______

EetTyp
Eetpe
_________

_____

BscEetin
Four-Tramn
System

________

Basic
Evn
Evenbilty
roaity

(A, B, C, D)

Impact on
Three-Train
System
(A, B, C)*

Impact on
Two-Train
System

Impact on
One-Train
system

(A, B)*

(A)*

A

A

A

B

None

None

None

AB
AC

AB
A

A
A

A

A

B
C

B
None

A

B

In4)..et

None

CC

DNone
ComnAB
Common

AC

Impating

AD

Twomoet
Copnns

BD
CD

TOBC

Common

ABC

Cause

AB

Impacting
Three

ABD
BCD

fBC

02(c4)

1ABC

AB

,4

None

A

B

None

AB

A

None
None

A

Q~)*AC

AB
B

IBC

Components

A
None
_______

Common
Cause

Impacting

AB

ABCD

04ABC

_______

______________

A

Four
Components

________________

*Impact expressed in terms of the specific set of components failed by each basic event.
"*Applies to each basic event within the braces.

These probabilities are the parameters of the basic parameter model that, for the four-train system, include
the following:
Applicable Basic Events

Parameter*
(4)

Al, B 1 , C1 , D,
C
C
C

2

CAB' IAC'

g,(41__

Q93
4

(~
)

IAD'

C

C

0BC'0

C

ED' 9CD

CABC9 CABD,9 CA CD' CCD
CAC

*The parameter defines the probability of each (not the total) of the indicated applicable events.
If a four-train system is challenged N times and it is assumed that a challenge results in all four trains
being challenged, and if N is large, the average number of events involving a cause impacting j components,
Mis given by
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S(4~)
=

(4')

Qj54) N

(0.1)

In other words, in N system challenges there are 4()N challenges of combinations ofj components
and 9j(4) is the probability that each of those challenges results in j-specific component failures. Evaluating
Equation (C. 1) for the parameters in a four-train model yields
(4) (4)m
~6~

4)

4
((4M())
)N

Mj =4,

4Q3

ý

M()=6Q

;

ý

4j
94

(C.2)

The total database generated by N demands on the four-train system is given by

Event Data Vector

{

-

M
1 4)

(4 M(4') M(4)

(C.3)

To simplify the subsequent development, we introduce a set of system or component group failure
rates that correspond with each of the components of the event data vector
M-f(4)

q,(4)

=

j

N

,J

1, 2, 3, 4

=

(0.4)

where q, = frequency of events that occur within the four-train system resulting in j component failures
(events per system demand).
The 4 4)can be regarded as system failure rates and should not be confused with component failure
rates. These rates provide a means of describing a database that is normalized against the number of system
demands.
Returning to Table C- I we can establish what the four-train data would look like in three, two, and onetrain systems in terms of the basic event probabilities for the four-train system that on the assumption that
these probabilities are in fact independent of system size, and that the system demand is equivalent to a
demand on all components. On comparison of the first two columns of Table C-1, the following
relationships are easily established:
(3)

(4)

1

4) +3

(3S)

-3Q(

(4)

(4 )

3q(4)
4

+!_I (4)
2
(C.5)

()

q2
(3)

q3
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,

_

(4)

-02

(4)

Q3

1

(4)

3Q 3

2

Q( 4).1

+ Q4

(4)

q

(4)

=-4q 3

3 (4)
+q-q3
4
(4)

I'-q 4
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These and the remaining relationships among the databases are summarized in Table C-2. Each
column of Table C-2 shows how the four-train events are distributed in smaller sized systems. The total
numnber of basic events is conserved in each column; however, the number of events having no impact grows,
moving from left to right. These latter events are essentially unobservable since data are only available when
failures occur--the available data on cause events that do not produce at least one component failure are
sketchy, at best.

C.3 MAPPING DOWN IMPACT VECTORS
The relationship in Table C-2 can be used to calculate impact vectors of classified events in a system
of three, two, or one component, given an impact vector in any system with more components up to four.
This is true because of the specific properties of the databases indicated in Table C-2. The key property is
that, when moving form left to right to simulate downward mapping of data, the events are distributed in a
predictable way. Take, for instance, the data, the events are distributed in a predictable way. Take, for
instance, the term n,("which represents the system failure rate of single component failures in four-train
systems. Now we ask the question: if one of these same events were postulated to occur in a three-train
system, what is the probability that a single component failure would occur? Using the information in Table
C-2:
(3)1_ 3Q( 4)

pr f1(4) _ 1;-

31

4Q( 4)

0.75

(C.6)

This probability and all the other downward mapping probabilities are independent of the underlying
failure rate parameters; they are only dependent on the sizes of the systems being mapped! A complete set
of formulae for mapping down data from systems having four, three, or two components to any identical
system having fewer components is presented in Table C-3.
The application of these formulae to binary impact vectors (i.e., impact vectors whose entries are either
zero or one) is illustrated in Table C-4 for mapping down data from four or three-train systems. This
provides the basis for the formulae presented in Section C.3 for downward mapping of impact vectors. Note
that, because these formnulae depend on Equation C.2, they are dependent on the assumption made about the
sampling scheme that produced the data.
The probability of impact of zero components is carried through these tables (C-2, C-3, and C-4) for
bookkeeping purposes--to show how the event impact probability is conserved. Also, the accounting of the
P0 term of the impact vector reveals important factors that must be taken into account in parameter
estimation. In combining data from systems having different sizes, only the impact vector terms associated
with one or more component failures are "observable;" i.e., have the potential for showing up in an event
report. However, in the process of synthesizing statistics from the generic database, a picture of what the
database would look like if it came from a collection of systems with the same size, conserving the
probability of impacting zero components is extremely important. Take, for example, mapping set No. 4 in
Table C-4, which covers the case of mapping single component failures in P0 terms shows in this case how
the frequency of single component failures in the system is proportional to the number of components
preent
Hnce haf f te 1 4 events would not occur in a two-train system. This factor must be reflected
in parameter estimation to account for differences in system size among the systems in the database in
relation to the size of the system being analyzed. To illustrate this point numerically suppose that data from
systems having four, three, and two components were being used to assess a two-component system.
Further, suppose that the number of single component failures observed in these systems was 40, 30, and 20,
respectively. Without consideration of the zero impact effect, the data analyst would be led to interpret this
data as 40 + 30 + 20 = 90 instances of component failures for use in parameter estimation. However, if
C-5
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Table C-2. Average rate of occurrence* of basic events in systems as a function, of system size and the
number of trains failed per event.

NUMBIU OF IDENTCAL ULDUNDM4T TRIJNS 01 COMPONENTS

4

13

211

_

0

I

2

3

4

*

Rates are given in units of events per system demand.
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Table C-3. Formulae for mapping down event impact vectors.
SIZE OF SYSTEM MAPPING TO (NUMBER OF IDENTICAL TRAINS)
3

2

S
I
Z
E

I
I

U

-I.-.,

04)

P0)=5

+1 P(4)

4
4

0
F

(3)=3 (4) + IP(4)
P1
Pi
2~p
(3) 1 (4) 3
P
P2
4

S
Y
S
T
E
M

(3)

P3

1

(4)

=-P3

(4)

(2)

PC

1

(4) +

=P1

j-P:1

1

I(4)

2j(4)

(2C)

2
1

(2)

P2

6P

_I
1

2(4)

2

()

(4)

=3

(4)

1

P(1)

LP(4)

2

+3

(4) +P(4)

4h

(4)

(4) +
3

2

(4) +

4 1

22

1LP(4)
4

(4) + LP(4)

P014 P1

1

3

P

(4)
+

Pi

4

POOP)

M
A
P
P
I
N
G

1

3P
1

l

Pi3 i
(2
P2

1

+

F
R
0
M

)+jP(3)
P0o3 -

P1

3P

3 P2(1)

(3)

=-Pi

1
PC

±(3)

3P
P

1 (3) I2 (,)
-j3

P3(3

()
P 3,

G(1) =

+ 1Q2(I2)
1

P.~~ .~P

2
(1) =1
(2)+
P1
2 P1

(2)
Pi

*The term po() is included for completeness, but in practice, any evidence that might exist about causes that
impact no components in a four-train system would be "unobservable".
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Table CA4 Malonine down binarv imnact vectors from four-train and three-train svstem data.
Impact Vector*

Impact Vector*

P"IdP1 NP,
P

System

System

H.I T.T FP,

___ I_
Mapping of Event 6

Mapping of Event I
Original Four-Train System

0

0

0 10

Identical Three-Train System

0

0

0

1

Identical Two-Train System

0

0

1

-

:Identical One-Train System

0I

-

-

110

1
*

-

Original Three-Train System

0

0

Identical One-Train System

0

1

0

1

1i

0

Identical Two-Train System___1
Mapping of Event 7

Mapping of Event 2
Original Four-Train System

0 10

0

Identical Three-Train System

0

0

.75

.25

Identical Two-Train System

0

.50

.50

-

Identical One-Train System

.25

.75

-

-

Li.

Original Three-Train System

010

Identical Two-Train System

0

Identical One-Train System

.33

.67

.33

j.67 [-

-

-

Mapping of Event 8
Mapping of Event 3
Original Four-Train System

0

0

1

0

0

Identical Three-Train System

0

.50

.50

0

-

Identical Two-Train System

.17

.67

.17

-

-

Identical One-Train System

.50

.50

-

-

-

____caLioT
L3.6

Original Three-Train System 0

Identical TOn-Train System

1

0

0

-

.6.33

Mapping of Event 9
Mapping of Event 4
Original Four-Train System

0

1

0

0

0

Original Three-Train System

Identical Three-Train System

.25

.75

0

0

-

Identical Two-Train System

Identical Two-Train System

.50

.50

0

-

-

Identical One-Train System

Identical One-Train System

.75 1.25

-

-

-

0

0

j1

0

0

0

1

0

0

-

1

0

-

-

Mapping of Event 5
Original Four-Train System

1

0

0

Identical Two-Train System

1

0

0

Identical One-Train System

I

0

Identical Three-Train System

*For each event, the "original" impact vector is assumed to be available from an event report taken
from a given size system, then, within the same box, different examples of new impact vectors for
analyzed system of a smaller size than (but otherwise identical to) the "original" system are given.
*

*(-) means the impact category is inapplicable
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consideration is given to what this data would have looked like had it come from all two-component systems,
the equivalent data would be interpreted (based on mapping sets 4 and 8 in Table C-4) as 40(.5) + 30(.67)
+ 20 =60 occurrences of single component failure events. The numerical importance of system size
mapping in the estimation of common cause parameters was first explained by Peter Doerre of Reliability
Benchmark Exercise 2.'C-3

CA4 MAPPING UP IMPACT VECTORS
The above discussion demonstrates that downward mapping is deterministic; i.e., given an impact
vector for an identical system having more components than the system being analyzed, the impact vector
for the same size system can be calculated without introducing additional uncertainties, given that the basic
assumptions on which the mapping formulae are based are accepted. Mfaping up, however, is a different
story. To understand this point, let us return to Table C-2. Suppose an n,()event occurred and the system
being analyzed consisted of four units. As can be seen from the table, there is some chance that, if the same
event were postulated to occur in a four-train system, either one or two component failures would result.
Based on the information provided in Table C-2, the following statements can be made about the probability
that this event would result in one or two component failures, respectively:
(4)

Pr i(1()

_. 1(4))

3Q
3Q(4)

(C.7)

(3Q4)

(4)

Pr{iC3) -

(4)1

3

(C.8)

22

3Q(4) +3Q( 4 )

Therefore, the upward mapping probabilities, unlike the downward mapping probabilities, are
dependent on the underlying basic event probabilities. (Recall that the downward mapping probabilities
were shown to be independent of the underlying basic event probabilities.) Therefore, it is necessary to
either bring in more information about the events, or accept a greater degree of uncertainty in the case of
upward mapping. In reference to the above relationships, this uncertainty corresponds with not knowing,
a priori, what the underlying basic event probabilities are.
There are some aspects of the downward mapping relationships presented in Tables C-2, C-3, and C-4
to reduce uncertainties in upward mapping. One usefuil property derived from these tables is that
help
that
any event involving k components in a k train system would result in either k or k + I component failures
in a k + 1 train system, and either k, k + 1 or k + 2 in a k + 2 train system. Therefore, the possibilities for
upward mapping are well defined, but the probabilities are not.
The concept that is used in the definition of the BFR common cause model can be used to try to limit
the problem. This concept is that all events can be classified into one of three categories:
I . Independent events - causal events that act on components singly and independently.
2. Nonlethal shocks - causal events that act on the system -as a whole with some chance that any
numnber of components within the system can fail. Alternatively, nonlethal shocks can occur when
a causal event acts on a subset of the components in the system.
3. Lethal shocks - causal events that always fail all the components in the system.
C-9
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When enough is known about the cause (i.e., root cause and coupling mechanism) of a given event,
it can usually be classified in one of the above categories without difficulty. If, in the course of upward
mapping, each event can be identified as belonging to one of the above categories, the uncertainty associated
with upward mapping can be substantially reduced but not eliminated. To be able to categorize an event into
one of the above categories requires the (category 1)are due to internal causes or external causes isolated
to a specific component. Of the remaining external causes, lethal shocks can often be identified as having
a certain impact on all components present. Design errors and procedural errors form common examples
of lethal shocks. What is left are external causes that have an uncertain impact on each component and these
are the not-necessarily lethal--or nonlethal--shocks.
If an event is identified as being either an independent event or lethal shock, the impact vectors can
be mapped upward deterministically as described below. It is only in the case of nonlethal shocks that an
added element of uncertainty is introduced upon mapping upward. How each event is handled is separately
described below.

CAI. Mapping Up Independent Events
As noted at the beginning of this appendix, the purpose of mapping impact vectors is to estimate or
infer what the database of applicable events would look like if it all was generated by system of the same
size (i.e., the number of components in each common cause group) as the system being analyzed. In the case
of the independent events, the number of such events observed in the database is simply proportional to the
number of components in the system. Therefore, if we collected data from systems of two components
having some level of system experience and observed, say M*ý" instances of independent events involving
a single component, we should expect to see twice as many independent events, M! = 2M?("I if the same
amount of system experience were accumulated with identical four-component systems.
The above result is compatible with the notion that independent events are due to internal causes. If
we add more components and fix the level of system experience, we add a like amount of opportunities for
the occurrence of independent events. The following set of relationships directly follows from the simple
assumption that the number of independent events observed in a system of size k, M,(k), where k = 1, 2, or
3, is proportional to the underlying independent failure rate. What we seek to determine is the equivalent
number of independent events, KO), that we would expect to observe if the same amount of system
experience were accumulated with identical systems of size j, j = I through 4.
M
I(k)(C.9)

k

J

From the above relationship, the following formula is derived to estimate the equivalent number of
independent events that would be observed from systems of size P,given data on independent events in
different size systems:
(k)

E Ii
-M;

(C.10)

k

i

For the purpose of mapping impact vectors of each independent event, Equation C.9 translates into
P1(1
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I1

Mp(h

k

C-10

(C.11)

Because this approach adds events that were not actually observed, it artificially strengthens the
database and reduces the statistical uncertainty associated with estimates of P,. However, the impact on the
uncertainty is generally negligible compared with other sources of uncertainty.

C.4.2 Mapping Up Lethal Shocks
Once an event is classified as a lethal shock, the upward mapping of its impact vector is
straightforward. By definition, a lethal shock wipes out all the redundant components present within a
common cause group. The key underlying assumption in the following simple formula for upward mapping
of impact vectors involving lethal shock is that the lethal shock rate acting of the system is constant and
independent of system size. This is a reasonable assumption. From it the following simple relationship is
derived:

P,'

'foralllandj

=p,

(C. 12)

Therefore, for lethal shocks, the impact vector is mapped directly. The probability that all j
components in a system of j components have failed due to a lethal shock is mapped directly to the
probability of failing all t component system without modification.

C.4.3 Mapping Up Nonlethal Shocks
In order to uniquely map up the effect of nonlethal shocks, it is essential to use a model that can relate
the probability of failure of k or more component in terms of parameters that can be determined from
measurements of numbers of failure events involving I = 0, ..., k- I components. The only one of the models
discussed which is capable of supporting this is the BFR model.
According to the BFR model, nonlethal shock -failures are viewed as the result of a nonlethal shock that
acts on the system at a constant rate that is independent of the system size. For each shock, there is a
constant probability, p is the conditional probability of each component failure given a shock. The mapping
up of an event is based on a subjective assessment of p. This assessment is performed for each event and
may be different for different events. When mapping up an event from a system of size "I"to a system of
size 'J", j > I , the parameters of the BFR model are assumed not to change. In other words, the shock rate
and the probability p that a component fails, given the shock occurrence, are conserved. While, as shown
in Section 4. 1, the BFR model is somewhat lacking in its generality (because all nonlethal events in the data
are assumed to have the same shock rate and binomial parameter p), allowing a different assessment of the
p parameter for each event restores the generality. The BFR model in this context is used as a way of
extrapolating events, but not as an integral common cause failure model to parametize all possible events.
The BFR model is used to perform upward mapping of impact vectors according to the following
procedure:
1. Write BFR equations for the system size "I"from which the data comes. For example, in mapping
up from a system size I = 2,
(2)

n.

IL
IL

-)

p2

(2)

(2)

n2

p

2

P

C-1 I
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where n," is used in this section to represent the frequency of events that occur within an I-train
system resulting in Ptrain failures due to nonlethal shocks. These equations postulate that the
observed values of n,(2) and n 2(2) were generated in a BFR process with parameters A.and p.
2. Write BFR equations for system size j to which the data are to be applied. For mapping up from
a system size I = 2 to a system size j = 4 for example, these equations are
(4)=p4

4
- p)3

(4 =j(
n1

=4p(1

(4)=_p

=6 i1

n2

(4)

pI
-p

2 22

(C.14)

=-pp

n(4)

= 1P4

These equations postulate (if the gi and p are used from step 1)that we would have observed the

values of n,(4), n2(4)

3(),

n4(")from the same BFR process that generated the values of n '(2), n2(2) if

the data had been collected from a four-train system.
3. Use the equations in steps I and 2 to derive naw's as a funmction of n~')'s. For example,
4 p( I - p) 3 p

(4)

[2p (I - p )p] [2 (1 ~p)2]
(C. 15)

2
-21 p)

(2)

In some cases, it is not clear which n(W)s contribute to a specific n0 . For example, do n,()~ and n,(2 )

contribute to n3(4)? How much? In these cases, use Table C-I. Table C-I shows that half of n3(4)
is "observed" as n2(2 ) in a two-train system. The other half is "observed" as n,(2). Thus,
(4)=

-p)p-p)pp)3

=2P2 [p(I

-

-p)p3

2 n(2) +2(I-p)pn(2)
-P1
+21pp

+2(1 -p)p

3

+p(1

(C. 16

2

Table C-5 includes formulae to cover all the upward mapping possibilities with system sizes up to four.
By making use of the concepts of the BFR model, the uncertainty inherent in mapping up impact vectors is
reduced to the uncertainty in estimating the parameter p; that is, the probability that the nonlethal shock or
cause would have failed a single hypothetical component added to the system. While this may seem obvious,
it should reduce the overall uncertainty in mapping up the impact vector since the formulae in Table C-5 take
care of all the bookkeeping problems of enumerating the possibilities and factoring in the system size effects.
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A final observation to be aware of is that, based on the example problem presented in Section 4. 1, the
final results of a common cause analysis are much more sensitive to uncertainties in the classification of
lethal shocks than nonlethal shocks.
Table C-5. Formulae for upward mapping of events classified as nonlethal shocks.
SIZE OF SYSTEM MAPPING TO
4

3

2

I

I
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P1(2)
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()
1(

-
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=
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=
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=
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+
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=

-
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C.5 SUMMARY OF IMPACT VECTOR MAPPING
The impact vector mapping concepts of this appendix are summarized in the form of a decision tree
for the data analyst in Figure C- 1. This decision tree guides the analyst through the important tasks of
assessing the applicability of each event, determination of system size for the events in the database, as well
as for the system being analyzed, and the use of the appropriate mapping formulae derived in this appendix.
Examples of impact vector mapping are presented in Tables C-4 and C-6 for downward and upward
mapping, respectively. It should be stressed that the particular formulae given in those tables are dependent
on the assumptions made, particularly with regard to data collection and, in the case of upward mapping, the
BFR assumptions.
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Figure C-i. Decision tree for assessing and mapping event impact vectors.
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Table C-6. Example of uward mapping of impact vectors.
Event

Syte Siz

No.

SItm~z

IEvent
No. I

Impact Vector*
[

,IP

,IP

Syte S

iz

Impact Vector

Sytm

Ie

P, I P, I ,I

Lethal Shock Cases

Independent Event Cases
I- Original One-Train

I

*

-

-

8-.*Original One-Train

I

-

-

-

Identical Two-Train

2

0

-

-

Identical Two-Train

0

1

-

-

Identical Three-Train

3

0

0

-

Identical Three-Tramn

0

0

1

-

Ildentical Four-Train1

0

0

1 0

10

10

I~dentical Four-Train 14

10

11

Nonlethal Shock Cases ( p =0.9)

I

2- Original Two-Train JIj

0

Ildentical Three-Trainj 1.5

j-

-

0 10

0

22

[Identical Four-Train

-I

-

9- Original One-Train

I

[-

Identical Two-Train

.2

j.9j

Identical Three-Train

.03

Ildentical Four-Train 1.004
r

3- Original Three-

rrrain

1 1.33

I

10-' Original One-Train

.5

-

-

.75

.75

.25

-

-

-

Identical Three-Train

Identical Two-Train

1.8

.1

-

-

Ildentical Four-Train 1.5

Identical Three-Train

2.43

.27

.01

-

Identical Four-Train

2.916

.486

j.036

.001

1

0

-

-

.225

j0
j.01

6- 10riginal One-Train 1 .5

1~ .5

-

.1

I l-[Original

One-TrainI

[Identical Two-Train
[Identical Three-Train

j0

-

1

-

J-

-

Identical Two-Train

I

Identical Three-Trainl 1.35
Identical Four-Train 11.62

1.271 .81 1 i.041 .324 1.729

1I

4-' Original - One Train

5- Original Twoý-Train

-

Nonlethal Shock Cases ( p = 0.5)

0 1 01

j1 ojo0j 0
Nonlethal Shock Cases (p =0. 10)

[Identical Four-Train

-

12- loriginal One-TrainI

1.75 1.5

0 1L1i

-I

Jj.j

01.251 .5J.25
.5 1 .5 1 -

[Identical Two-Train 1.375 k.5 W.25
.25 435j37
[Identical Three-Train

I -

.05s
.5
Ildentical Four-Train 1 .81 1 .5175 1 .095 1.005

1.25

I

.-

j.125

(Identical Two-Train 1 6757s1

.25

.5

2

j.3

.475

.25

7- jOriginal Three-Trainj
(Identical Four -Train

13-.1Original One-Train 1.25 1 .5 1 .25 1[Identical Two-Train 1.1667 .375 1.375 1 .125

[

05

*For each event, the "original" impact vector is assumed to be available from an event report taken from a given size system.
Then, within the same box, different examples of new impact vectors for analyzed systems of a larger size than (but otherwise
"identical" to) the "original" system are given,
~()means the impact category is inapplicable
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While it is the analyst's responsibility to assess, document, and defend his assessment of the parameter p,
some simple guidelines should help in its quantification.
" If an event is classified as a nonlethal shock and it fails only one component, it is reasonable to
expect that p is small (p < 0.5).
* If a nonlethal shock fails a number of components intermediate to the number present, it is
unreasonable to expect that p is either very small (p -~ 0) or very large (p -p 1).
"If a nonlethal shock fails all the components present in a system, it is reasonable to expect that p
is large (p > 0.5).
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APPENDIX D
STATISTICAL UNCERTAINTY DISTRIBUTION FOR MODEL
PARAM ETERS
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APPENDIX D
Statistical Uncertainty Distribution for Model Parameters
D.1 INTRODUCTION
The major sources of uncertainty in the CCF parameters were identified in Section 5.5.4. It also
presented an overview of the statistical methods used to quantify the uncertainties. This appendix details
the statistical models that can be used to represent uncertainty in the estimates of the parameters of various
parametric models. The uncertainties addressed by the statistical models of Sections D. I through DA4 are
those associated with statistical inference based on limited sample size (the standard statistical uncertainty).
However, simple extensions of the general structure of these models provide the vehicle for incorporating
other sources of uncertainty, as discussed in Section 5.5.4 of this report. Examples of these sources are
uncertainty in impact vector assessment, incompleteness of data bases with respect to the number of failures
and success data.
The assumption in the models presented here, therefore, is that the statistical information necessary
to estimate the parameters of a model is available without any uncertainty concerning the various pieces of
that information. The approach adopted for the analysis of the uncertainty that is due to data set size is the
Bayesian approach, in which the distribution of a parameter, 6, in light of evidence E, is obtained from

where

fL (El 10) 1C.(0)d(D01
(10710)d
nr(01IE) Mposterior distribution of 0 given evidence E.
n.(e) sdistribution of 0 prior to the evidence.
L(E 16) =-likelihood function or the probability of the evidence E, given 0.

The following sections describe how the above concept can be used to develop the uncertainty
distributions of various parameter models. For all models except BFRD.I, the presentation is limited to the
demand-based failure frequencies. The time-based failure rate models can be developed by a simple change
in selected statistical distribution.

D.2 DISTRIBUTION OF THE BASIC PARAMETER MODEL
The demand based parameters of the basic parameter model are defined as
of k-specific components on demand due to a common cause.
The statistical evidence needed to estimate

Qk

Qk

sprobability of failure

is of the form:

E = nk,k =1, ...,mi;ND)

(D.2)

where nk anumber of failure of events involving failure of k components in a common cause group of size
number of system demands.
mn, and ND
0
Assuming non-staggered testing, the number of times a group of k components is challenged in each
test of a system of mn components can calculated from
D-1
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Nh
where the binomial term

()is

=

(7)ND

(D.3)

the number of groups of k components that can be formed from m

components. Bayes' theorem, in this case, is written as
L
.L(nk~

r(Qk InkP Nk)
where

IQhO' Nk) 7t.

(Qk)

(DA4)

I

C ~f L(n. IQt.Nk) n. (Qk)d-Ok
The binomial distribution

for the likelihood and its conjugate distribution, beta

r(A. +Bk)
(Akt)

7 9)=r

+

T'(Bt)

A-

for the prior distribution, are logical and convenient choices. Here A,, and
beta distribution and the gamma function r(x) is defined as
r (x)

f z'

(D.6

A;

e "dz

Bk

are the two parameters of the
(D.7)

0

The parameters of the posterior distribution that will also be a member of the beta family of
distributions are
(D.8)
Bk'

Bk + Nk -nk

The mean of the posterior distribution is given by
Sk'

(D.9)

Therefore,

k

For a uniform prior with A.

Nk + Bk +A4k

Bk, =

1,
k=nk + 2
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D-2

(D.l11)

Since, for higher values of k (k > 2), the nk are generally small, the assumption of the particular prior
can have a significant effect on common cause failure probability estimates. This is true of the other models
also. Therefore, these results should not be used without an understanding of what drives them.
The mode of the posterior distribution is given by
Q't

-

A

(D. 12)

"tB;-

which, in terms of the prior distribution parameters and the data, is written as

'4=NA

+ Bt+

At

-

(.3

2

1), the above estimator reduces to a form commonly known as the
For a uniform prior (Ak =f
maximum likelihood estimators (MLE):
QkN

Q)

(D.14)

n.

In application to the uncertainty analysis of a system unavailability, or sequence frequency, the
distributions on the Qk are regarded as statistically independent. So for example, in a Monte Carlo analysis,
the distributions on the Qk are sampled independently. This, of course, results in underestimation of the
overall uncertainty.

D.3 DISTRIBUTION OF THE ALPHA-FACTOR MODEL PARAMETERS
D.3.1 Homogeneous Population
The following discussion applies to cases where the data from various plants or systems are pooled,
based on an assumption of homogeneity.
In this case, the data needed to estimate ak's are of the following form:
(D.l15)

E = nk: kl=,...,m)

where nk is the number of events involving exactly k component failures in a common cause component
group of size m.

The likelihood of observing this evidence, given a set of values for ;k's, is

.in
Liln .~.n
. 1 2~

where

1

a3 )

01

(D.16)

1 ~+.

r(n ) . .* r(n3)

k i

=(.7
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This is a multi-nominal distribution.
T7his distribution is based on the assumption that nk's are generated independently with probabilities
given by ccks subject to the constraint that the sum of ac's is one. By using equation D. 16 as the likelihood
function in Bayes theorem and choosing a Dirichiet distribution function as the, prior for ac's, a posterior
distribution fuinction, which is also Dirichiet in form, is obtained:
7(A I +A2 + ...+tA.,)

r(A 0)..F(A )

4I

A-1
2 A

A-1

D 8

a

where Ak's ( k = 1,...,m ) are the parameters of the posterior distribution and are related to a similar set of
prior distribution parameters [A.,, ..., A0J through the following relationship:
A k=Aok +n..

(D. 19)

Note that 0O:5Ak <o-forall k.
The general form of marginal distribution of each cc1 is a beta distribution of the form
=I(

aCev,(1 M(Ar-A9 -

r(A d

(D.20)

where

AAn
mean:

r

A~ Ok+nk

(D.21

-

(D.22)

AT

E (A0 ,+n,)
t=1

For auniform prior Ak =

k = I,-.., m, the maximum likelihood estimator of cc is

ak

i

which is the maximum likelihood estimator of cci.
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k

m(D.24)

D.3.2 Non-homogeneous Population
The above treatment assumes that once the CCF events are reinterpreted and impact vectors mapped
for a particular application, a homogeneous population of events is created. That is, after the specialization
of the CCF event impact vectors, the events are considered as belonging in the same population and coming
from the plant under consideration. If on the other hand, the potential population variability (plant-to-plant
variability) of CCF events are considered, a different statistical model, one based on non-homogenous
population, applies.
In this approach average impact vector elements are summed for each impact category for each plant.
A data set is thus generated for each of the N plants in the database. That is,
(1)

5)

(

Note that the data set of Equation D. 15 is formed by summing the D('O for all plants.
The plant-to-plant variability distribution of each cc, can be obtained through the following steps. First,
assume that the distribution can be represented by a beta distribution:
7t(c)=r(a, + b)
(a,)r(b,)aj~
FiI

b

91(.6

D.

where aj and lý are two (unlcnown) parameters. The distribution of a and. b can be obtained using the
following data set developed from Equation D.25:

where
n

nt

(D.28)

The distribution is developed by Bayes Theorem:

A~a.b. ID)

=

L(DIa,b~f,(atb)
ffL D, Ia~bf(~~ad,(.9

(.9

where the likelihood function is
N

L(D, Iab) = IifB~j',t Ia) 11J(01)do,)

(D.30)

In Equation D.30, B(n,~(1)n cc) is a binomial distribution corresponding to the data from plant I. The final
step is to use the posterjior dIstrution of Equation D.29 to find various estimates of the desired distribution
of aj, including a mean density function:

Clearly, development of the mean probability density function and the steps leading to it require
numerical methods and can only be done by computer. Both the homogeneous and nonhomogeneous; models
are available in the CCF software.' The non-homogeneous option can be used to develop generic and global
assessment of the ranges of CCF parameters across the industry. It can also be used as a prior distribution
D-5
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in plant-specific estimations. For this use the data from the plant being analyzed should be excluded from
the non-homogeneous database, Equation 5.38, to be used as plant-specific data in the Bayesian updating
process. The resulting distribution from this procedure is expected to be wider than the distribution obtained
based on the homogeneous assumption (Equation D. 15).

DA4 DISTRIBUTION OF THE MGL MODEL PARAMETERS
The distribution of the MGL parameters is first developed in its exact form. However, since the exact
form as it will be seen is complicated and for some practical applications difficult to use, an approximate
method is also described along with a discussion of its limitations and constraints. In both cases, the
presentation is limited to the MGL parameters for a three-component system. The results can be easily
generalized for systems of higher redundancy.

D.4. Exact Method
Since the available statistical data are in the form of the number of events involving different common
cause basic events, an event-based parameter such as the ac-factor can be estimated directly from the data.
However, the MGL parameters are, by definition, component based and as such, cannot be directly related
to the observables; (nk's). Therefore, the distribution of MGL parameters must be obtained indirectly through
the distribution of an event-based parameter. The event-based model selected for this purpose is the a-factor
model.
Note that, based on the definition of the a-factors and the MGL parameters, the following relations can
be established:

2 a 2 + 3ca 3
3l+2
c
y

(D.32)
a3

3

(D.33)

3

2cc 2 +3ca 3

Using the standard approach for change of variables, the distributions of the MGL and a a-factor model
parameters are related through the following equation:

(13

Y

where, defining a dummy parameter X

7r (alp. a2'

ac 2, the Jacobian is written as

ap

ap

a2

a3

ap
oa

alM
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(D.34)

J(cc,, ac2, a 3 )1

)

accc
y

0cc
al

a0cc 2

ay

ay
0cc 3

ax

ax

ax

0cc 1

0cc 2

0cc 3

13ý6

(D.35)

Since,

ap -ap

aa2

a

a2

-_
a1

ax-

ca,

C
a3

o

(D.36)

then,
-

(i~i)(D.37)

From Equations D.32 and D.33, eliminating a2, we have
9

-9
2

___

ap
aa3

4

(D.38)

9 a
4

(3

2!al+!Ia3)2
27

2

27

(3

(D.39)

2

27a3

a1-Y

aX
3

3

(D.40)

-27

-3a 1 +2-a)

Using the above equations in Equation D.37 and replacing a,1 and a, with the following equalities:

3-3
2

1
*2

D-7

D-7
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a3

y(D.43)
3-P
2

-- !Py
2

Therefore,
2(3

NY

9P

,

-

_)37a 0ýP~
- (al c021 0a3)

(D.45)

Based on the discussion in Section D.3, for a uniform prior distribution, the distribution of a,, a~, and
a:3 is given by

7r

2

a

( 1ll

a

r33(

an

+c,n23+n)

2F 3 (n,)T(n2 )r( n3) a:1

Equations D.42 and D.43 give the relation between a, and (x3 and

02

P3
and y.

03

C

(D.46)

The corresponding equation for

a2'2

a:2=

(D.47)

2

2

2

Now a,, a2, and a3 can be replaced in Equation D.46 by Equations D.42, D.43, and D.47. The resulting
distribution can then be used in Equation D.46 to obtain the distribution of 03and y.

7r Y'(P'Y)= C

P R2

+ X3

I(1I

-

(3 - -

where

+"2

3 RZ

P )fh

-

I

,MI 1M(1

Py

P(n + n 2 +n 3)

)3(.8
2

A

(.9

P(n, )F(n 2 )F(n3)(.9

From Equation D.48, it can be seen that mean values of J3 and y can only be obtained numerically,
which is not a desirable property for most practical applications where the mean value may be needed for
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an initial quantitative screening of the common cause component. In such cases, the approximate method
described in the following section may be used.

D.4.2 Approximate Method
The uncertainty distribution of the MGL parameters can be approximated with simpler parametric
distributions if the observed events are assumed to be independent component failures within different
categories of common cause events. In other words, the set (nk k--1. ....) where n i the number of evnts
involving failure of k components due to common cause will be interpreted as (knk; k--I.,... m) where knk
is the number of components failed in common cause events involving k component failures, and knk events
will be assumed to have occurred independently.
With the above assumption, let us define the following conditional probabilities (for a system of these
components).
I1,
( Y)
Z2 PO
Z3
PY

=
=

conditional probability of component failure being a single failure.
conditional probability of component being involved in a double failure.
conditional probability of component being involved in a triple failure.

Note that
+I +Z+3 1

The likelihood of observing nj single failures, 2n 2 component failures due to double failures, and 3n 3
component failures due to triple failures can be modeled by a multinomial distribution for Zj's, as follows:
P(n,, 2n 2 , 3n 3 IZ 1 1 Z 2 1Z 3 )

=

'(I

2n2

+33n,)I

Z, Z2 ~ Z'3
1

n2) )

(D.50)

3

Rewriting Equation D.42 in terms of P and y results in

P (n,, 2 n2 , 3 n, I

,

*y) = M p 2 P2 +3, (

P-I)"' Y3 x3 (1

_-) n

(D.5 1)

where M is the multinomnial multiplier as in Equation D.50.
Now Bayes' theorem is written as

'JC(P, YI n,,2n,2 3n 3

=P ( np 2n 2 , 3n,

PY )cR,,

Y)

(D.52)

and y and C is a normalizing factor defined as
where 7t. and 7t are the prior and posterior distribution of P3

C=

f

N(P,y)dpdy
f P(ni,,2n 2 ,3n'IP,Y)

(D.53)

0 0

As the prior, one can use a multinomial distribution:
2tV(P,

y)

-

hP

4

(I

-

P )Be -I

~Ca

(1

Y) D.1-

(D.54)

where h is given by
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h

(.5

r(A 0+;D + C0 +Do)

A-r(A0 )r(B0 )r(C.)rI(D 0,)

A flat prior distribution is obtained by setting A0 =10 = C0

.5
=

Do= 1.

Using Equation D.54 in Equation D.52 results in a posterior for distribution for ~3and y that is also
multinomial, with parameters:
A = AO + 2n 2 + 3n3

B =BO + n,

(D.56)

C =CO + 3n3
D = o+ 2n

The mode of the posterior distribution occurs at

A

I

A +B - 2
C

-

(D.57)
(D.58)

I

The mean values are calculated from
=

-

A

(D.59)

(D.60)

=

Note that for the flat prior the mode of the posterior distribution is
2n,2+ 3n3

(D.61)

n,+2n2 + 3n3

Y

(D.62)

3n

which correspond to the point estimates developed in Section 5 of this report, for a component common
cause group of size mn = 3. As we can see, the approximate method results in estimators that are similar to
the commonly used estimators for the MGL parameters. The commonly used estimators, therefore, are not
exact and should only be used if the magnitude of error introduced is judged to be insignificant compared
with other sources of error and uncertainty. The most important difference between the exact and the
approximate methods described here is that the spread of the distributions based on the approximate method
is smaller, a consequence of assuming that the component statistics (kn,) are the result of independent
observations.D' 13 The difference may not be significant, however, if other sources of uncertainty are
accounted for in the development of these distributions.
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D.5 Uncertainty in Data Classification and Impact Vector Assessment
The uncertainties due to judgments required in interpretation and classification of failure events and
the assessment of impact vectors, as described before, are perhaps the most significant of all sources of
uncertainty. Using the impact vector, the analyst's judgment about how a given event should be counted in
estimating parameters is encoded in his probability for each of several hypotheses set forth by him about the
possible impact of the event (see discussion in Section 5 of this report), for the system being analyzed.
Formally, this type of uncertain data can be represented as
E =

(D.63)

N; J =1, ... , M,}

1) ,-.,

PI

where P, is the analyst's probability for hypothesis j about event I, and I iiis the corresponding binary impact
vector. N represents the number of events in the data base, and M, is the number of hypotheses about the
ith event. Note that
E J=

(D.64)

I

1=1

As an example, consider a data base composed of two events, with the following hypotheses and
impact vectors:

There are six possible data sets that can be obtained from the above set of hypotheses by taking all
possible combinations of hypotheses. These data sets and the associated probabilities are listed in the
following.
Event Statistics
Data Set

DW
D2

D3
D4
1 D6

DsW

Probability1 P,1 1P2 1
w2 =P 1 IP22
W3 P1 1P23

W4 'ýP1 2P21
5 P12 P22
W6 P12 P23
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n,

n,

n2

n3

1

0

1

0

0
0
1
0
0

1
0
0
1
0

1

0

0
0
1

1
1
1

2

0
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An uncertainty distribution for a given common cause parameter, ac, can be found by taking any of the
six possible data sets listed in the above table as evidence. If nit( cclDj is such a distribution based on data
set Di, then the distribution of ac, taking into account all possible data sets, will be given by
6

(a ID,)
1W17 "w

7n(c)

(D.65)

where wi is the probability associated with data set Di.
In reality, the number of data sets that can be generated by considering all possible combinations of
various hypotheses about events is very large. As a result, the implementation of the rigorous procedure
described here is extremely difficult. An approximate way of including these effects, at least in the mean
values, is to obtain an "average" impact vector for each event, as recommended in Section 5 of this report,
before combining them to obtain the total number of events in each impact category. Formally,
D={

i;

=11....1 N}

(D.66)

where
J=1

I

(.7

l

For instance, in our two-event example, this averaging process results in:

Event

Event 1
Event 2

F.

I0

F,

F2

0o

P11

P21 P 22

p23

F3

P12
0

Then, the resulting data set (by adding P,'s from each event) is:

Data Set
ii

n
p21

jn,
51
p22

n

n3

P11 + p23

p12

The implications of this approximation and comparison with the rigorous treatment according to
Equation D.65 are discussed in Section 5.5.4 of this report.
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APPENDIX E
TREATMENT OF COMMON CAUSE FAILURES IN EVENT
ASSESSMENT
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APPENDIX E
Treatment of Common Cause Failures in Event Assessment
EA1 INTRODUCTION
The treatment of CCF in PRAs and reliability studies is well established in the literature and in
practice." E-'E The USNRC has recently developed a CCF database that uses the principles presented in
References E-lI through E-3. The technical reports' - associated with the database address the collection
of CCF data, estimation of CCF parameters, and the incorporation of CCFs in PRAs and reliability studies.
However, no guidance has been provided for the treatment of CCFs in event assessment. Common cause
failures have been treated in the Accident Sequence Precursor Program analyses, but no formnal guidance
exists. This appendix provides that guidance. It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the basic concepts
for treating CCFs in PRAs, as outlined in the main report.

E.2 PRELIMINARIES
We begin with a simple example. Consider a common cause component group consisting of three
components. Let A, B, and C represent basic events of three similar components. The failure model for each
component is given by
Ar= IJU CAB U CAC' uCABC
B7 =B IJuCABLiC BC uCABC(E)
7T

1 U AC U BC U ABC

where the subscript T denotes total failure from all causes, I denotes failure from independent causes, and
Cx denotes common cause failure of components X and Y. All events are mutually exclusive (e.g.,
). The failure probability of AT, 13T, and CT is given by the following equation:
8

AnAflC

Q97.Q9
where Q, P[AI]

=

1

(E.2)

+2QL
2 +Q3

P[131] =P[C 1], Q2 = P[CABIJ

=

PICACI

=P[CBCI, and Q3 = P[CABCI. This is referred to as

the Basic Parameter Model for CCF analysis.
Figure E-1I contains the reliability block diagram for this configuration. For a I-out-of-3 success
criterion (i.e., all components must fail), the minimal cutsets are the following: [A,, 3,~Cq ], [A,, CEc ],
[B1, CACd, [C1, CAB], and [CABd] The failure probability for the undesired event S = AT flBrfl C7 , which
is denoted by Qs, is given, in terms of the basic parameter model:

Qs -01 +3Q1Q2 +Q3

(E)

E-1
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Figure E-1. Reliability block diagram for a three-component group.
The MGL representation and the alpha factor representation are reparameterizations; of the Basic
Parameter Model. References E-1, E-2, E-3 and the present document contain details of each and their
relationships. The alpha factor formulation is best for considering the statistical implications and the data
collection aspects. The MGL representation is a conditional formulation of the model. For the threecomponent system considered above and assuming a staggered testing scheme, a,=1 I PJ,a2 =P0l- Y), and
a3 = P3y. Equations can also be obtained relating the two representations for nonstaggered testing, although
they are more complicated (see Appendix A). With this background, we are now ready to demonstrate how
to treat common cause failures in an event assessment or in a conditional analysis.

E.3 TREATMENT OF CCF IN EVENT ANALYSIS
In an event assessment we need to calculate the probability of failure given the event or conditions that
exist. For CCF analysis we have two cases. The first case is when a component is failed. The second case
is when a component is out of service, unavailable, but is not failed. We will discuss each of these cases.

E.3.1 Component Is Failed
For this case, we assume that component C is failed. Then, the conditional failure probability of S

given

CT is given

by
P[S ICr =-

r~

(E.4)

nc]-Q

P[Crl
J

This expression can be obtained from the minimal cutsets. C can fail because any one of the events C1, CAc,
We will develop the conditional probabilities for each cutset. For [A,, B1, C2] we have

C,,, or CA~occurs.

P(AflBn,f CI C~i= (1.,

11,
n-,i=Q2Q

(E.5)

For [A,, CBc],
P(A~lcBcjcICE
NUREG/CR-5485E-

=

P[(zcs

=91g
E-2

(E.6)

For [B31,

CACd,

P[6flnCAcciCT

P[BflnCAc]

For [C,,

(E.7)

22

P[CT]

QIQ

CAB],

[CnAci

(E.8)

P[CflCAICT92]L
P[CTr]

o

For [Cc]
prCACI Cd

L~cTJ

=

P[C 4 5 C]
P[CT1

-

E.9

93
Q)T

Adding together the results of equations (E.5) through (E.9) we get

2QL
1

91-+2Q,

L2

+.9

( .0

Q1 + -3
2

-

_(~O

which equals Equation EA4. For most practical considerations, Q1s: Qr. Equation E.10 reduces to the
following in terms of the alpha factor model and assuming staggered testing:
(E. 11)
Q 2+ 2Q la +Q2 a 3 Q 2+
Q 12 c+ 2Q,o,
2 Q a,
In most PRAs, this thkee component system is modeled using a single common cause basic event and
three basic events that represent the independent failures of A, B, and C, respectively. We can quantify this
event, failure of C, by setting the probability of C to TRUE and changing the failure probability of the
common cause basic event to the value of ce.-

E.3.2 Component Out for Preventive Maintenance
In this case, we will assume that component C is unavailable due to prevehtive maintenance and that
it is not in a failed state. The potential exists for conmmon cause failures to occur. That is, C~c, CBO and CA~
have not occurred, but they could occur. Since C is unavailable, the cutsets for this case are [A 1,B 11,
[A 1, C BC]' [B 1, C Ad, [C As], and [C ABC] Quantification of these yields

2_0 Q+Q~CV
=fl2 +2

+2 +

(E.12)

where Cm denotes that component C is unavailable due to preventive maintenance.
In the simplified plant-specific models, this three-component system is modeled using a single common
cause basic event and three basic events that represent the independent failures of A, B, and C, respectively.
We can quantify this event, component C out for maintenance, by setting the probability of C to TRUE and
changing the failure probability of the common cause basic event to the value of Q2 + Q3.

E.3.3 Treatment When the CCF Cause is Known
When the cause for the CCF event is known, the CCF quantification can be tailored for that specific
cause. For example, Surry has experienced steam binding in the auxiliary feedwater pumps. This specific
common cause was modeled separately in their Individual Plant Examination. The CCF parameter estimates
for a single cause such as this will, in general, be much less than the estimate for all CCF causes.
E-3
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E.3.4 Other Cases
The above development was for a specific system size and success criterion. Other configurations and
success criteria exist for a system of a given size. For example, Table E-I contains the results for a system
of size three. Table E-2 contains the minimal cutsets for this example. Each case should be worked out from
the basic building blocks of the PRA analysis.
E-1. Some configurations for three components.
SUCCESS CRITERION

QUANTIFICATION

Three units in standby; one of3
three (1 of 3) must operate on
demand.

Q1+

Three units in standby; two of
three (2 of 3) must operate on
demand.

3Q 1 + 3QL2 + Q3

3

12+

9

Three units in standby; three of
three (3 of 3) must operate on

3 Q,

demand.I

+

3 Q2+ 0

Table E-2. Cutsets for configurations for three components.

N. NUMBER OFMIMA

UST

N. CUTSETSMNIACUET
[A,, B1, C,], [A,, C~c], [B3,, CACd, [C,, CAB], [CABCI

15
12

3

1

1[A,, B,], [A,, C,], [B,, C,], [CAB], [CAC], [CBJ,

7

[A,], [B,], [C,],

7

[CAB], [CAC],

ICABC]

[CBC], [CABC]

EA4 More Complicated Events
An event can involve failure or the unavailability of more than one component belonging to the
common cause component group. To treat this case, we apply the concepts illustrated in Sections E.3.2 and
E.3.3 to the event. We will illustrate this with another example.
Let us consider the case where component C is out for preventive maintenance and is not failed. A
demand occurs at the plant requiring A and B to start. A starts, but B fails. The conditional probability for
the case prior to the demand is given by Equation E.12. The cutsets are given in Table E-3 along with the
quantification. The final result, assuming staggered testing is given by
+la
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00'

+

Q 2 al

+'

a

E-4

Table E-3. Quantification for example involving two components.
CUTSET
[A,, BI]

_____________

CONDITIONAL PROBABILITY

PROBABILITY
_

__
_ Q12__

_

__

_

_

__

__

_

__

__

_

__

__

[A,, CRC]

Q1Q2

[B
31 CAB]
1

Q1Q2

Q2cc
1

[CAB]

Q2

a

(CABJI

Q3

a3________________

______________

E.5 CONCLUSIONS
Common cause failure probabilities can be treated properly in event assessments by systematically
following the steps illustrated in this appendix. We have illustrated the treatment of failed components and
components unavailable due to preventive maintenance. The treatment of these two cases differs. It is
generally easier to perform the quantification working with the cutsets associated with the common cause
failure group.
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